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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (thru 31 August 1999)
361
AVERY, Donald P
3712 Bent Branch Rd ....
1964 River Rd Unit 68
362
GNATOWSKY, Milton
CHANGES OF ADDRESS
359
AMEEN, Ray C
CLAGHORN, William A .
349
189
QUAIL. Peter
C72
SAUBER. J W
343
TOPPER, Jonathan

8831 Longpoint Suite 204
253 Essex Way
65 Prince Rupert Dr.
6901 Circle J Rd
PMB 237 8524 Hwy 6 No

Falls Church VA 1999 ..

Calverton NY 11933

USA
USA

. USA
. Houston TX 77055
. USA
Benicia CA 94510
ENGLAND
Tockworth No Yorkshire
. Marble Falls TX 78654 .. USA
. USA
Houston TX 77095

RESIGNATIONS
BARTLETT, Bill
193
306
CASTILLEJO Jose F
241
MARTIN. A Lee
C65
PEGLAR, Richard
244
PREDL, Hans
The following individuals have made contributions
of $5.00 or more and are recognized as contributing
members for membership year 1999-2000:
331 M.Arango
016 F Amsemena
355 J Back°
162 K Becker
267 N Rod,
C.17 J. Cannon
L Crain
117 A. Cronin
291 R. Decker
C88 K Una
336 J. Da y -Scrcas
C24 T. Edison
(786 M Fuirlic
287 T. Faistaser
320 S. Forstrcuter

181 A. Foster
358 C Meroni Jr
244 A Frohlich
C60 R. Mitchell
263 C Oschrnann
198 P. Gaions
C33 G. Goodrich 091 M. Preciado
190 G. Huncherger C70 K. Rune
335 E. Johnson
C72 J Sauber
305 M Schroeder
324 1 Johnson
276 J. Stough
151 J. kicner
138 W Klein
351 G. Tierney
316 W Kraemer C.78 H 'Tindall
318 P. Lamastus 343J. Topper
238 E. Langlais
1281. Venegas
C112 W Walton
314.1. Maier
284 R. Man g o
334 J. Z.ambrariu
C57 A. Marks

Mr. Avery collects Colombia locals and express
company. Mr. Gnatowsky collects Colombia, codes
02, 04 and 06.
Exhibitor prospectus forms for WESTPEX 2(1011
are enclosed with this issue to members known to be
exhibitors. If any other members plan to exhibit they
can contact the editor for a copy. Applications should
be submitted as soon as possible as the 10 .0 frames
reserved for exhibits of COPAPHIL and the CZSG
will be probably be oversubscribed. A judge qualified
in our area has been added to the WESTPEX jury.
The "Panama Canal Story' . exhibit of past
president Raymond Ireson earned the grand award at
MILCOPEX 99 and will be entered in next the "World
Series of Philately" competition.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
Thus a 100 cram letter would he 25 centavos in
domestic mail. but only 24 centavos if sent to a
member and all heavier letters would be more
expensive in domestic mail. .
All rate tables include postal card rates for single
and double postal cards, but there is no evidence that
double postal cards were used in Colombia during the
period. It would seem to be a real challenge to
assemble a postal history collection illustrating the
various rates. The "correo urbano - rates would scent
to offer a special challenge. especially the 1
acknowledgement of receipt rate and the 7'-'2c special
delivery rate.
The cover shown on the front page of the previous
issue sold for $3250 according to my informant. Two
interesting lots were offered in June in the E-Bay
auctions. One was the second recorded cover sent from
Colombia to Panama franked with the 1901 Tumaco
"No Hay Estampillas - stamps. The franking was a pair
of the 21/2 centavos denomination. If you have not
participated in these auctions you may be surprised to
team that the closing can be at any date and time and
is often in the middle of the night. In this case it was
at 11 58 P.M. One technique for bidding is to wait and
submit a bid at the last minute, too late for another
bidder to top it In this case, since I already had the
other recorded cover in my collection, my interest was
marginal, but 1 would have bought the cover, which
was offered with a reserve of $25 and was probably
worth $200-$250 in my estimation, if I could have
bought it cheaply enough. I initially bid $50 and when
that was topped. I planned to bid again near closing.
However, the need to care for my wife prevented me
from staying up until the sale closed, so I submitted a
bid at ahout 10:15 P.M. and then retired for the
evening. The other interested bidder submitted a higher
bid and won the lot. This lot and a Panama cover
offered by the same dealer soon after sold for far less
than their value. The member who bought the Panama
cover submitted his final bid about 90 seconds before
the sale closed and it was not topped._
Most Colombia and Panama lots offered in the EBay sales are common thematic stamps and bulk lots,
but these two lots prove that better material may be
found there on occasion and can ohen be obtained at
bargain prices..

The previous page lists the resignations of five
members. One resigned due lir failing eyesight which
makes it impossible to read and the others no longer
collect Colombia or Panama. As I commented
previously our membership peaked several years ago
and has since declined over 10%. Former member Jose
F. Castillejo has sold his early Panama collection
which included the Norman Hubbard collection of first
issue Panama and a good selection of the second
Panama issue material including one of two recorded
covers showing use of the 1887-1888 2 centavos
stamp. Ii also included the only known cover with an
unbiseeted first issue stamp and a good selection of
British P.O. in Panama material. The purchaser was the
Spanish firm of Soler & Llach.
This article brings the final installment of the
Hatfield and Poole article on Bolivar. The authors list
17 types of postamarks they had seen on stamps of the
1879-1891 issues. l have reprinted this as it appeared,
however, there are several observations which should
be noted, There is considerable doubt that the first
CARTAJENA FRANCA cancel illustrated is genuine.
The text of the Colombia forgeries collection in the
COPAPHIL reference collection attributes these
forgeries to a German dealer rather than a New York
dealer, but many of them may have been marketed in
New York. Types 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 14 are thought
to he either counterfeits or handstamps applied to
remainders. Types 2, 5, 6 and 12 are illustrated in the
September 1998 COPACARTA. the latter on cover.
Member JOrg Maier writes that he has a complete
sheet of 100 of the 1891 I centavo stamp which makes
it possible to clearly define the arrangement of the
types on the sheet. He has also done some work on
determining the types of the ten centavos stamps. His
notes will be published in the next issue.
One thing that COPAPHIL has been unable to
accomplish as yet is to determine the history of the
postal rates in effect in Colombia and Panama. The six
on pages 14-15 from 1918 thru 1935 are the first for
that period which have appeared in the literature The
reader will note that they contain a number of
anomalies. For example the 1925 rate table shows a
domestic rate of 1 centavo for printed matter, but it can
be send fire to Venezuela and Ecuador. The 1935 rates
show the domestic letter rate as 5 centavos per 20
grams while foreign letters are 12 centavos for the first
20 grams and 3 centavos for each additional increment.

Jim Cross
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
This sale includes the best variety of Colombia
covers that we have offered for some time and I hope
everyone hill find something that they need. Another
member had reserved 25 lots for additional postal
history material. but the lots did riot arrive for this sale
The sale also includes quite a few large hits. Send your
bid sheets to COPAPHII., Box 2245. El Cajon CA
92021 or e-mail them to jimaeross(ihuno.com
The catalog Mr mail hid sale 21 still he mailed
with the December issue of COPACARTA. Send your
lots (Panama only) to Patrick LaMastus to arrive
between the I st and 15th of November. The sale will
close on 31 January 2000.

Patrick Lamastus has furnishe.d the final report for
mail hid sale 19. There were no additional lots sold at
the reserve amounts Safes totaled $938.00. earning a
commission of 593.80 which barely exceeded the costs
of printing the catalog. There were six consignors and
ten successful bidders. We will try another all Panama
sale. but if the results do not impnwe, Lhese will be
discontinued and we will offer Panama lots in our
regular sales.
The catalog of mail bid sale 20 is enclosed with
this issue of COPACARTA. The sale will close on 31
October. Successful bidders may expect to receive
their lots by mid-November

TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE SHEET AS OF 30 JUNE 1999

INCOME STATEMENT FY 1998-1999
INCOME
Membership Dues
Contributions
Publications Sales
library Fees
Mail Sales Commissions
Investment income
COPACARTA Ads
TOTAL

1523.00
396.50
252.50
195.00
500.85
622.55
6 00
3496.40

EXPENSE
Printing
Postage
Supplies
Library Expense
Computer Expense
Mail Sales Expense
TOTAL

193.54
766.59
39.85
81 . 64
750.00
159.05
2490.67

NET INCOME:

1005.73

ASSETS
Cash in Rank
Petty Cash
Library Cash Accost
Investments
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Prepaid Dues
TOTAL LIABILITIES
RESERVES
Balance as of 1 Jul 1998
Net Income FY 1998-1999
BALANCE AS OF 30 JUNE 1999

1090.02
17.76
457.89
1J699.9Q
13265.57

693.15
693.15

11566.69
1005.73
12572.42

TOTAL LIABILITIES & RESERVES
13265.57

We continue to print 200 copies of COPACARTA to obtain the lower price offered by our printer for that quantity.
This leaves about 25 copies after distribution to members and philatelic libraries. These are sold to new members who
request them. The inventory of extra copies is not included in the balance sheet. Note that $963.35 of the net income
came from investment income and profits on mail bids sales which are earmarked for our publications fund.
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BOLIVAR: THE STAMPS OF 1879 - 1899 (PART iii)
by A. Hatfield Jr. and Bertram W. H. Poole
Type 1. A single line circle. about 24mm. in
diameter. filled with parallel straight lines. This is
struck in bright carmine on the 5c of 1879.
Type 2. .A single-line circle measuring about 22',.3
mm. in diameter. In a straight line across the center the
name of the town of die word "FRANCA" is shown
We have seen the latter in magenta and the name
"COROZAL" in black, both being on the 10c of 1879.
Type 3. A large double-line fiat oval, with the outer
line thicker than the Milo one, measuring about 47mm.
by 34mm. Around the top the inscription -ESTADO
SOBERANO DE BOLIVAR" is curved with
ADMON DE: below it. while curved at the bottom, in
large letters. is "CARTAGENA" with "CORREOS
DEL ESTADO" immediately above. The date is
shown in the center. The meaning of these inscriptions
is "Soveriun State of Bolivar. Administration of Posts
of the State,"
Type 4. This is also a large flat oval mark. with
"CARTAGENA' at the base. Pan of the upper
inscription is "CORREOS del ESTADO" but the
remainder we have been unable to decipher. Both this
and the preceding types we have only seen on the 40c
value of the 1884-85 issues and both are in magenata.
Type 5. This simply shows "SINCELF. 10" in a
straight line and may possibly be only a part of a
cancellation. It is in magenta on the 10c stamp of 1884.
(Editor's Note: this cancel is "SINCELEJO").
Type 6. A small single-line circle measuring 20niat.
in diameter. The only inscription is the name
"CARTAGENA" in a straight line across the center.
We have it on the 5c of 1891 and it is struck in deep
carmine or magenta.
Type 7. Two concentric circles having an outside
measurement of 28mm. Between the rings is
"CORREOS DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE
BOLIVAR" (Posts of the Department of Bolivar) and
across the center is "Cartagena." This }atter is in fancy
lettering with both the initial and final letters in
capitals. Above and below the name are fancy Maltese
crosses. This type we have seen in carmine and violet
and only on the 5c of 1891.
Type X. This shows "UMPLIDO" struck in a
straight line in blue. The complete cancellation shows
at least one other letter preceding those shown and is
evidently a town name. We have it on the 5c of 189L
(Editor's Note: this cancel was probably CUMPLIDO,
not a town name.)

Nil - COUNTERFEITS.
W'ith the exception of the so-called reprints which
have been fully described in the preceding chapters
there are no counterfeits of any of these stamps that
ould deceive the most ignorant of collectors
XIII - CANCELLATIONS.
The postmarks found on the 1879-91 stamps of
Bolivar are as interesting as they are scarce.
"Cancelled" copies of these stamps are quite common,
but alas' Fully 99% of the so--called "used" copies on
the market bear a bogus obliteration which we illustrate
herewith.

No, 2 is the counterfeit cancellation and from its
strong resemblance to No. 1 it is very probable the
counterfeit was intended to represent that handstanip.
This rake cancellation consists of a single line circle
about 22mm. in diameter showing the word
"FRANCA" in a straight line across the center. and the
name "CARTAJENA", curved around the top. This
cancellation was made and applied to the stamps some
years ago by a New York dealer since deceased. It is
usually found in violet, magenta or black colored ink.
This bogus cancellation was evidently copied from the
cancellation we show side by side with it for
comparison. It will be noted that the genuine type is a
little smaller. the letters not so clear-cut, the word
FRANCA nearer the C and A of CARTAJENA, while
at the base is a large circular dot with tapering lines at
each side.
Of genuine cancellations those most frequently met
with are made with pen and ink. As a rule these take
the form of a simple "scribble" but sometimes the
name of the town is written and occasionally the date
is added as well Metal or rubber obliterators seem to
have been supplied only to the larger towns and, if we
arc to judge by the rarity of genuinely cancelled
specimens, the towns supplied with these postmarks
must have made very sparing use of them. Below we
append a list of the different cancellations we have
seen, but as. in most cases, we have had to
"reconstruct" these varieties from portions on various
stamps exact descriptions are not always possible.
5
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(c) SF1111C imperforate.
4. 40c. brown (shades) Five types.
tat Imperforate.
B. Blue Laid Paper.
5. Sc blue Five types.
(a) imperforate.
6. 10c mauve, Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
7. 20c red. Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
S. 40c brown. Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
C. Essays.
80c green. White wove paper. Perf
1 peso orange (5 types). White wove paper.
Perf 12',2,
(a) Imperforate.
I peso orange (5 types). Blue laid paper.
Perf 12
D. Proofs and Printers Waste.
White wove paper.
Carmine 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Green 5c, 10c. 20c, 40c.
Purple 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Blue (shades) 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Ultramarine 5c, 10c, 20c, 4Dc
Black 80c, I peso
Grey-black 80c, I peso.
Blue laid paper.
Black 1 peso
White card.
Canine 5c
Black 5c. 10c, 20c. 40c, 1 peso.
Glazed, surface-colored paper.
Black on blue 5c, 10c, 20e, 40c.
Black on vermillion Sc. 10c. 20c, 40c.
Black on yellow 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Printed on both sides.
Purple 10c
Brown 40c
Carmine 20c, 1 peso
Carmine (double on one side) 20c, 1 peso
Blue (double on one side) 5c.
Other varieties
Purple on stiff card (with crude portrait on
back). 10c.
Brown on stiff card (with crude portrait on
Back. 40c.
20c green on one side, 40c black on other.
E. Reprints, or unotTicial imitations.
Bluish laid paper.
5c blue perf 12'4.

Type 9. A small single-line circle about 20mm. in
diameter. It has "BARRANQUILLA" across the center
in small letters and a curved inscription at top between
two ornaments "COITCOS depanamentales."
Type 10. This cancellation when complete is
probably a large flat oral. bet we have only part of it
and part of a four line inscriptions as follows: "A DE
('OLO - F BOLIVAR - ON DE HADA PROVINCE". It is struck in violet on the lc of 1891.
Type 11. A single-line circle, size uncertain. Curved
at the base is "CARTAGENA" and at the top an
inscription of which "CORREOS" is part. It is in violet
on the 50c of 1891.
Type 12. A large double-line circle. the outer line
being thicker than the inner one, measuring about
in diameter. The name "CARTAGENA" is
curved at the base, the date occupies three lines in the
center. and the top inscription is probably "CORREOS
DEPARTAMENTALES." It is found in carmine or
magenta on the stamps of 1891.
Type 13. This is evidently a large stamp of similar
shape to types 3, 4 and IC), though we have only seen
a portion of it This portion, however, plainly shows
part of the name "BARRANQUILLA at the bottom
with CIENDA, DE and INCIA as the last portions of
two lines of inscription above it. It is struck in greyblack,
Type 14. This is similar to type 1. but larger and
having thicker lines. It is found in blue or carmine on
the stamps of 1879-80.
Type 15. This is a cancellation of similar character
to type 5. It simply shows the name "CHINU" in fairly
large captial letters and is struck in black ink on the 5c
stamp of 1891.
Type 16. This shows "Banios" in script letters with
a line below. It is evidently only part of it cancellation.
Struck in violet on the 1891 issue.
Type 17. This is a square shaped cancellation
which, seemingly, is intended to he solid color with the
word "CLIMPU - in uncolored letters near the top. It is
struck in black on the 5c of 1891

('HECK LIST
1879. Lithographed in sheets of fifty (5 horizontal
rows of 1 n). Perf 12 'A.
A. White Wove Paper.
1. 5c. Blue (shades) Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
2. 10c, mauve (shades) Five types
(a) Imperforate.
3. 20c. red (shades) Five types.
(a) imperforate.
(h) Printed in green instead of red.
6
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Carmine (double on one side) 20c.
Brown 40c.
20c green on one side. 40c black on othei
D. Reprints, Of unofficial imitations.
Bluish laid paper. Imperforate.
5c blue ( shades). Three types.
10c mauve (shades). Three types.
(a) Pert'. 12 ' z
20c carmine (shades). Three types.
40c yellow brown. Three types
(a) White wove paper.
Printer's waste.
Printed on both sides. 5c blue.
Other varieties.
Reprint variety.
Brown on stiff card 40c.
Purple on stiff card 10e.
(These have crude portrait on back).
1882. Engraved in sheets of sixty (6 horizontal rows
of 10).
20. 5 pesos blue border and carmine Lerner.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16.
(c) Perforated 14.
(d) Watermarked.
(e) Imperforate.
21. 10 pesos maroon border and blue center.
(a) Perforated 12.
(h) Perforated 16.
(c) Perforated 14.
(d) Roulettcd
(e) Watermarked.
(1) ImperfOrate.
B. Essays.
Printed by lithography. Profile portrait.
5 pesos black on thin card.
5 pesos border in carmine. portrait & arms
in blue.
10 pesos black on thin card.
10 pesos border in blue, portrait and aims
in carmine.
C. Proofs.
The following are all on India paper: the first
color given is that of the border.
5 pesos, Blue and brown.
5 pesos. Blue and rose.
5 pesos. Dark brown and blue.
5 pesos. Dark brown and rose.
5 pesos. Dark brown and orange.
5 pesos. Dark brown and vermillion.
5 pesos. Green and black.
5 pesos. Black and green.
5 pesos. Carmine and brown.
5 pesos. Carmine and claret.
5 pesos. Carmine and rose.
5 pesos. Vermillion and green.
5 pesos. Orange and violet.

Imperforate.
5c blue (shades). Two types.
10c mauve (shades). Three types.
20c orange-red. vermillion. carmine
(shades).Thrce types.
40e ellovs brown. Three types.
1880. Lithographed in sheets of fifty (S horizontal
rows of 10). Perf. 12'4.
A. White wove paper.
9. 5c blue (shades). Five types.
(a) Impertbrate
10. lOc mauve (shades). Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
(b) Diagonal half used as 5c.
11. 20c red (shades). Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
(b) Printed in green instead of red.
(c) Same as (b), but imperforate.
12. 40e brown (shades). Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
13. 80c green (shades).
(a) Imperforate.
14. 1 peso orange
(a) Imperforate.
B. Blue laid paper.
15. 5c blue. Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
16. 10c mauve. Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
17. 20c red. Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
18. 40c brown. Five types.
(a) Imperforate.
19. I peso orange.
C. Proofs and printers' waste.
White wove paper.
Dull carmine 5c. 10c. 20c. 40c.
Green 5c, 10e, 20c, 40c.
Purple 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Purple-brown 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Blue (shades) 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Ultramarine 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Black 80c, I peso.
Gray-black 80c, I peso.
Blue 1 peso.
White card.
Black 5c, 10c, 20c. 40c. 1 peso.
Carmine 5c.
Bluish laid paper.
Black I peso.
Glazed, surface colored paper.
Black on blue 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Black on vermillion Sc. 10c,20c, 40c.
Black on yellow 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c.
Printed on both sides.
Purple 10c.
Carmine 20c.
7
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1883. Lithographed in sheets of fift. or forty.
(5 or 4 horizontal rows of ten).
A. White wove paper.
28. 5c ultramarine (shades), Two types.
1.- Sheets of Fifty.
(al Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x 12.
(c) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 1 2 .
b Perforated 16x I 2,
29. 10c mauve. Two types,
1.- Sheets of Fifty
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x 12.
( c ) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated I 6x12.
30. 20c carmine. Two types_
I.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x I 2.
(c) Horizontal pair 16x12
imperf between.
(d) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
31. 40c brown. Two types.
1.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12. (b) Perforated 16x 12.
32. 80c green. Two types.
1.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
33. 1 peso orange. Two types.
1.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 162(12.
(c) Imperforate.
B. Proofs.
Purple 5c. 10c, 20c. 40c. 80c, (peso
Brown 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c, 80c. !peso
Carmine 5c. 10c,20c, 40c, 80c. Ipeso.
Blue 5c, I 0c,20c, 40c, 80c, Ipeso.
Green 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c, 80c, Ipeso.
Yellow Sc. 10c, 20c, 40c, 80c, Ipeso.

10 pesos, Carmine-red and black.
It) pesos. Maroon and orange.
10 pesos. Maroon and olive-brown.
It) pesos. Maroon and blue.
10 pesos. Maroon and violet
10 pesos. Dark violei and maroon.
10 pesos. Green and dark brown.
10 pesos. Green and rose.
10 pesos Green and cannine.
10 pesos. Green and gray.
10 pesos. Red-brown and olive-brown.
10 pesos. Orange and green_
10 pesos. Gray and vermillion.
With center inverted.
10 pesos. Gray-lilac and carmine
With circular hole punched through
numerals of value at base.
5 pesos. Green and black.
5 pesos. Blue and carmine
5 pesos. Blue and claret.
5 pesos. Orange-brown and violet
10 pesos. Green and black.
10 pesos. Green and brown
Same: with center inverted.
10 pesos. Green and blue.
1882 Lithographed in sheets of fifty (5 horizontal
rows of 10).
A. White wove paper.
22. Sc ultramarine (shades). Two types.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate.
23. 10c mauve. Two types.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated I 6x12.
(c) Imperforate.
24. 20c carmine. Two types.
(a) Perforated 12.
(h) Perforated 16x12.
(c 1 Imperforate.
25. 40c brown. Two types.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(b) Perforated I6x 12.
26. 80e green. i wo types.
(a) Perforated 12.
(h) Perforated 16x12.
27. 1 peso orange. Two types.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) imperforate.
B. Proofs.
Purple Sc. 10c, 20c. 40c, 80c, I peso.
Brown 5c, 10c, 20c. 40c. 80c, Ipeso.
Carmine 5c. 10c,20c, 40c, 80c, Ipeso.
Blue 5c, I 0c,20c, 40c. 80e, Ipeso.
Green 5c, 10e, 20c, 40c, 80c, I peso.
Yellow Sc, 10c. 20c, 40c, 80c. Ipeso.
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(h) Perforated 16x 1 2,
Ic) Imperforate.
42. 21k carm i ne,
1.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(b) Perlbrated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate. (?)
43. 40c brown. Two types.
I.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(h) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate. (?)
44 80c green.
1.- Sheets of Fifty
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated I6x12
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(h) Perforated 16x12.
(ci Imperforate (?)
33. 1 peso orange.
I.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate.
B. Proofs.
Purple 5c. 10c, 20e, 40e. 80c. 1peso
Brown 5c, 10c, 20c. 40e. 80e, Ipeso.
Carmine 5c. 10c,20e. 40c, 80c.lpeso.
Blue 5c, 10c,20c, 40c. 80c. Ipeso.
Green 5c, 10c, 20e_ 40c, 80e. 1pcso.
Yellow 5c, 10e. 20c, 40c, 80c, 'peso
1891 Lithographed in sheets of one hundred
(Ten horizontal rows of 10)
White Wove Paper, per' . 14.
46 Ic black. Ten types.
47. 5c orange. Ten types.
48. 10c red. Ten types.
49. 20c blue. Ten types_
50. 50c green. Five types.
51. I peso violet. Five types.
1899 Overprinted with seven parallel wavy lines in
mauve. I'erf 14.
52. Ic black. Ten types.

1884. Lithographed in sheets of fifty.
(5 horizontal rows of ten).
A. White wove paper.
34. 5c ultramarine (shades). Two types.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Horizontal pair 16x 12 Imperil between
(d) Imperforate.
35. 10e. mauve.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated I6x12.
(c) Imperforate.
36. 20e carmine.
(a) Perforated 12.
(h) Perforated 16x12.
(e) Imperforate.
37. 40c brown. Two types.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(b) Perforated 16x12.
38. Hitc green.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
39. 1 peso orange.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate.
B. Proofs.
Purple 5c. 10c. 20c, 40c, 80c. 1 peso.
Brown 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c, 80e, 1peso.
Carmine 5c. 10c.20e, 40c, 80c. I peso.
Blue 5c. 10e.20c. 40c, 80c. 1pesn.
Green 5c, 10c, 20c, 40c, 80c, Ipeso.
Yellow 5c. 10c. 20c, 40c, 80e. !peso.
1885. Lithographed in sheets of fift y or forty.
(5 or 4 horizontal rows of ten).
A. White wove paper.
40, 5c ultramarine. Two types.
I.- Sheets of Fifty.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperfbrate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
(b) Perforated I6x12.
(c) Imperforate.
41. I 0c mauve, - I wo types.
1.- Sheets of Fitly.
(a) Perforated 12.
(b) Perforated 16x12.
(c) Imperforate.
2.- Sheets of Forty.
(a) Perforated 12. (?)
9
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COLOMBIA POSTAGE DUE MARKINGS
by Jim Cross
listed above are quite scarce.
Prepayment of postage was 3101 required on mail in
the pre-stamp period and all items marked DEBE were
collected for upon deli% er n

Postage due markings arc used on both incoming
and outgoing mail. regulations provide that
when the postage on international mail is underpaid by
the sender a "T" marking. derived from the French
"taxe" should be applied by the postal administration
from which it was 'nailed. However. when incoming
mail is obviously deficient in postage or unauthorized
stamps have been used. the destination postal administration is authorized to collect postage due even if the
letter was not marked with a "T".
A collection of Colombian postage due mail
includes the following categories ( ) Domestic letters
on which postage was not paid or was underpaid. (2)
FOICIW1 letters mailed from Colombia with a
Colombian "-r- marking which generally have foreign
stamps added (either postage due or ordinary stamps)
showing collection of the missing postage, (3) similar
to category 2. with foreign "T— markings and (4)
incoming letters with "T" markings on which postage
due was collected in Colombia. Since Colombia never
issued postage due stamps the three stamps so listed
by Scott are actually "pone del mar" stamps) these
letters would have ordinary Colombian postage stamps
showing payment of the postage due. Postage due
stamps arc not always placed on the cover. Some
postal administrations place them on a receipt form.
About a year ago I corresponded with a leading
collector of worldwide postage due mail. We
exchanged infonnation and he furnished photocopies
of some items from his collection. We came to the
conclusion that Colombian covers of all categories

CATEGORY 1
DOMESTIC MAIL
Figure I shows the earliest domestic postage due
letter that I have seen It was mailed in Chinu via the
Bolivar Departmental postal service in 1889 franked
with a bisected lOc Bolivar stamp and entered the
national postal service in Cartagena on 29 Aug 1889
for delivery . to Barranquilla. It was found to weigh 24
gams and an additional 5 centavos was collected upon
delivery in Barranquilla. I have not recorded another
pre-1905 letter showing collection of domestic postage
due.

CATEGORY 2
OUTGING MAIL WITH COLOMBIA MARKINGS
‘Viien Colombia j oined the IJ.P.L there is no
record that the central postal administration furnished
"T" handstamps to post offices. It seems quite likely
that the postmasters, especially those in the cities
which handled a large volume of mail destined
overseas. produced their own. The 1889 contract for
production of the Class IX datestamps for towns
except those in the Department of Panama included
delivery of a "1— handstamp to each post office. The
number of examples of late 19th century covers with
the markings is too limited to determine whether all
post offices received identical handstamps.
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/COLON" in a circle in red. although the cancel was
too faint to show up on the illustration. This cancel is
known on loose stamps as pictured in Figure 4, but
given the record of the Colon postmaster in producing
material for collectors it cannot be assumed that they
were used on cover.
Figure 5 shows a revalued Pehlke view card which
was mailed in Bogota with only a lc gold currency
stamp.The "T" marking was probably applied in
Bogota and postage due was collected upon arrival in
Riga. Latvia. then a part of Russia_
An 1897 cover showing a Cartagena "T" marking
was illustrated on the front cover of the December
1989 COPAC'ARTA. The marking also includes the
town name and is different from that in Figure I.
Figure 6 shows a letter similar to that in Figure 3
from Pasto to Boston. The "T" marking was probably
applied in Pasta. In this case the U.S. markings
include: "CLOSED AGAINST INSPECTION.

Figure 2 shows an October 1894 mourning cover
sent from Barranquilla to New York.This is part of the
only known extensive correspondence with postage
due markings Apparently his mother sent letters to
Fortunato Jimeno in New York City for a period of
more than ten years without putting postage stamps or
a return address on the envelopes. I have seen an
auction lot with 35 of these covers_ The Barranquilla
postage due marking shows a T and the town name in
a circle. The U.S. 10c postage due stamp is on the
reverse.
Figure 3 shows a letter. apparently mailed at the
printed matter rate from Cali to NY. It was found to he
a first class letter, possibly because it was scaled, and
a "V handstamp was applied. apparently in Cali. U.S.
postal authorities determined the amount due and
applied their handstamp. The U.S. postage due stamps
are on the reverse of this letter.
The stamps on the cover pictured on the color page
of the June 1997 COPACARTA are cancelled by a"T

UHT
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postage due For deli ‘ ery from Savanilla to Hamburg.
At least one other cover with this marking is known.
Figure 8 is copied from the catalog of
CORINPH1LA auction 25. 25-30 Oct 1982. It shows
a letter from the Dr. Nicholas correspondence franked
with a Rio Hacha No Hay Estarripillas label. which was
not accepted by U.S. postal authorities. The origin of
the "I' marking is not known. Figure 9, from an
Alevizos auction catalog. shows a cover with a
Tumaco -No H4 Estampilias - label which suffered a
similar fate.

CATEGORY 3
OUTGOING MAIL WITH FOREIGN MARKINGS
Prior to NS! the postage on covers originating
Colombia paid only for delivery to the port and the
remaining charges were collected upon delivery. unless
Colombia had a treaty for reciprocal delivery' of mail
with the destination country. Figure 7 shows an 1879
cover from Bogota to Hamburg. The Colombian stamp
paid the postage to the port. The triangular " T.•
marking and 80 (centimes) in crayon were probably
applied aboard the French paquebot to shom. the
12
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markings exist from Santa Maria. Cartagena and
possibly Buenaventura. but I do not have photocopies
of covers with these markings Anyone ix ho owns a
cover or an auction catalog with an illustration of such
a marking on cover is urged to furnish a copy for our
records.
As reported in my article in the Septemhei 1997
COPACARTA the Dr. Helme third Panama issue
cover collection contained four covers on which
stamps of the issue were used to pay postage due on
incoming letters. Unfortunately. I did not record the
markings on these covers. but I recall that at least one
has stamps cancelled by the "T/COLON" handstamp
that is illustrated in Figure 4. Enwistle and Arosemena
recorded a "T/PANAMA" marking as Figure 66 with
a sin gle use on a November 1905 cover. I have no
record of the use of this marking prior to
independence.
My Civil War article in the American Philatelist
pictures a 1903 incoming postage due cover to Santa
Marta on which a 2 cent shortage was charged 8 1,
pesos. This suggests that the foreign amount due was
converted at the foreign exchange rate for the peso at
the time. Instructions have been found in the Gaceta
Oficial which required money due for parcel shipments
from abroad to he collected at the current exchange
rate, but a comparable instruction for postage due has
not been found. I know of a similar cover in possession
of one of our members, but do not have a photocopy to
know where the postage due was collected

CATEGORY 4
INCOMING MAIL WITH COLOMBIAN STAMPS
PAYING FOR POSTAGE DUE.
After postage stamps came into use in foreign
countries, but prior to 1881 when Colombia joined the
U.P.U.. domestic postage on incoming mail from
foreign countries was collected in Colombia. unless
there was a treaty covering reciprocal postal exchanges
with the country of origin. Such mail was usually
marked in the ports in which the mail was received.
Illustrated below are marking used in Panama and
Colon.

PANAMA
DEBE
• Di: ULTRAMAR
The Panama markings are from drawings of markings
on an 1866 cover from the U.S. to Barbacoas in the
DeVoss collection. The markings are too faint to he
seen on the photocopy in his "Via Panama" book. The
Colon marking is from an 1868 cover from the U.S. to
Aspinwall which was forwarded to Cartagena. The
source for the photocopy in the COPAPHIL scrapbook
is listed as DeVoss, but this may be an error as the
cover is not found in "Via Panama.". I believe similar

tuha vrZ
0Pc1

co[lEci 10 CENTS
PUS

e- S/fmaZ
.
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COLOMBIAN POSTAL RATES 1918 - 1935
These rate tables, extracted from the Diario Oficial. were printed as an Appendix to an article on SC ADTA posta ge
rates by Carlos Valenzuela which appeared ni COLOMPHII. No. 2. June 1998 and arc reprinted here by permission
of the editor. Six different rate tables air ON ell.
9 February 1918, Diario Oficial No. 16314
Increase of rates by 50%.

Ordinary letters per 15 grams or fraction thereof
Single postal cards
Double postal cards
Printed matter per each 50 grams or fraction thereof
Business papers per each 100 grams or fraction thereof
Samples: for the first 100 grams
Registered mail (in addition to the ordinary postage)
Acknowledgement of receipt
Special delivery

MAIL BETWEEN CITIES
.03
.02
.03
.03
.03
.15
.075

CORREO URBANO
.015
.015
.03

.015
.075

Decree 433 of 2 April 1921
Mail dispatched to countries that are members of the U.P.U.
10
.05
.03
.06

Letters: for the first 20 grams
for each additional 20 grams or fraction thereof
Single postal cards
Double postal cards

Law 43 of 1 December 1924, Diario Oficial No. 19766
Approved by the Rolivarian Postal Convention for member countries
I.eners: for the first 20 grams
For each additional 20 grams or fraction thereof
Registered with acknowledgement of receipt (in addition to postage)
Business papers: up to 50 grams
each additional 20 grams or fraction thereof

.03
.02
.02
.05
.01

Decree 1197 of 5 August 1925. Diario Oficial No. 19973. Effective 1 October 1925
Rates are given in five classes as follows:
Countries of Asia. Africa. Oceania, Europe (except Spain). Guatemala. Mexico. Brazil, Chile, Haiti.
Paraguay and Uruguay.
B. Spain and the Philippines, United States, Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica. Cuba. El Salvador. Honduras
Nicaragua. Peru. Panama and the Dominican Republic
C. Ecuador and Venezuela (Law 43 of 1924)
D. Domestic service
I:. Cone° urban°.
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Ordinary letters per 20 grams or fraction thereof
Per each additional 20 grains or fraction thereof
Single postal cards
Double postal cards
Illustrated cards (open)
Illustrated cards (closed)
Printed matter per 50 grams or fraction thereof
Same in relieve cicgos) 100 grains
Business papers per 50 grams
Minimum
Samples per 50 grams
Minimum
Groups of objects. each 50 grams
Minimum

Registration (in addition to the postage)
Acknowledgement of receipt (requested at time of mailing)
Same (requested at a later dare)
Postal identity cards
Reply coupons

I)

B
.08
.04
.64
08
.02
08
.02
.02
.02
.08
.02
.04

.04

IP
.04

01
.04

.08
.08
16
.20
.10

.08
08
16

02
.04
.01
.04
.01
.01
.01
04
.01
.04

.01
.02
.02
04
.01
.03
Free
.04

17
04

.02

.02
04
.01
04
.01
.01
01

.01
.01
02
.01 (100grams)

.01

.08
.02

.08
.08
.16

.01

DECREE 1759 of 6 September 1934
N.1 ail destined for countries belonging to the Universal Postal t Ilion
.12
.08
.07
.14
.04
.04
.12
.12
.24
.24

Letters: for the first 20 grams
for each additional 20 grams or fraction thereof
Single postal cards
Double postai cards
Business papers per each 50 grams or fraction thereof
Printed matter per each 50 grams
Registration
Acknowledgement of Receipt
Derecho de reclamation !tracer service?)
Special delivery

DECREE. 327 of 24 February 1935
(Rates to members of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain (UPAE) and the Correa Urbana (same as
domestic rates).
Domestic
.05
.05
.02
.04

Letters: first 20 grams or fraction
each additional 20 grams or graction
Single postal cards
Double postal cards
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THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE U. P. U.
By Jim Cross
airmail stamps, were usually . sold to Nicolas Sanahria
who listed them in his catalog and sold them to airmail
collectors, Dr. Helme indicated that a Panama
correspondent notified him whenever the dealer was
making a New York trip so that he (Heinle) could get
sonic of the errors la ' his Panama airmail collection_
The Colombian postal authorities planned a more
elaborate commemoration oldie U,P.U. anniversary
A stamp issue of seven values plus two souvenir sheets
was prepared. Six of the stamps featured Colombian
orchids while the seventh_ the I8c value. showed the
Santo Domingo colonial post office. The stamps were
ordered from Waterlow and Sons in London, but were
not issued until 22 August 1950. The issue consisted of
the following values:
Stamps
3.000,1100
Scott 580
lc brown
2,500,000
2c violet
Scott 581
2.000,000
Scott 582
3c lilac rose
Scott 583
1.500.000
4c yellow green
10,000.000
Scott 584
Sc orange
500.000
11c rose
Scott 585
500.000
Scott 586
18c blue
Souvenir Sheets
100,000
50c orange yellow Scott 587
50c gray (airmail) Scott C199
Apparently there was limited demand for
he1 he
I° the
value for postal use and after sales of not sets to
dealers and collectors there were a large number of
remainders in the post office stock. Therefore, in 1953
375,000 stamps were surcharged 5 centavos and
overprinted Extra Rapido and issued for that use. Thus
the number of complete sets of the stamps was only
125,000. I would estimate that less than 25,000 of the
I lc rose were postally used. The stamp is definitely
scarcer used than in mint condition. When the set was
issued there were only a limited number of collectors
of the orchid and flora thernatics. However, the
popularity of these specialties has grown and there is
strong demand for this set of stamps. especially in
never hinged condition. Most collectors who bought
the mint sets when they were issued hinged the stamps
and they are more often found lightly hinged rather
than mint, never hinged..
Almost all of the 200,000 souvenir sheets were
sold in mint condition. The Scott values of $1.00 for
587 and S1.25 for CI99 arc probably excessive as the
demand for them now is low. Used copies arc quite
scarce and the limited number of collectors seeking
used souvenir sheets may have a difficult time locating
a copy. Copies of the souvenir sheets with the
overprint "muestra" are listed in the Temprano catalog.
Data on the number of first day covers which were
prepared for the U.P.U. issues in Colombia and

1949 marked the 75th anniversary . of the creation of
the U.P.0 At the time the United Nations had just
begun to issue stamps for its New York headquarters.
Interest in international organizations among stamp
collectors was high and this included forerunners and
stamps issued to commemorate international
organizations. Thus many countries issued stamps to
commemorate this U.P.U. anniversary, led by the
omnibus issue of four stamps in common designs by
most members of the British commonwealth. Both
Panama and Colombia commemorated the anniversary.
although the Colombia stamps did not appear until
1950.
The Panama stamps were issued on 9 September
1942 The issue consisted of three stamps for ordinary
mail and five airmail stamps. A commemorathe
overprint was applied to each of the stamps. All but
one of the basic stamps were from pictorial sets that
were in general use. The 5c airmail was overprinted on
the Sc orange map stamp which had been issued on the
4th of August 1949, The 5c ordinary mail was
overprinted on the second type of the Sc pictorial
which was not issued without the overprint until the
following year. The 25c airmail stamp was printed on
a surcharged 3 Balboa airmail stamp.
The issued stamps were:
Ordinary Mail
200.000
On Scott 343
e Scott 368
2c Scott 369
100,000
On Scott 365
5e Scott 370
100.000
On Scott 377
Airmail
100,000
2c Scott CI14 On Scott C96
5c Scott C115 On Scott C112
50.000
10c Scott CI16 On Scott C113
50,000
25c Scott 0117 On Scott C80 (3B) 40.000
50c Scott C118 On Scott C99
31,500
The total of complete sets was 31,500. However,
the 50c value shows a firehouse and is collectable as a
firefighting thematic as well as a U.P.U. thematic.
reducing the number available for U.P.U. collectors.
Scott and Minkus list errors of the 2e and 5c airmail
ith inverted and double overprints and also of the 5c
airmail with a double overprint. one inverted. Gibbons
lists these and also the 2c airmail v‘ ith a double
overprint. one inverted and the Sc ordinary mail with
an inverted overprint. The late Dr. James B. Helme in
correspondence with me expressed the belief that
errors such as these and the later imperforate and part
perforate sheets of stamps printed in Panama were
created deliberately and included in the stamps
delivered to the post office. Helme wrote that postal
officials in Panama purchased the errors and sold them
to a local dealer. The dealer made periodic trips to
New York where the stamps, most of which were
I6
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sheets. While there were postage rates that could be
paid by the stamps in both countries. uses of single
stamps on cover are not common and covers showing
postai use of the 25c and 50c values from Panama are

Panama is not available. but the number seems to have
been limited. Most of those seen are franked with
complete sets without regard for postage rases. The two
Colombian souvenir sheets arc also found with first
da y cancels. These arc the most common used souvenir

especially scarce.
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THE DR. PHILIP G. COLE AIRMAIL COLLECTION
Dr. Cole was one of pioneer airmail collectors. His
collection was sold in two parts by F. W. Kessler in
auctions 26-27 Oct 1939 and 111-19 Jan 1940. The first
section of the collection contained only one Colombia
item. It was a superb mint copy of Colombia Cla, the
scrifed "I - variety. At the rime of the sale in 1939 this
was one of five known copies and as far as was known
to Kessler, this was the first time it was offered at
auction. The estimated price was $6500.
The rest of the Cole Colombia collection, described
as the most complete and specialized collection of
these issues in the world" was sold in the second sale.
Kessler stated that the collection included all of the
important rarities of the many impost stamps issued by
Colombia and that many of the items were unique. The
collection was not broken up. but was sold as a single
lot. The lot description and photo plates 32 and 33 are
repnnted below:

30 var. Kr var. $0.50c on 10c on 50c green, One of the two known moms
of the unlisted variety. Both known comics ono/thou.
from acommercial cover addressed to • New York
Bank. (Ore Page 21 of the book "The Alrposta o1 Cofonthle). (See ll)ustmlion C Male 34)
The unique net of 4 covers satih the IX-lamed Scadta
1:€:/ 19s,306,33b
stamps, hilly descrlbed and Illustrated on pages 24 and
25 of the book "The An-posts of Colombia". (See 1.11.thetiona A Plate 37).
* 37-38 35&33a The unique at of the Origrnel Consular Overprints,30r
rose and 50c green. both overprinted "Semler° PruralAereo de Columbia-Panama" The* ere the some donna
illustrated m die book "The Airoosta of Colombia" as
well as "The Standard Catalogue of Air Post Stanton".
(Sec Illustrations 0 Plate 34)
IC 61 var. 59 var. 3430 on 10c yellow, • used copy of the unlisted vorietY
ovpid "30 con " apteed of "30 rent" (See Illustration
E Plate 34).
(:)

*

*

39-49

&052-99
61

39-46

4905.

96a

GOVERNMENT ISSUES
61.1
Cat.
I
1

O

Smoke-

CM.
1
1

1919 (Scott *700) le carmine role. IS. 111113. A Nola 33)1919 (Scott *700) 2e carmine rase. used on flown First
Day Cover, caneelled June IS. 1919. (See Illuntrouon
Plate 33).
143 la lo 1919 (Scott #7000 2c armoire nose with welt used on
flown FPO Day Cover. cancelled June 111, 1919.
(See Illustration C Plate 33).
*

1920 The Unique Die Proof of the 10c green vol. from
the film of the Pr.ter. Mr C. VolrenW M.
1920 Three different mint Tete lIcelie Pairs of the ilk
value. Only 4 Tete Beebe Poirl were Printed of two
of these stamps. IS, Illustration B Plate Mt
1070
Lower
left Sheet Corner Block of 6, showing the
11-14
14-15
*
arrangement ol the second petting of the
var
steeedlypen which produced the semi letr-beche
pairs (See Illmtration F Plate 33).
1920 The "Ile-engraved Mountain", position #21 to the
14-15 13-14
*
sheet of 72 of the First Setting. (See Illustration
var.
G Plate 33).
1920 290 on 10c, typewritten uopt. used on flown
/5
23 17
19213 A Precanrclled Pale of the 1920 Issue, extremely
14-15 13-14
*
ram (See Illustration 11 Plate 33).
var.
var.
•
17&18
18 19& 18 1929 200 on 10c and Mr on 10c, typewritten overprint, used
on fragment. (See Illustration C Plate 37).
200 on 10c. typewritten overpr int, 3 Used comes on flown
CE2 17
15
cover, (See Illustration B Plate 37).
30e on 10.1, typewrttlen cr ypt A used copy on fragment.
17
19
•
10

11

I4 d,
e, f

13d,
e. I

*

20 var. 19 cm

*ID 21.•

*NO 20-36 19-34
93-64 98-99

5c ovpf. "R" type L one of three known copier (See IIIuatrokon K Plate 34).
90 95 "R" and 15e "B". • flown cover. (See illus. E Plate 37).

57
Sfk "R". A flown cover with the only ;MOWn copy of OM
*mop. (See Illuainatinn # Plata 37)
(23 59 var. M yer. 29c "R". with inverted averprmt, on flown cover. (See
Illtulnnnn D Plate 37).
[SA 711, 2p r Registry Pomp. Type 111, handolomped. ovoid on 4 29S
Many of the 1923 not costmd of 1921. The only known
copy. (See 111.tration G plate 37),
69a
O
Mr grey. 1923 hour, double impreamon of entire stamp.
The only known copy. (See
L Plata 34).
O 81 veer. 70 var. Mender Lour, 20c gray with double ovpt. The ordy known
copy (See Illuairenon M Plate 54).
ft3.1 75 The rate "Ambient" ammo used on flown corer Fully
described on page 69 of the hook -The Airpows of Co- .
lambia". This label waa tamed e. • provraional Mum
and accepted inalead of Arun, If prated I It k an envelope.
(Illuatration H Plate 37).
•
78 var. The re-rhspatched "Accident"ver,
co described car page
25 of the book "The Airpcuts of Colombia", and illustrated on mac 47 of (het book. The only known cover.
(Soy Illustratron I Plate 37).
*
lila
114a
400 mop e. with Inverted ovpL. "Correo Mimi'. Only 50
comes tamed. (Sec Illustrabon N Plata 341.
*
122a 11110 The unique Plate Number Pale. imperforate PI the 1 Peso
value. Only 25 moles mind, (See Illoa. 0 Kate 341.
•
122a
Ithir
1 Peso Imperforate copy with right and bottom sheet
margm, used on flown cover. (See Illsu J Plate 371.
*
113 . 26109-22. Conipirir let overprinted "Muertnt" (Specimen) (See
Illuorotion Plane ID.

FRENCH COMPANY ISSUES
2.9 2-10 1920 A complete mint set ul 9 of the Multi-colored Romp
Sosued in 1920 Only 100 stomps of each nt the 9
valueo were Issued- (Sec Illustrations I/ Pinta 33,
1920 A complete set of 8 Emmy., of the 1920 Multicolored
Shinano These arc the Aviation labels, printed In 4
colors which were used b y th e Avtolion Cn it ivi
converted into Airmail .lamp. by overprinting them
in black. Only 6 sets exist.
1920 A complete set of 9 of the Multicolored stamps, each
2-10
CK 2.9
E Plate 331
one used on a flown co r, (See

•

300 "Ft" violet. Type I. The only known copy. (See 111.station I Plate 34).

LES 82

*

*

50
91& 54 47

12. 1921 not complete, on both the regular gray paper as
well no the rare white paper. (See Illm. F Plate 34).
Imperforate values of the 1921 en. 10c, 20e, 30c+3 Pesos
(See Illustricilons G Phi* 04).
Complele set d oil the thffrrent liesnum • iornM, ...eluding violet,c and the rare type. II and M. (See 111.Et athant FS Plate 34).

CIINSULAR OVERPRINTS
1111 Inoue
Ilandsimtpad Morph..
The nont extensive end complete collection of ihrse rime stamps Many arts
at. complete Thu collection contains • groat many errors and varieties and
many unique Hems. 11(e material la too volunottuua to attempt gone,/ a de•
tailed hating here. We hove illustrated • few of the better nem, on Plate #3S
1923 hone - Madder Printed Overprint..
The moat complete collection of Scathe swept. overprinted by m•chine on the
1925 lame. Only complete mks are included in Ova =Ear.uo no well in many
errory and vanstim Noteworthy ts a copy of the 1 Peso opt G It. In tallith
the burr lump 1. • double print. Only I cop,. soot Illustration on Ptele *31

SCADTA MUM
300 black on rem. Top sheet now& 414117 o f 4. onnerfora,. 9.11t 90, 11 (Set Illustrstion A Plate 341.
500 green. btook of 4, imperforate verthorlly. 71-us is the
block illustrated on page 50 171 Ihe hook "Tlhe Airport..
of Colombia".
1920 Complete set of all the various OVernrona on the
tint Scathe Moe. including errors, varieties and proofs.
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Int /war — Handwaroped therprintr_
Among the different Consular Overprints, this section as perhaps the most
valuable end complete one as it contatha everything (sown to exist including
ran error. and varicfies. It would be impossible iv give even • partial hating
of the many valuable Items centained in this collection. On Plate #36 we are
11100111thilli a number of the.. rump. and wish to all particular attention to
dw following Peel,

The only known mint copy of the 30.10r with the overprint E. U. In black.
(See Illustration V Plate 331.
The rare C. Z. (Canal Zane) overprint 011 the 36c bloc with machine printed
Thin collection contains the only known mint copy and ono of the two
known need copies on flown cover. (See Illustrations r & C Plat< XI.

pair of the 2 Peso stamp of which the top stamp bean the overprint
A -U. tfugmt..-Uroin.y), and the bottom stamp hears the evpt Br. IBre&it the only known pair fZer IBustration A Plato 361.
A cover from New York to Colorribu i
frandted with • copy of the 20c and I
Pero, bath tad, the rare red ovpt. "E. Li." (See Illustration 13 Plate 2E1
The only known eon], with the Error . 10.30, empt. Ironclad of "30-10" °Ann- on
30t any , This copY is on • flown cover from New York. (Sc, Illustration
C Plate 36f.
The only known COPY of 13,20c gray with the E U. ovpt &whir, used on
cover. (See Illustration E Plate 33),

A collection of ninny different Fast Flight and other nre coven including
the rare
First Flight of the Scradlta, October 20, 020 One of the Iwo known =Wen. MrneJ on this first flight (Pen Illustration K Plate 37)
An officio/ rover with official cachet and the rare official ilern011 overprint
on regular portage stamp., rending "Anco Porte $030". (See Blue L Plate 371.
A epectalized collection of the Colombian Departmental Fdapness Stamp. Thew
connecting outl•y
outlaying
stamp. were bayed for the overland mires,
ll n consistsof mint and wed
district, with the linnet airports, Thu* collection
stamp• as well as coven.

VAKJOUS SCAUTA ITEMS

A 0001

PLATE 39
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CLASSIFIED
Classified per line: one issue $.50. four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50. four issues $5.00.
PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. ( 'UFA( A1? -1A, Volumes I thru VII: per volume U.S $12.00. Canada $13.00,
Foreign $ 15.00: complete set U.S. $76.00. Canada $82.00, Other $95.00: Volumes VIII thru XIV; per volume U.S.
$8.00, Canada $9.00. Other $11.00; complete set U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00. Postal History and
Pmtmarks of tire Arnhem*, de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2 for postage outside
of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. OElia to
COPAPHIL library c/o 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010.
Indef
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THE ONLY RECORDED ANTIOQUIA FIRST ISSUE COVER
WHICH HAS REAPPEARED AFTER 86 YEARS AND NOW IS IN THE
DR. GENE SCOTT COLOMBIA STATES COLLECTION
(see the "Editor's Page" p23)
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NEW MEMBERS (thru 30 November 1999)
None

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
BORK, Norbert
267
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RESIGNATIONS
300

TREFREY, Aubrey F
We need volunteers to man the COPAPHIL booth
during the show. Please contact the editor if you are
willing to help, giving the times you will he available.
We especially need volunteers who are willing to help
on Friday. the first day of the chow
Our meeting will he held on Saturda y afternoon.
immediately after the meeting of the Canal Zone Study
Group Members are encouraged to hying interesting
items from their collections for -Show and Tell."
Thus far only two exhibit apnlicatinng from
COPAPHTI members have been received by
WFSTPFX. Those who plan to exhibit are urged to
apply as coon ac possible as our block of frames is
only reserved thru approximately the 15th of January
Those applying after that date may not he accepted A
list of accepted exhibits will appear in the next issue.

The following individuals have made contributions
of $5.00 or more and are recognimd as contributing
members for membership veer 1999-2000
327 Hanis•284 Masco R_
C17 Cannon, J.
Crespn, it
190 Hiroshi:rpm-, U 337 Sucre, N'
244 Frkiiiv...b, is

;114 ianpa,,u IL

200G
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
1912. The cover was sold as lot 1445 in their 29th sale
December 11-16 19 l L It was illustrated in the sales
catalog. The title page of the catalog listed the owner
as Monsieur C. but one of the illustration pages had
"Mr. Ch." suggesting that the owner may have been the
famous Italian collector Mr. Chiasso.
Since that time the cover is not known to have
been publicly sold. Dr. Santa Maria was unaware of its
existence and his handbooks on the stamps of
Antioquia have indicated that the stamps of the first
issue were not known on cover. This cover was in ilie
exhibit of Dr Scott which was shown at SESCAL and
I had the opportunity to inspect it. The addition of this
item to the impressive holding of first issue Bolivar
and Tolima covers and to most of my 1996 find of
Santander covers including the two first issue covers,
which are now in the Scutt collection, reinforces its
position as the finest Colombia States collection that
has ever been assembled and make it a very strong
candidate for Grand Award status in any show in
which it is entered.
Federico Brid has furnished a listing of his Panama
arms issue covers. His holding includes two covers
mailed on 21 Apr 1924. The Canal Zone handbook and
the article on Canal Zone specimens of the arms issue
give the date of the issue of the stamps in Panama as
May 1924. That date has now been shown to be
incorrect. Does anyone have a cover or a cancelled
stamp with an earlier date? Interesting arms issue
covers in the Brid collection include a 1947 cover
mailed from the Panama prison colony at Coiba to the
U.S. The cover has annotations that it is prisoner's
mail. Does anyone else have a cover with this origin?
David Leeds showed an unusual arms issue cover at
our meeting. It shows a dual franking with a U.S.
special delivery stamp added to pay for special
delivery to the addressee in the U.S..
A dealer at SESCAL had several 49 registereed
covers with high value franking sent to Mr. H. H.
Snider c/o Stcinwender, Stoffregen & Co. Inc.. 87 &
89 Wall Street, New York NY. Several show the return
address of the United Fruit Company, Cristobal, Canal
Zone. One had the 15c, 50c and 1B stamps of the 1941
Constitution overprinted arms issue stamps as well as
the 20c airmail stamp of the same issue. Total franking
was 1.85B. Other covers had similar large frankings. I
would be interested in hearing from any member who
has additional covers from this correspondence or
knows anything about the addressee.

This issue features a major research article by
Federico Brid. Federico has for the first lime
determined the settings used to produce the 1894
Panama surcharges. Earlier authors stated that there
were settings covering panes of fifty or forty-five
stamps. Federico documents the use of smaller settings
which were repeated to surcharge the panes. He has
also submitted the items which are illustrated on the
Color Page in this issue to complement the article. The
article was furnished in final form simplifying my job
of editing this issue.
On 2 October 1 attended a joint meeting of
COPAPHIL and CZSG members which was held at
SESCAL in Los Angeles. The main purpose of these
meetings was for Joe Ross, David Leeds and Federico
Brid to review the status of two publications which are
being prepared by Mr. Ross_ These will cover Panama
Telegraph and Revenue stamps. The former is almost
ready for publication while the latter is still being
drafted and will probably be finished late next year.
SESCAL has a large bourse, second only to the
WESTPEX bourse among shows on the west coast. I
was able to secure a number of Panama Coat of Arms
issue items for my collection and also found 1890's
Colombia covers with previously unrecorded Class X
cancels of Malaga and Plato. The latter sent me to my
Colombia road map and l was surprised to find that the
town was not in the town list on my old ESSO map. I
noted that there were four days between the Plato
postmark and the Barranquilla transit postmark and
realized that the town was probably located somewhere
in the coastal departments. I was fortunate to find
Plato, which is located in the Department of
Magdalena opposite the town of Zambrano after a brief
search. This is the earliest reported cover from that
town.
I also purchased a copy of the Colombian States
monograph by Dr. Gene Scott which is reviewed on
the following page. This monograph was published in
1997, but this was my first chance to see a copy.
Enclosed with the monograph is an addendum which
was published after the monograph was printed. It
documents the find in 1997 of the Antioquia first issue
cover which is illustrated on the front imp of this issue
by courtesy of Dr. Scott. The cover has the triangular
handstamp of Gilbert & Kohler of Paris, well-known
stamp auctioneers in the early 20th century, on the
reverse. With this clue the author researched old
Gilbert & Kohler auction catalogs between 1908 and
23
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NOTES ON THE STAMPS OF THE COLOMBIAN STATES
A review by Jim Cross
This S4 page monograph by Dr. Gene Scott was
published by Wilshire Publications. It contains a seven
page introduction and six chapters. The first chapter
describes the research that has been done, plating and
gives some general notes on lithography. The next four
chapters discuss the classic stamps of Bolivar,
Antioquia. Cauca (the Atrato provincial issues) and
Tolima. The final chapter contains notes on the relative
rarity of these issues in comparison with classic issues
of other political subdivision. The monograph is
printed on glossy paper and contains numerous high
quality black and white illustrations, showing a number
of the classic items of these states. However, some of
the illustrations, especially those of the Tolima typeset
stamps, did not reproduce clearly, probably because
the stamps themselves were faintly printed. There is an
appendix showing enlarged drawings of the
characteristics of the transfer types of the first issue of
Bolivar. The publication is indexed.
A forward by Dr. Scott indicates that this
handbook, listed as Volume 1 is the first in a planned
series of handbooks which will cover all of the stamps
of the Colombian states and also some issues formerly
listed as states issues, but now correctly listed as
national government issues.
The introduction contains a good description of the
reason for the state postal services and discusses a
number of the early collections of Colombian state
stamps.
Chapter one contains an introduction to the
lithogaphic process which is concise and clear enough
to he easily understood by a novice. Dr. Scott makes
an interesting point that lithographic stones were quite
scarce and expensive in Colombia and therefore stones
were generally erased after use, especially those of the
Antioquia issues printed by Daniel Ayala. This was the
main reason why multiple stones were used even for
issues with small total printings.
Chapter two describes the plating of the first issue
of Bolivar and contains numerous illustrations,
especially of large used multiples.
In writing the chapter on Antioquia. Dr. Scott
acknowledges the importance of the contributions of
Dr. Santa Maria, whose researches were published in
Spanish in bulletins of the Museo Filatelico de
Medellin. However, he presents new research which in
some instances reaches conclusions different from
those of Santa Maria.

The chapter on Cauca includes descriptions of the
Popayan and Cali "no hay estisinpillas" labels (which
if postaliy used were provisional national issues. rather
than issues of the state of Cauca). It describes in
considerable detail the various issues for the service in
the Province of Atrato in that Department which were
deleted from the Scott catalog, not because there were
questions about their use and official status. but rather
because they were local stamps which do not meet the
Scott Publishing Company criteria for catalog listings..
The chapter on Tolima cites earlier published
research by DeCoppet, Wickersham and farsen, but in
part because the author was able to study over 600
copies of these stamps, presents important new
information on the printing showing that multiple
panes were printed on a single sheet of paper and that
stamps with vertical and horizontal laid lines resulted
from experimentation by the printer with methods to
print the most stamps on a sheet. The author suggests
that the catalog listings for this issue should be revised
to more accurately reflect the material that exists.
Unfortunately, this monograph does not include the
a listing of the covers with stamps of these issues
which have been recorded or a listing of the various
cancels which have been found on stamps of each
issue. Perhaps this information will be included in the
additional planned handbooks.
The text, especially the final chapter, makes it clear
that the author believes that the classic Colombia states
material is undervalued in view of its scarcity and
philatelic importance. There are numerous comparisons
of the stamps to classic stamps of other countries and
entities such as early German states showing that the
Colombia material is much scarcer than items which
sell for much higher prices.
As noted on the "Editor's Page" the handbook now
includes a two page printed supplement describing the
re-emergence of an Antioquia first issue cover which
was sold at auction in 1911 and forgotten by collectors.
This cover is now part of the author's collection.
There is a bibliography citing major references
relating to the material covered in the handbook. It
mentions our library as a source for additional
material.
Members who are interested in a copy should
contact Karol Weyna, 7742 Redlands #113036, Playa
de/ Rey CA 90293.
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THE MARKET REPORT
AFINSA SALE OF THE CASTILLEJO PANAMA COLLECTION
the second Panama issue, with two of the stamps
bearing a violet handstamped 5 with the original
value hlncked out. realized 5E2500 ($3000). This
cover is controversial. Dr. Helm believed it was a
private creation without postal validity.
Lot 446 was an 1883 registered cover with
Colombia 104 (2), 112 and F8. This may be the only
internal registered cover from Panama with FR
franking. It realized E$3200 ($3840).
Lot 482, one of four recorded covers with the
British Postal Agency "PAID/AT/COLON' . marking.
realized E$3450 ($4140).
Lot 517. British Postal Agency cover with five
copies of the 6p gray olive paying the double letter
rate plus 6p as a late fee, realized E$2650 ($3180 ►.
Lot 519, a cover from Montecristi, Ecuador to St.
Thomas, Virgin Islands carried to Panama by
forwarding agent with ENCAMIN A DA/POR/A_
FERNANDEZ y Ho/DE PANAMA. It was placed in
British mails in Panama with Iwo copies of 2p blue.
Ex-DeVoss, and realized $2650 ($3180).
Lot 520, a registered cover from Panama to
London franked with 2 x Is green and 2p blue sold
for E$2850 ($3420).
The following lots were listed at the minimum hid
prices and it is not known that they actually sold:
Lots 341 and 342, proofs of the four values of the
first Panama issue in blue and brown were listed at
E$3500 ($4375) each, while lot 343, three proofs of
each value in green on a single sheet (used to prepare
the stones for the reprints) was listed at F.$4000
($4800).
Lot 379, a quadrisect of the Panama first issue
20c rose which was used on a registered cover from
the Director General de Correos to Colon, the only
known first Panama issue registered cover, was listed
at MOM (WON,
Lot 555, an unfranked cover to Colon with a SAN
PABLO/CANAL DE PANAMA handstamp on
front, the only recorded cover with this marking, was
listed at E$2500 ($3000).
Lot 556, a cover franked with the 10c black on
yellow of the second Panama issue, canceled in
Colon with the datestamp PAR ATSO/CANAL DE
PANAMA alongside listed for E$3500 ($4200).
This is the only recorded cover with this marking. If
sold this would be the most expensive second issue
cover.
The next issue will discuss prices realized for
stamps and multiples of the first Panama issue.

As previously reported this collection was sold by
the owner and was the property of the auction house.
It was sold on 4 Nov 1999. The sale was in Ennis.
At the time the Euro was worth approximately
$1.04. The huyer's commission was 18% for
residents of the EEC and 15% for others. This makes
the value in dollars either 123.32% or 119.6% of the
hiunmcr price. I have used the approximate figure of
120% for the dollar valuations in this article. The
prices realized list shows that all lots were sold, but
the auction house repurchased some of the lots at the
minimum hid when there was no other bidder.
The sale consisted of 267 lots. Published prices
realized totaled 235,950 Euros, an approximate
dollar total with commissions of $295,000, about
10% less than the proceeds of the 1998 Helme sale.
33 pre-stamp and forwarding agent covers realized
E$20,075. 62 Colombian stamp covers and misc.
(including 6 1885 stampless) realized E$34,800. 47
lots of first Panama issue stamps and covers realized
E$80,955. 42 lots of 1887-1894 Panama issue
stamps and covers realized E$32,960. 57 lots of
British. French and Latin American postal agencies
in Panama realized E$54,020. 26 lots of Panama
transit material realized E$13,140.
Lot 542, the only recorded cover with the
handstamp of the Agenda Postal de Costa Rica in
Panama sold for an incredible E$12,000 ($14,400)
against a reserve of only E$2,500.
Lot 303, the earliest recorded registered cover
from Panama, 4 Feb 1839, sold for F$7700 ($9240),
a record high for a Panama postal history item.
Lot 333, a cover from the U.S. addressed to
Cartagena, care of Tracy Robinson, with a oval
COLON DEBE DE ULTRAMAR handstamp,
ex-DeVoss, sold for E$2750 ($3300).
Lot 359, the only cover with an unbisected
Panama first issue stamp (see September 1997
COPACARTA), sold for E$4750 ($5700).
Lot 360, a bisect of the Panama first issue 10e
blue with a unique handstamped cancel, sold for
F.$4200 ($5040).
Lots 380 and 381, the scarce 50e orange on thin
paper, positions 35 and 44, realized $E3700 ($4625)
each The three copies offered in the Helme sale in
1998 realized $2750, $2970 and $3080.
Lot 396, the cover discovered in 1997 which is
one of only two recorded uses of the second issue 2c
stamp (See COPACARTA June 1997), sold for
F$3800 ($4760) versus a minimum of E$2500.
Lot 403, an 1888 cover with three 10e stamps of
25
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ALAN ANYON'S CINDERELLA CORNER

COLOMBIA: SUPPLEMENTARY RED CROSS FUND RAISING LABELS
Surcharged um green, peel 11.
4. 10Cvs15e green & scarlet (shades)
Surcharged in violet perf
5. 50c rusine & blue (shades) rind. 6.
a. rusine & blue (shades) invert
6. 50c rosine & green (shades) imperil
7. 10e scarlet & blue (nurse) perf 115.
8. 10 scarlet. blue & light blue I map) pert 11.
The second series of labels are all 5c values in an
identical design (Fig. 8) inscribed NOSOTROS
AYUDAMOS A LA CRUZ RalA (We aid the Red
Cross). They are printed in a variety of colors with
the central cross and the value in various shades of
red and exist in a range of perforations. One color
was subsequently surcharged 10c in red. The dates of
issue are unknown. The following labels are known
to the writer:
I. 5c red & green purl 10.5.
a. pert 11.
b. pert 12.5.
2. 5c red & yellow-green pert. I I.
3. Sc red & light blue pert 10.5.
4. 5c red & turquoise Lied. 9.
a. pert 11.5.
5. 5c red & purple-blue pert 10.5.
a. pert 11.5.
b. pert 12.5.
6. 5c red & lilac pert 11.
a. pert 12.
7. 5c red & yellow pert 11.
a. pert 12.5.
8. 10e15c red & light blue (red surcharge)
pert 10.5.
All these Red Cross labels helped to supplement
the Colombian Society's funds. If any reader knows
of additional labels or varieties, the author would
appreciate the details via the editor.

The national stamps of obligatory use during the
annual Red Cross Week in the period 1935 to 1970
are listed in all the main catalogs. The 1933-34
forerunners have already been covered in
COPACARN (Volume XVI NM. 4 pp. 76-77 lune
1999). There are two other groups of labels used on
mail whose purpose was to raise further funds for the
Colombian Red cross.
The first series of labels are all inscribed (
RWA COLUMBL4NA and .4 UX/I..10 VOLCINTARIO
(Voluntary Aid). The writer knows of no records
covering them and dated postmarks are the only
method of determining when they were issued. The
earliest probably dates from 1953 and the 5c design
printed in green incorporates a red cross surrounded
by rays and a dove holding an olive branch (Fig. 1).
Seen used in 1954 is a 10c. label printed in red and
blue featuring the Bogota Red Cross Headquarters in
the course of construction (Fig. 2). It exists in two
different perforations printed in different shades. The
first label was re-issued surcharged 1(1 in green (Fig.
3) and is known used in 1958. It is also known with
a rubber siamp surcharge 10 ('vs. in violet (Fig. 4).
The same design was used for several 50e labels (Fig
5), issued imperforate or mulened, printed in blue or
in green. This series of labels is completed by two in
completely different designs, both with a 10c value.
The first shows a nurse tending a patient in bed (Fig.
61 and has been seen with a 1961 postmark. The
second has a red cross superimposed on an outline
map or Colombia over a globe of the world (Fig. 7).
A copy postmarked 1965 is known. The full list of
these labels known to the writer is
1.5c green & bright crimson (shades) pert l 1.
2. 10e scarlet & royal blue perf 12.5.
a. Red & blue. (shades) pelf IL
3. 10/5c green & scarlet (shades)

0.
emit ROJA
COLOMB3ANA
I AVI;l10

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
We again received a munber of bids for sale 20
which were lower than the minimum bid listed in the
sales catalog for the lot. Lots will not be sold for less
than the minimum bids and members are asked not
to send such bids.
The catalog for Sale 21 of Panama material is
enclosed with this issue. There is also an additional
page of Colombia listings (lots 170-186) of the
registered covers which were not received in time to
be included in the catalog of Sale 20. Bidders for
these lots may send their bids to our El Cajon CA
address or, if they are also bidding on Panama items,
they may send them to Patrick 1.amastus who will
forward them to me.

Sale 20 was closed on 10 November and the lots
were mailed to the successful bidders. 86 of the 169
lots were sold. The following lots are available until
15 January 2000 at the reserve listed in the catalog:
2, 4, 7-15, 17, 21, 32, 34, 36, 44, 46. 48, 51, 55, 61,
63, 68-69, 71-77, 79-80, 85-87, 93-105, 108-1 10,
114, 116-117, 120, 123-127, 129, 131, 133, 135,
138, 146-147, 151-156, 158-160 and 164-166.
Members interested in any of these lots should
contact me. Do not send payment with your letter. If
the lots are still available you will he billed for them.
Payments will he mailed to consignors about the
15th of January after any bids on the unsold lots arc
received.

*S00041. ►46

CLASSIFIED
Classified per line; one issue $50. four issues $1.50,
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes 1 that VII; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00,
Foreign $15.00; complete set U.S. $76.00, Canada $82.00, Other $95,00, Volumes VIII thru XIV, per volume
U.S. $8.00, Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00. Postal History
and Postmarks• of the Anchenela de Quito by George Maier - hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2 for postage
outside of the U.S or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia
Indef
to COPAPHIL library do 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010.
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The Panama Issue of 1894: the settings, varieties, and proofs
by Federico A. Brid
use of surcharged stamps begins. There was a
temporary shortage of the lc, 5c and 10c stamps,
and recourse was had to overprinting the 2c of the
current issue, and the remainders of the 20c and
50c of the 1887-1892 issue. Following this short
statement. Heydon goes on to describe the settings
and to list the known varieties. Heydon's work is
an enhancement of the work done by Luff in 1905.

In search for historical information on the
Panama 1894 issue. It was the usual practice of the
Department of Panama to publish official matters
from the various entities of government in the
Garda de Panama. At times official matters were
also published in one of the two principal Panama
newspapers, La Estrella de Panama and the Daily
Star & Herald. Since I knew that the 1894
overprinted issue appeared for the first time in early
November 1894. I decided to search the October.
November, December, and January 1895 issues of
these three publications. My expectation was to
find a law, a decree, or an announcement that would
give details of why there was a need to overprint
these stamps. None was found. Over the past 25
years I have visited the Panama National Archives,
almost on a yearly basis, searching for all available
postal information before the 1903 independence.
Even though I was able to find and copy hundreds
of pages of announcements and correspondence on
postal matters, not a single item was found on the
1894 issue.

When I was assisting Dr. !lel= with his study
of the 1887-88 issue. I was able to find numerous
audit reports for both the Panama and Colon post
offices. From these audit reports Dr. Heinle
ascertained when there was a shortage of a given
stamp and when there were deliveries made from
the printers in New York to Panama. Since no
audit reports have been found of this period, I am
unable to pinpoint when the shortage occurred and
when a new delivery of stamps arrived in Panama
from the printers. Given this lack of records.
information of the shortage will come from the
usage of the stamps themselves.
In June 1998 Shreves Philatelic Galleries
auctioned the Helme Panama collection. Four lots
were devoted exclusively to the 1894 issue. The
other lot that contained 1894 material was the large
registration lot. It is within this registration lot that
we are able to trace the shortage period of the 1892
stamps.

When references are made to the "old timers" the
names of Gustave Schay and J. B. Wright come to
my mind, Both of these individuals were not only
avid Panama stamp collectors but consummate
researchers who spent years digging in the National
Archives and any other government repository for
postal information. During This process they
documented their findings in numerous notebooks.
I have copies of their notebooks. Not a single scrap
of information on the 1894 issue was found in these
notebooks. Neither did the copious notes of the late
James B. Helme, M.D. have any information on the
historical aspects of this issue. The only
information available to us is what John N. Luff
wrote in his A Reference List of the Stamps of
Panama, New York, 1905 and F. E. Heydon in The
Postage Stamps of Panama, Portland, 1923.

The best source for this information is the
correspondence of the British Consul in Panama,
Claude Mallet, to his wife in England. Consul
Mallet wrote to his wife almost daily and a good
portion of the covers of this correspondence were
preserved. The earliest known use of an 1894
stamp is on a Mallet registered cover with a single
copy of Scott fi27 dated 3 November 1894. In the
same correspondence we find a registered cover
with multiple copies of the five-cent stamp of the
1892 issue dated January 24, 895, indicating that
the Panama post office had acquired a new supply
of the 1892 stamps. Even though there are dated
stamps and covers of the 1894 issue after January
24, these stamps were valid for postage and used

Luff's brief introduction to the 1894 issue starts
by describing the various types of overprints
without giving any historical perspective of the
issue. Heydon is the only one who briefly writes
about the need for these stamps: With this issue, the
25
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after the shortage was over. The tracing of the
Mallet correspondence leads us to conclude that the
shortage of the 10, 50 and 100 1892 stamps lasted
less than three months.

re

is
er.

Bartels wrote that the surcharging for all the
values were done on sheers of 100. but usually sold
in panes of 50. Luff mentions that the 10 and 100
on pelure paper were surcharged in panes of 50 and
the 50 and 100 on wove paper in panes of 45. 1
agree with Luff. The sheets of 100 or 90 stamps
each were separated into two vertical panes before
overprinting. Full panes of 50 were used for the 10
and 100 pelure paper. The 1887-88 200 and 500 on
wove paper were originally printed in sheets of 90
subjects each. Thus the reason for the panes of 45
subjects each for the 50 and 100 1894 stamps. Two
types of settings were created to print the panes: a
vertical column setting of nine or ten subjects each
and a horizontal row setting of ten or fifteen
subjects each. In order to better visualize how the
panes were created, 1 have shaded the setting
portion within the tables.

The settings. I have mentioned the name of John
Luff and F. E. Heydon as early recorders of the print
settings of the 1894 issue. J. Murray Bartels also
mentioned the print settings in his Barrels Check
List of the ,cramps of Panama, Boston, 1907. Luff
recorded and described a total of 15 different
settings for the three values: Bartels mentions 16
and Heydon recorded 23. After examining over 74
full panes and numerous small and large multiples
of the three values, I have recorded 33 different
settings of the three values and eliminated four of
the Luff/Heydon settings. There are some puzzling
singles in my collection that would make me believe
that other settings exist.
Luff and Heydon wrote about the settings us a
narrative form and named each of the settings as
setting A, setting [3, etc. Following this narrative
and plotting the elements of the narrative into the
actual panes is a difficult process. Trying to plot a
small multiple within a certain setting using the
Luff/Heydon narratives is a challenging process that
often leads to errors. To facilitate the plotting
process and to get a quick visual of the position of
the stamps within a certain setting, I decided to
create computer-generated tables to illustrate the full
panes when available information allowed me to do
so. When only small multiples were available, 1
illustrated them by using partial computer-generated
tables.

The Captain Bass 1894 holdings. We know
little about these stamps and how they came to be
part of the Captain Bass estate. We know that
Capt. F. Bass lived in Panama and Colon at the end
of the XIX and beginning of the XX century and
worked for the Pacific Steam Navigation Co. Our
COPAPHIL member Brian Moorhouse informed
me that about 20 to 25 years ago a lot appeared in
one of Robson Lowe's "Bournemouth Stamp
Auctions" containing 1894 surcharged stamps that
belonged to Captain Bass, A London collector
bought the lot and held on to the lot until
submitting small portions to the November 1993
and November 1994 Feldman auctions in
Switzerland. The London collector sold the
balance of this material to Brian Moorhouse who
disposed of a few panes and multiples through his
own sales. The remainder of the original lot was
sold by COPAPHIL member Giana Wayman. The
original lot contained dozens of full parses mostly
of the 10 and 50 value and a few of the 100. It also
contained a number of singles, and small and large
multiples on piece cancelled to order, and some full
panes also cancelled to order. The significance of
this holding is the quantity of fall panes and
multiples that became available to study. Of further
significance were new varieties and settings not
previously recorded.

I differ from the Luff/Heydon nomenclature of the
settings. 1 feel that a more orderly process is to
name the settings by their value and the sequence of
the settings in numerical order. Within each setting
I have plotted the stamps by their Scott number. To
denote the constant varieties found in the settings,
the reader will see the following symbols inside the
cells of the tables:

•
cc
cc
A
ND

No period after FLALt1Ll1 ADr1
The o of ilAittLiTai)0 missing and no period
The 0 ofitatiltrrail] partially printed with period

Comma after CENTAVO Or CENTAVOS
A raised or inverted period after iiABILITADO
CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS
CENTAVO for CENTAVO
An inverted A in CENTAVO or CENTAVOS
1844 omitted
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Trial impressions. When describing the color
the inks used for the 1894 issue. Luff writes that
copies of the 5c on 20C are knotty with the
surcharge printed in green: these are understood
to be from trial sheets and not to have been placed
in use. The Helme collection had IS copies printed
in green. Among these copies there is a se-tenant
horizontal pair and a se-tenant block of 15 (five
columns of three) where the overprint of the last
column is in green. the others in red (see 50 setting
11). Both of these items are cancelled by a Panama
CDS with killer of 12.1.94. The American Journal
of Philately of October 1. 1895, printed a short list
of varieties of the 1894 issue_ Among the varieties
listed is a tete-béche vertical pair with green
surcharge. Given that these items were recorded so
early. and given that the multiples with both colors
are not only CTO but of a unique type of setting, I
believe Luff was right in stating that the green
surcharges are impressions made during the trial
process. They are scarce, were officially made
during the trial process, and arc interesting and
valid items of the 1894 issue. Stamps with green
surcharge exist counterfeited.

The errors and varieties. Luff; Heydon and
Bartels went to some lengths to catalogue the errors
and varieties of this issue. They all utilized a letter
system to create their roster of varieties. In an
attempt at consistency. and hopefully a more orderly
process, I will use a combination of letters and
numbers. The letters for a distinct error and the
numbers to group its variations.

of

A puzzling aspect of the varieties is the tjtebeche pairs. In light of the way the panes were
printed I wonder how tete-bkhe pairs were created.
A 50 block of 15 (five vertical columns of three)
with the left column inverted was auctioned by
Feldman in 1993. The block is from setting 6. Since
the full pane was printed in vertical columns of nine
subjects each. the left or first column of the setting
was applied upside down. After this first column
was printed, the setting was correctly placed and the
other four columns were printed. The position of
the three inverted stamps aligns exactly as they
should. Knowledge of the setting process allows the
collector to validate puzzling varieties.
The range of color of the red overprint can go
from bright red to almost brown. The position of the
value inside the surcharge is usually in the middle.
There are some stamps where the value is
substantially to the right or left of center.
Occasionally we find stamps where the overprint
was shifted vertically or horizontally and part of the
overprint is on the adjacent stamp. Even though all
of these are variations from the normal, I will not
list them as errors or varieties unless the shifting
causes significant omissions or duplicates entire
words. The basic 200 stamp of the 1887-88 issue
was printed in light purple paper. Some sheets exist
in light brown paper. The thickness of the paper
also varies. Since the existing stock of the 200
stamps was utilized to overprint the SC value, the
color and paper varieties are also found with the
1894 stamps. We will not list these varieties either.

In the roster of trial impressions the reader will
sec listed five more items. Two 100 singles printed
on small pieces of French newsprint, and a single
on plain paper. Bartels listed the newspaper items
in his 1907 study. All three items are cancelled by
a Colon CDS of 12.20.94. Listed also arc two 50
singles surcharged on the wrong stamp, on Scott
#I5 instead of on Scott #12. These two items were
not previously recorded, although a single copy
was sold in the Coveleski sale of 1931. Both of
these singles are cancelled by a Transito Panama
CDS of 12.26.94. Since the newspaper singles, the
single on plain paper, the two copies on 415. and
the two-color multiples are all cancelled to order, it
is very possible that they were CTO to void them
before they were sold to collectors.
Counterfeits. We mentioned that the green
surcharge exists counterfeited. Counterfeit
surcharges also exist on the other stamps. A
number of varieties are found within these
counterfeited stamps. The description, analysis,
and display of the known counterfeited items
represent an interesting study and a possible
subject for a future article.

Since certain varieties are constant within a
setting, the number of times they appear in the
setting and the number of panes printed determines
their scarcity. Some varieties are common, others
rare. An aggregate and non-duplicate count of the
varieties recorded by Luff, Bartels and Heydon total
around 90. f have recorded over 170.
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The Settings
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le: Setting 7
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One column of nine printed five times

Two n ws of l ye printed four times. Row
$2 is repeat of 1" row of he setting

25

One column of nine printed five tin es, The
broken O in HABILITADo appears in some
of the panes but not all

urchargc Horn setting 6 Note the broken O's in HABILITADO

26

50: Setting 7
26•
26

26

24,

24

24

A
24

25

25

Stamp and Detail 01 inverted A
in CENTAVOS from setting 7

Uneven block reported by Luff as setting G.
Most likely from a 3-row type of setting

50: Setting
24•

24,

24

ti BILITADO.

H BILITADO.

H HILITADO.

H BILITADO

CCNTAVOS

CCNTAVOS

CCNTAVOS

CCNTAVOS

26

8
25
BHITADO
CCNTAVOS
25

25

26

H ABILITADO.

II BILITADO.

II BILITAILO

CENTAVOS

CENTAVOS.

CENTAVOS.

Four singles and two pairs. The missing A in HABILITADO makes them a likely et ndidate for the same setting
33
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Se: Setting 9
25

25
li

Attli.FrAn0 •

24

5c: Setting 10
24

24

13 Gnus

13 Smut

13.5mm

24

24

24

13.5mm

13.5mni

13.5mm

24

24

24

Setting 11
25,

25,

25,

25,

25.
!tam
green

13.5mm

13.5mm

13.5mm

13mm

13mm

i3mm

13mm

24

24

24

25

25

25

25

AVOS
CCNTAVOS

CCNTAVOS

25

25

ii Ail ILITAD

11 AD ILITADO.

CENTAVOS.

CENTAVOS

Most likely a column type of
setting. The missing 0 and
period in HABILITAIX might
not be constant

10d wove: Setting I
B
D
C
27
27
27

25
13111111

11 ABILITADO •

13.5nim

I3.5mm

13.Snun

13mm

13mm

1 3mm

13mm

green

24

24

24

25,

25,

25,

25,

13.5mm

13. 5mm

13. 5mm

13.5mm

133min

13.5mm

13 5mm

25,
13 5mm
green

margin
Most likel_ a column type of setting. The surcharge in the
last row is printed in green

A column type setting of 9 subjects

2

F
27

I

1

A
27

2

27

27

27

27

27

2

3

27

27

27

27

27

3

4

27,

27,

27,

27.

27,

4

S

27

27

27

27

27

5

6

27

27

27

27

27

6

7

28,

28,

28,

2/1,

28,

7

8

211•
cc
21

28 .

28•

28•

28•

8

CC

CC

27

27

A
27

Ifre wove: Setting
BCD
27,
27
27,

F
28
NI'

9

27
Ni)

27

27•

27

28

0

The shaded uneven block of 8 served as the
bases for this setting. The setting was made of
two rows of live printed four times. Most
likely row 49 is a repeat of the first row of the
setting. This seems to be the same setting used
for the pelure paper Me setting 71 with no
e above copy of
period and the broken 0. Sc
Scott 427 without 1894 Most likely this stamp
came from position 6 on the setting

CC

27

27

9

Column of nine printed live times

27

Ifre wove: Setting
27

28,

28.

3

Inc wove: Setting 4
27

27

27

27

28,

13 mm
28,

13 mm
28,

13mm
27,

13.5mm

13 5mm

13.5mm

Margin

Block of 6. Likely from a column type
of setting of nine subjects

We believe this block and pair are .uff setting
type B and C. The block and pair most likely
arc from the same setting
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10c pclurc: Setting

1

A
29

B

C

29

29•

5

29

F

A

29,

29

10c Niue: Selling 7

I 0e pelure: Setting 6
B
C
29,

29

29,

30

A

B

C

29

29,

29

F
29,

30
NP

2

29

29

30,

29

2

30

29

29

29•

29

30

2

29

29,

30

3

29

30

4

29

29 •

29

29

29,

29

29,

29

29

29•

29

30

29

29,

30

29

30

29

3

29

29

29•

29

29,

3

29

29,

4

29

29

30,

29

30

4

29

29

30
0

ND

ND

5

29

29

29•

29

29,

5

29

29,

29

29,

30

5

29

29,

6

29

29

30,

29

30

6

29

29

29•

29

30

6

29

29

7

29

29

29•

29

29,

7

29

29,

29

29,

30

7

29

29,

29

29,

30

8

29

29

30,

29

30

8

29

29

29•

29

30

8

29

29

29•

29

30

29

29,

29

29,

30

29

29

29•

29

30

ND

9

29

29

29•

29

29,

9

29

29,

10

29

29

30,

29

30

I0

29

29

29

29,

30

9

29

30

10

ND

Two rows of five p jilted five times

A

100 pelure: Setting 8
C
D

Two rows of ive printed five times.
Similar to 100 6 without 1894 except in
position 26. Note that the no period &
defect on the 0 of HAIIILITADO are only
on the two top rows

Two rows of five printed live time'.

29

29,

29

29,

F
30

29

29

29•

29

30

1

100 pelure: Setting 9
A
B
C
I)
29
29,
29
29,

2

29

F
30

29

29•

29

ND

3

29

29,

29

29,

30

3

29

29,

29

29,

30
0
30

29

29

29-

29

30

4

29

29

29•

29

29,

29

29,

30

5

29

29,

29

29,

ND

5

29

30
0
30

CC

CC

cC

29

29

29 •

29

CC

cc

cc

cc

29

29.

29

29,

30
0
30

CC

CC

CC

Cc

cc NP

29
cc
29

29
cc
29,

29•
cc
29

29
cc
29,

30
cc 0
30

3
4
5

NP

6

29

29

29-

29

30

6

29

29

29•

29

ND

7

29

29,

29

29,

30

7

29

29,

29

29,

30
0
30

6
7

NP

8

29

29

29•

29

30

8

29

29

29•

29

ND

9

29

29,

29

29,

30

9

29

29,

29

29,

10

29

29

29•

29

30

10

29

29

29•

29

0
30
NP

30

0

ND

two rows of five printed five times.
Similar to 100 6 with no period after 0
and broken 0 on each of the settings

Two ows of five p lined five times.
Similar In 10e 6 with 1894 missing on
each of the settings

30

29

30

A
29

100 pclure: Setting 11
30
30

30

29

29

30

29

29

Blocks likely from same setting. Inverted A would point to Lull sctling C
35

cc

CC

CC

CC

CC

CC NP

29
cc
29

29

29•

29

CC

CC

CC

29,

29

29,

30
cc 0
30

CC

CC

cc

CC

CC NP

29
29
30
29•
29
cc
cc 0
cc
cc
cc
9
29
29,
29
29,
30
cc
cc
cc
CC
cc HP
29
30
29
29•
10
29
CC
cc
cc
Cc
cc 0
Two rows of five printed five times.
Similar to Og 9 with a dropped C in
positions 8 and 9 of the setting
8

30

CC NI'

CC

2

NP

4

F
30

t

NP

2

100 pelure: Set ing 10
C
I)
B
29,
29
29,

A
29
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The varieties and trial impressions
Scott #23 (cont.)

Scott #22

A)
B)
C)
13)
E)
F)

G)

H)
1)
J)

Comma after CENTAVO
Inverted period after HARILITADO
CENTAVO omitted
HABILITADO repeated at bottom
and L omitted in 11ABILITADO
Double surcharge
Double surcharge, one normal and the other
with comma after CENTAVO
2. Double surcharge, one inverted
3. Double surcharge, one diagonal
Inverted surcharge
1. Inverted surcharge with inverted period after
HABILITADO
2. Dropped r in HABILITADO
3. Inverted surcharge with comma after
CENTAVO
4. Inverted surcharge with CCNTAVO for
CENTAVO
5. Inverted surcharge with CCNTAVO and
comma after ccwrAvo
6. Inverted surcharge with CCNTAVO and
inverted period after i IABILITADO
7. Inverted surcharge with 1894 and
FIABILITADO transposed so 1894 is on top. No
period after HABILITADO and no period after
CENTAVO
8. Inverted surcharge with H BILITADO and
CENTAVOS.
9. Inverted surcharge with II RILITADO and
CENTAVOS with inverted period
10. Inverted surcharge with II RILITADO and
CENTAVOS
II. Inverted surcharge with HABILITAD and
CCNTAVO with inverted period
12. Inverted surcharge with itABiLiTAH. and
CCNTAVO with comma
Entire overprint on margin with CCNTAVO
Entire overprint on margin with CCNTAVO and
comma after CCNTAVO
Overprint 13mm

G)
H)

I)
J)
K)

L)
M)

Scott 824
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Scott #23
A)
B)
C)
E)
F)

CENTAVO omitted
Double surcharge
I. Double surcharge with inverted period after
HABILITADO and CENTAVO with comma
2. Double surcharge, one Scott 22 and the
other Scott 23
3. Double surcharge, one with CCNTAVO and
inverted period after ilABILITADO, second
surcharge is Scott 22 printed diagonally
Double t894 and double HABILITADO
Double 1894 and doublet CENTAVO
Inverted surcharge
I. Inverted surcharge with comma after
CENTAVO
2. Inverted surcharge with CCNTAVO
3. Inverted surcharge with CCNTAVO and
inverted period after itABILITADo
4. Inverted surcharge with HALMSTAD. and
CrNTAVO
5. Inverted surcharge with HABILITAD. and
CCNTAVO.
6. Inverted surcharge with I LABILITAD. and
CCNTAVO with comma
7. Inverted surcharge with H BILITADO and
CCNTAVOS.
8. Inverted surcharge with I I BILITADO and
CCNTAVOS with comma
9. Inverted surcharge with CGNTAVO for
CENTAVO
10. Inverted surcharge with an inverted A in
CENTAVO
CONTAVO for CENTAVO
Entire overprint on margin with CCNTAVO

F)
G)
H)
1)

Comma after CENTAVO
Inverted period after I IABILITADO
CENTAVO for CENTAVO
Inverted A in CENTAVO
I I A BILITADO omitted
IABILITADO repeated at bottom
1. HABILITADO repeated at bottom with comma
after CENTAVO

1)
K)

36

Comma after CENTAVOS
Comma after i IARILITADO
Inverted period after HABILITADO
Inverted A in CENTAVOS and comma after
CENTAVOS
HAHILITADO omitted
HABILITADO repeated at bottom
A in HABII .ITArfrO omitted
Horizontal pair imperforated between
Vertical pair imperforated between, top stamp
with comma after CENTAVOS
Vertical surcharge reading left
Vertical surcharge reading right
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Scott #24 {cont.)

Scott #25 (cont.)

L)

0)

Inverted surcharge
Inverted surcharge with A omitted in
I
HABILITADO
2
Inverted surcharge with comma after

P)

Surcharge I lrnm and a comma after CENTAVOS

Double surcharge
I. Double surcharge: one diagonal of #24. the
other 425 with comma after CENTAVOS
2. Double surcharge: one diagonal of #24, the
other #26
M)
Inverted surcharge
I. Inverted surcharge with inverted period after
ILABILITADO
2. Inverted surcharge with inverted period after
HABILITAIX) and CCNTAVOS
3. Inverted surcharge with ft BitsrADo and
CENTAVOS
4. Inverted surcharge with II BILITADo with
inverted period
5. Inverted surcharge with H BILITADO and
CCNTAVOS
6. Inverted surcharge with It misrAno with
inverted period and CCNTAVOS
7. Inverted surcharge with H BILITAIX) and
CCNTAVOS with comma
N) Horizontal Ire-bechi . pair, left stamp is #24
inverted with inverted period, the other #25
normal with comma after CENTAVOS
Surcharge 13mm
0)
P)
Surcharge 14mm

CENTAVOS

Scott #26
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

G)
H)
I)

CENTAVOS

Scott #25
A)
B)

C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)
L)
M)
N)

Comma after CENTAVOS
Inverted period after HABILITADO
A of ilABILITADO omitted
5 omitted with comma after CENTAVOS
I lorizontal pair Unperforated between
Vertical surcharge reading left
I. Vertical surcharge reading left and A of
I IABILITADO omitted
2. Vertical surcharge reading left and A of
HABILITAIX) omitted and CCNTAVOS
Vertical surcharge reading right
I. Double vertical surcharge reading right
Double surcharge
Inverted surcharge
I. Inverted surcharge with A omitted in
HABILITADO
2. Inverted surcharge with comma after
3.

Comma after CENTAVOS
Comma after IABILITADO
Inverted period after DABILITAIx)
HABILITADO omitted
0 and period omitted in HABILITADO
HABILITAIX) and 1984 transposed
CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS and inverted period
after HABILITADO
A omitted in H ABILITADO and CCNTAVOS for
CENTAVOS
First C of CCNTAVOS omitted and inverted period
after HABILITADO
Both C's of CCNTAVOS omitted and inverted
period after iLABILITAIX)
Horizontal pair imperforated between
I. Horizontal pair imperforated between both
with comma after CENTAVOS
Vertical surcharge reading left
I . Vertical surcharge reading left and comma
after CENTAVOS
Vertical surcharge reading right
Double surcharge

4.

Inverted surcharge with H BILITAIX I and
CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS
Inverted surcharge with !IA LITADO and
CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS

Scott #27
A)
13)
C)
D)
E)

F)
G)
H)

I)

37

Comma after cemrAvos
S of CENTAVOS omitted
Overprint transposed so CENTAVOS is on lop of
lAtillITADO
Raised o and period after HABILUADO
No period after HABILITADO
1894 omitted
I 1894 omitted, S of CENTAVOS omitted and no
period after IABILITADO
Inverted surcharge
I. Inverted 13mm surcharge
Surcharge 13mm
1. Surcharge 13mm and colon after CENTAVOS
2. Surcharge I3mm and comma atter
CENTAVOS
Surcharge 14mm
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Scott #28

Scott #30 (cont.)

A)

Comma after CENTAVOS

B)
C)
D)
E)

CENTAVOS omitted
S of CENTAVOS omitted
Inverted period after HABILITADO
CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS and inverted period
after HA BIL ITA EX)
No period after I IABILITADO
Half of the 0 of HAD/UTAH° and the period
omitted
I lorizontal pair imperforated between
Inverted surcharge
1. Inverted surcharge with comma after
CENTAVOS
2. Inverted surcharge with CCNTAVOS for
CENTAVOS and inverted period after
HABILITADO
Surcharge 13mm

F)
G)
H)
I)

1)

G)

Scott #29
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

Comma after CENTAVOS
Inverted period after HABILITADO
Inverted A in CENTAVOS
Inverted V for A in CENTAVOS
CENTAVOS omitted
1894 omitted
HABILITADO and 1841 omitted
Vertical surcharge reading left
I. Vertical surcharge reading left with inverted

M)

Trial Impressions
A)

p eriod
I)
.1)

K)
L)

M)

Vertical surcharge reading right
Vertical surcharge in a iire-bkhe pair. Top stamp
reading left, bottom stamp reading right
Double surcharge
Inverted surcharge
I. 1894 omitted
2, Comma after CENTAVOS
3. Inverted period after HABILITADO
4. CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS
5. CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS & inverted period
6. CONTAVOS for CENTAVOS
7. Inverted A in HABILITADO. Comma after
CENTAVOS
Surcharge I 3mm

Scott 430
A)
13)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Right half of o in / IABILEEADO omitted and no
period
1. Right half of o in HABILITADO omitted and
no period and CENTAVO for CENTAVOS.
Vertical surcharge reading left
1. Vertical surcharge reading left with comma
after CENTAVOS
Vertical surcharge reading right
I. Vertical surcharge reading right with
comma after CENTAVOS
Vertical surcharge in a fjw-beche pair. Top
stamp reading left, bottom stamp reading right
with comma after CENTAVOS
Double surcharge
Inverted surcharge
I. Inverted surcharge and right half of 0 of
HABILITADO omitted and no period
2. Inverted surcharge and right half of 0 of
HABILITADO omitted and no period.
CCNTA Vol for CENTAVOS
3. Period after ItAttiLITA 00 omitted
4. Period after flABILETADo omitted and
CCNTAVOS for ctiKrAvos
Surcharge 13mm

B)

Comma after CENTAVOS
CCNTAVOS for CENTAVOS
CENTAVO. for CENTAVOS
CENTAVOS omitted
I LAB/UTAH° omitted.
No period after HABILITADO
38

Scott #24 with green surcharge
I. Scott #24 with green surcharge and inverted
period after HABILITADO
2. Scott #24 with inverted green surcharge and
inverted period after HABILITADO
3. Scott #24 with inverted green surcharge and
comma after CENTAVOS
Me-lit-Tire pair with green surcharge of Scott
4.
#24. Left stamp is inverted with comma
after CENTAVOS. Right stamp is normal
5. Vertical green surcharge of Scott #24
reading to right
6. Vertical green surcharge of Scott #24
reading to left
7. Vertical green surcharge of Scott #24
reading to left and comma after CENTAVOS
8. Horizontal pair: left stamp is Scott #24 with
red overprint, right stamp is Scott #24 with
green overprint. Both overprints 13mm.
Scott #25 with green surcharge
I. Scott #25 with green surcharge and comma
after CENTA vos
2. Horizontal pair: left stamp is Scott #25 with
red overprint, right stamp is Scott #25 with
green overprint. Both overprints are 13mm.
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Trial impressions (cont.)

C)

3. Horizontal pair: left stamp is Scott #25 with
red overprint and comma after CENTAVOS,
right stamp is Scott #25 with green overprint
and comma after CENTAVOS. Both overprints
are 13mm.
Surcharge of Scott #24 on l0 green stamp of the
1892 issue (Scott #15)
1. Surcharge of Scott #24 on 10 green stamp of
the 1892 issue (Scott #15) and no period after

D)

E)
F)

CENTAVOS

Surcharge of Scott #24 on 10 green stamp of the
1892 issue (Scott #15)
I. Overprint of Scott #24 on It green stamp of
the 1892 issue (Scott #15) and no period
after CENTAVOS
Surcharge of Scott 27/29 on plain white paper
Surcharge of Scott 27/29 on French language
newsprint
I. Surcharge of Scott 27/29 on French
language newsprint with comma atter
CENTAVOS

The following tables represent a comparison between the I leydon settings and the Brid settings
I -cent stamp
Brid
Heydon
I0 1
A
10 2
B
C
10 3
D
10 4
E
le 9
F
10 5
not listed
G
10 6
not listed
not listed
10 7
not listed
10 8
not listed
10 10
not listed
10 11

5-cent stamp
Heydon
Brid
A
50 1
B
50 4
C
50 5
not listed
D
SC itt& 11
E
F
50 6
50 7
G
not listed
li
not listed
I
Not listed
50 2
Not listed
50 3
Not listed
50 8
not listed
50 9

10-cent stamp (wove)
Heydon
Brid
A
100 1
B
100 4
C
100 4
not listed
100 3
not listed
100 2

I 0-cent stamp (pelure)

Heydon
A
B
C
not listed
not listed
not listed
not listed
not listed

Brid
100 5
100 7
100 9
l0s 6
100 8
100 9
100 10
100 II

Note to the tables above. We have not listed the Heydon setting for the following reasons: the one-cent Heydon
type G is based on a single stamp with a dash instead of a period and a depressed V in CENTAVOS. The five-cent
Heydon type H is based on a Luff vertical pair, one 13mm and the other 14mm. The five-cent Heydon type 1 is
based on a single stamp with the word HABILITADO repeated at the bottom. I am not sure if these arc constant
varieties within a setting or just individual errors. Unless more information on these potential settings becomes
available. I am not listing them as a recognized setting. In the case of five-cent Luff setting D. it is very possible
that this stamp with inverted A is from the five-cent Luff setting G and not a different setting.
Acknowledgments: Special thanks go to Ricardo Salz of San Francisco, California, I can not compensate Ricardo
for his time and effort, but 1 can surely buy him a box of red pens to replace the ones he used with my numerous
drafts. I would also like to thank Brian Moorhouse, David Leeds, Dr. Ernesto Arosemena and James Johnson for
sending me photocopies of multiples in their collection.
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Far left strip of 3: middle stamp

double, one 422 the other 1123
with inverted A

.117.-a=refi

.+
IrICAICC1"777/1

fop strip of 5: four right copies
are 1122 inverted and CC*NTAVO.
Lett copy is 423 inverted with
CCNTAVO. CDS of 12.20.94
Left block (11'4: 422 with
HAIMITA1). and CCNTAVO

Ii

Right block of 4: 423 with
ti BILITADO and CCTAVOS. #22
with H BILITADO and CENTAVOS

Horizontal pair: Tite-beche pair
of 4 24 with green surcharge
Left block of 15: all copies of
# 25. Right column with green
surcharge. CDS of 12.1.94

;;
1

l #6,001%
ef

-• Nt-Z:‘. 4"`
ciEt-r
-4c'T g

Vet Lica! pair:

HAZEL/TAM
1.881

-t•••

Tete-béche vertical

surcharge of 1130

45 .10
.

\..:08zTAVOS.

Left vertical pair: trial impression of #27/29 on

French newspaper. CDS of 12.20.94
SirglsLthove: trial impression on plain paper.
CDS of 12.20.94
Single above: trial impression on Scott #15.
Transit° CDS of 12.26.94
40

Vertical & horizontal pairs: both

imperforated between. One pair
#24, the other pair 425
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (thru 29 February 2000)
4405 NW 73d Ave Ste 22-8073
363
OLSSON, Bruce
364
4440 NW 73d Ave (Pty 13)
PORTA. Jose
CHANGES OF ADDRESS
190
HUNSBERGER, George S 8840 Craig St Apt 148
C46
Box 311
KEELER, Davis
353
SCHAEFFER, Scott
Box 206999
DECEASED
C58
MARQUE, Gerard
RESIGNATIONS
179
NEGUS. James
DROPPED FOR NON-PAYMENT OF DUES
341
FRANKLIN, Jennifer
176
BARBER, Dan
347X GRACE. R. R.
C12
BODOFF, Jerrold
271
295
CRAIN. Warren
ORTIZ, Mario
CARUSO. Gian Marco C64 PASCUAL. Vicente B
332

The following individuals have made contributions
of $5.00 or more and are recognized as contributing
members for membership year 1999-2000:

Miami FL 33166
Miami FL 33166

USA
USA

Indianapolis IN 46250
Ashland OR 97520
New Haven CT 06520

USA
USA
USA

207 ROSS, Colin A
148 SANDER, Bernd
302 SCOGIN, Robert
163 URIBE. Rodrigo

.

C80 VADEBONCOUER. James

Our European representative, Erie Harris has

arranged a meeting to be held during Stampshow 2000
in London in May. The meeting will be held at the
Victory Service Club, which is located within walking
distance of the show site. There will be displays by Eric
and Alan Anyon. Following the meeting those in
attendance are invited to dine together at the club. Eric
hosted a similar meeting ten years ago in conjunction
with the international show in London and the members
that attended had a very enjoyable evening. Members
that will be attending the London show arc urged to
contact Erie by E-mail at Eric.Harris@nationwideispmet
or by mail at the address shown above.

364 Porta. J.
310 Bonli:Idt. U. 363 Olsson., B.
Mr. Olsson collects Colombia, codes 01-90. Mr.

Porta collects Panama, codes 54, 60 and 66.
We have received news of the death of Gerard
Marque of Alexandria VA. one of our charter members.
Gerard had a number of collecting interests including
Peruvian postal stationery and British post offices in
Latin America. He served as our sales manager during
the first decade and his efforts earned the first $5000 for
our publications fund. He will be missed by all those
who knew him.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
service and usually only serve areas where the mail
volume makes a profit possible. Meanwhile the U.P.U.
only recognizes the official service so mail to and from
foreign countries still goes thru the postal service unless
the private services also have arrangements with private
companies in other countries to deliver their mail.
As a result of the mailing problem to Colombia we
are exploring the possibility of send the copies of
COPACARTA in bulk to our coordinator so that they
can he dispatched within Colombia by one of the private
companies.
I have begun a project to update the database of
Panama postal markings which was begun by Lawson
Entwistle and Dr. Ernesto Arosemena. The goal is to
complete a handbook of Panama postal markings thru
1950 by the spring of 2002. I now have more than 400
markings and anticipate the final total will be more than
1 000. All members that collect Panama covers and/or
postal stationery are urged to participate in this project.
Members that I know collect this material will receive a
first draft of the chapters on registration and A/R
markings with this issue of COPACARTA. If you do
not receive a copy and can assist with the project. send
me an E-mail or post card requesting a copy of the draft.
Members who receive the draft are asked to check it
against the material in their collection and furnish
photocopies of covers with additional markings and/or
with an earlier or later date than those listed in the draft.
Further drafts will only be sent to members who
respond. All members contributing data will be
acknowledged in the handbook.
One part of this project is the identification of post
offices from which covers exist. We currently have a
record of pre-1950 covers from the following post
offices:
Aguadu lee
Chine
Las Tablas Pocri

I received several responses to my column in the
previous issue. It has been confirmed that Steinwender,
Stoffregen & Co. Inc. was the auditor for United Fruit
Company at the time the covers were sent to them and
it is probable that the envelopes contained business
papers being sent for audit. I located another cover from
Coiba and two were in Brian Moorhouse's November
sale. All are dated before 1940. None of them bear
markings identifying them as prisoner's mail. Coiba was
not on the list of post offices in I915. Does anyone
have inthrmation on when the prison was opened there?
A fall issue of the ICC journal contained an article
on Panama coins in circulation in 1903 and how
Panama came to adopt the U.S. dollar as its monetary
unit. This is important background data which helps
understand Panama postal history and I am reprinting
pertinent parts in this issue with the permission of the
editor Bob Karrer. Members who are Panama specialists
and not members of the Isthmian Collector's Club may
wish to join. Bob's address is 17 Wentworth St. Charles
SC 29401. You can contact him by email at
bkarrer@awod.com. The ICC's interests include all
types of collectibles relating to Panama and the Canal
Zone. The last two issues of the monthly newsletter
have been devoted to the 1906 visit to Panama by
President Theodore Roosevelt. An earlier issue was
devoted to an article l wrote on the battles in Panama
during "The 1000 Days" and was illustrated by some of
the post cards showing events related to the war.
l have mentioned in several columns that mail to
and from Colombia is being delayed. Lately the delays
have become worse. One member's airmail payment for
lots from the last mail bid sale was postmarked 13 Dec
1999 and arrived on 13 Jan 2000. Dieter Borifeich
reported on 18 Jan that some members had not received
the December issue of COPACARTA which was sent
hy airmail on 15 December and one shipment of lots by
registered mail is presumed lost, although an official
post office tracer has not been answered..
An important article by Dicier in the last issue of his
journal COLOMPHIL explains what has happened to
postal service in Colombia in the last five years. A
translated extract printed in this issue with his
permission for the benefit of our membership. In
essence, when the government monopoly on postal
service is eliminated arid private mail services are
authorized, the revenue of the post office falls and its
ability to provide services is further diminished. The
private companies have no mandate to provide universal

Coale
Alrnintrue
Colon
Alto I inn
Itoimientos Concepcion
naps del Cirado David
Rotas del . 1bria
Itoyuete
El Volt=
Cmabito
(inane
Guarare
Changuinnia 5 Las Minas

Los Santos

Macarwas
Nara
PACOUI

Panama
Parita
Penonome
Pe tie

Poem. Armuclks
San Miguel
Santiago
Santo I Mmingo
SivanLa
Sons
Tabnga
Tonosi

Covers exist from the substations of Calidonia,
Cervantes and Chorillo in the city of Panama. Members
having items with other origins are urged to submit
photocopies for our database.
JIM CROSS
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TREASURER'S REPORT
INCOME STATEMENT
(1

BALANCE SHEET

JUL 1999 - 31 DEC 1999)

INCOME
Membership Dues
Contributions
Mail Sales Commissions
Publications Sales
Investment Income
TOTAL

31

1,250.50
404.00
77.25
26.00
291.98
2,049_73

EXPENSES
Printing
Postage
Mail Sales Expense
Computer Expense
TOTAL

1,025.24

NET INCOME

1,024.49

476.17
29126
155.81

J 00.00

December 1999

ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Petty Cash
Library Cash Account
Investments
TOTAL

3496.51
20.69
457.89
1E968.97
15,944.06

LIABILITIES
Prepaid Dues
Undistributed Sales Proceeds
TOTAL

745.65
1.601.50
2,347.15

RESERVES
Balance 30 June 1999
Net Income FY 99-00
TOTAL

12,572.42
1.024.49
15,944.06

GOOD NEWS! WE HAVE LEARNED THAT OUR PRINT ER HAS A NEW COLOR COPIER WHICH IS CHEAPER
TO OPERATE AND THE PRICE OF OUR COLOR PAGE WILL BE REDUCED FROM $1.00 PER PAGE TO $0.60,
MAKING IT POSSIBLE TO INCLUDE A COLOR PAGE IN EACH ISSUE IF THERE IS SUITABLE MATERIAL.

SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
Prices realized for the sale are being mailed with this issue.
Patrick Lamastus reports that 69 Panama lots were
sold from Sale 2I. That is a better result than that from
our previous Panama sale. but still only about 113 of the
lots offered received bids. The lots have been mailed to
successful bidders.
I do not have a list of the unsold lot numbers, but if
there was anything in the catalog that you thought about
bidding on, contact Patrick to see if it is available for the
next hid. The lots available from the supplement to Sale
20 are lots number 178, 179, 180, 183 and 186. Anyone
interested in these lots should contact the editor.
The next Colombia sale will be held on 31 October.
The catalog will he mailed with the September issue of
COPACARTA. I.ots for the sale should he sent to the
Sales manager to arrive during August.

Sales from the supplement to Mail Bid Sale 20 were
quite good with 12 of 17 lots sold for a total of $1570. We
also had supplemental sales for a total of $390. These
bring the total sales to $4255. As reported elsewhere one
registered envelope mailed to Colombia has apparently
been lost. l am awaiting the results of the official tracer
from the US Postal Service, so I can submit a claim for the
loss.
Settlements were mailed to the consignors of all the
lots except the 17 supplemental lots on 15 February.
Payment has not yet been received for one shipment of the
supplemental lots, but it is expected momentarily.
There were ten consignors and 23 successful bidders.
The greatest bidding activity was for Lot 67. a mint, no
gum copy of Antioquia 38a which sold for $70.00, twice
the reserve, but still only 50% of the Scott catalog value.
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THE FIRST PANAMA COINS
by Jim Cross
After independence Panama was faced with the
necessity of establishing its own monetary system.
Grigore states: The U.S. was particularly concerned that
Panama should have a stable. permanent and sufficient
medium of exchange. It was desired that it should he
interchangeable with U.S. currency to facilitate the buying
power of the workers engaged in construction of the
Panama Canal." Talks were begun in Washington between
Secretary of War Taft for the U.S. and two Panamanian
representatives, Ricardo Arias and Eusebio A. Morales
(Taft is pictured on the 2c airmail value of the 1939
Panama Canal Anniversary issue, Scott C55. Arias is
pictured on the 15c value of the 1948 issue
commemorating the members of the Revolutionary Junta,
Scott C91. Morales is pictured on the 3c stamp of 1959,
Scott 42, commemorating the National institute.)
The Colon Starlet for 23 Jun 1904 announced receipt
of a cablegram from Washington dated June 20th. "Taft
has concluded arrangements for the currency system of
Panama which will be submitted to the Panama legislature
for ratification. The plan provides for a silver coin
equivalent in fineness and weight to the U.S. standard
dollar and also makes the U.S. dollar legal tender in
Panama. tinder the terms of the agreement the Panama
Government will recoin or convert the Colombian silver
into coins of the size of a silver dollar. The amount of this
silver is estimated at $1,500,000, but on the request of
Taft it has been agreed to coin enough silver to make the
total $6,000,000."
On 28 Jun 1904 the National Commission issued law
No. (014 creating a decimal coinage system for the new
republic. The law, signed by Jerardo Ortego and Ladislao
Sosa, named the monetary unit in honor of Vasco Nunez
de Balboa, and authorized the placement of three million
balboas into circulation !not the $6,000,000 mentioned
above). This law authorized Panama's 1904 coinage in the
amount of 1.5 million balhoas...The U.S. gold dollar was
authorized to continue as legal tender in the Republic as
equivalent to one balboa. Two Colombian silver pesos of
that period were devalued and made equivalent to one
balboa. The legal time allowable for transition of the
coinage system from Colombian to Panamanian was
stipulated as sixty days from Sep 1, 1904."
I lowever, there were delays in the implementation of
the law. An article in the 7 Jan 1905 Star & Herald gave
an English translation of Decree 85 dated 4 Jan 1905.
Excerpts of the text include:
"Whereas, - It has not been possible to put in practice the

In my article " Colombian Inflation Covers" in the
American Philatelist last year, I wrote concerning the
areas using silver currency: "1 have been unable to
determine the nature of this silver currency. It may have
been old Spanish coinage from the colonial period or silver
coins from neighboring countries."
Bob Karrer devoted the August 1999 issue of his ICC
Journal to an article on the early Panama coins and it
contains information of use to philatelists. Karrer's
sources included the definitive hook on Panama coinage
written by Julius Grigore in 1972 and the files of three
Panama newspapers published at the time. The Star &
Herald, the Colon Telegram and the Colon Starlet. The
following is an excerpt of the Karrer article.
An article in the Colon Starlet for 14 Jun 1904
mentioned the projected retirement of the "nondescript
Colombian, Mexican, Venezuelan and American currency,
which now serves as a medium in Panama." Karrer
mentioned that when he served in the Canal Zone in the
1970's the coins which were available in the local coin
clubs in the Canal Zone, many of which came from old
hoard~ from the interior of Panama, included 1850's silver
coins and even some gold U.S. coins. He never noted
Venezuelan coins, but there were lots of Colombian coins,
and quite a few Costa Rican and Mexican coins.
Grigore described the situation that existed in 1903
as follows:
"Up to 1903, the coin in most abundant circulation on
the Isthmus was the Colombian fifty centavos (half peso),
also commonly known as 'cinco reales.' Colombian silver
currency circulated throughout the Federated State of
Panama as a rate of exchange of two pesos and thirty
centavos per U.S. dollar." During the "1000 Days" there
had been modest deflation of the Colombian silver money
as well and the rate of exchange had risen to two pesos
and seventy centavos per U.S. dollar."
Thus the dollar equivalents of the pre-1902 postage
rates in Panama were: 5 centavos for a single domestic
letter = 4.360 U.S and 10 centavos for a single foreign
letter = 8.720 U.S. The dollar equivalents of the rates in
effect from approximately 14 April 1902 until
independence in deflated pesos were: 10 centavos for a
single domestic letter = 7.41¢ U.S. and 20centavos for a
single foreign letter= 14.820 U.S. The subsequent history
indicates that the Colombian silver peso had returned to
the exchange rate dictated by its silver content by the time
of independence — a de facto increase in the rates in U.S.
currency.
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of the present currency.
The following explanation will be a relief to many
confused minds. Everybody is speaking of the coming
balboa, of the gold dollar. etc. It may surprise many, but
the fact is that no such gold ha/boa is going to he issued.
What is going to be issued is a Panamanian silver peso.
All the new Panamanian coins will hear the image of
Balboa; therefore the name balboa for the coin.
Then: will be a gold balboa, or dollar, which will serve
as the basis for the new currency, and which will be
equivalent to the American dollar in value. These gold
dollars will not be issued just yet. The silver peso will be
made up of two fifty cent pieces as in the present currency;
and four of these 50c pieces will make the equivalent of
two pesos or one gold balhoa (which does not as yet exist),
or of an American dollar. Of course, the sub-divisions, or
coins of lower denominations, will have a value in
proportion. In a nutshell: the coins which will be issued
will have a fixed value." The editor may have thought the
above was a clarification, but in fact it was erroneous. A
Colon Starlet article of Feb 7 correctly states -it now lakes
but two of the new 50e pieces (for) a dollar gold."
The above decrees make no provision for conversion
of silver currency other than Colombian which was
circulating in Panama.
Note that the Panama coins bore the date of 1904,
although they were not placed in circulation until 1905.
The lower denomination coins of 1904 were not of the
same size as their American counterparts. It was not until
the 1930s that the differences were eliminated.
The effect of the exchange of currency on the postal
system remains to be explored. It would seem that a date
would have been set after which stamps were sold for their
face value in the new currency. Was the old currency still
accepted at its depreciated value? It would also seem that
the post offices would have had to make an inventory of
their holdings as of the date the change was imptetounted,
so that receipts for items sold prior to the change could be
remitted in old currency and receipts for later sales could
be remitted in the new currency. The currency change was
a de facto increase of about 7% in postage rates. Stamps
were now sold for their value in Panamanian centesimos
rather than Colombian centavos and Panamanian postage
rates in centesimos were now equal to the corresponding
value in U.S. cents,
The newspaper reports make no mention of the Canal
Zone postage system. The Taft Agra:intent which specified
use of overprinted Panamanian stamps and payment of
40% of their face value to Panama was apparently the
result of separate negotiations between Secretary Taft and
Panamanian representatives.

conversion of Colombian silver on the date indicated by
law No. 84 of 1904. It is Hereby Decreed:
Art. 1. The conversion of Colombian silver which is now
in legal circulation in this repubkiic shall commence
within 30 days after the publication of this decree, in the
General Treasury, and the provincial branches... This
announcment shall be transmitted by telegraph to all
capitals of the provinces for its immediate publication
there and throughout the districts.
Art. 2. The Colombian silver coins not inferior in
tinesnis to 0.835 and 0.666 shall be convened at the rate
of 212.40 pesos Colombian currency for $100 Balboas,
Panamanian currency...
Art. 3. The conversion shall last during 60 legal working
days, after which the Colombian currency shall lose its
value as legal tender in the republic.
Art. 4. During the term of 60 days which shall he
occupied in the conversion of the Colombian silver, said
currency shall have the value assigned to it by the present
law...
Art 6. All counterfeit money that may be presented for
conversion shall be destroyed in the presence of the party
presenting it. If said party be not satisfied with this
proceeding the matter may be submitted to judicial
investigation... All perforated or defaced coins of legal
mintage shall not be admitted for conversion, and shall
remain in the possession of their owner.
Art 7. The accounts of conversion shall be kept in the
General Treasury, to which the branch provincial offices
shall tender detailed fortnightly accounts of their
respective transactions. The General 'Treasury shall make
a detailed report every month of the general progress of
the conversion...
Articles 9 thru 12 dealt with provisions describing
how the obsolete coins collected were to be packaged,
marked and forwarded to the General Treasury.
The beginning of the conversion was announced in
the Star & Herald on Saturday 4 Feb 1905. "Today, Feb
4, the government of the Republic of Panama will
commence the delicate operation of converting the old
Colombian currency now in circulation, distributing in its
stead the new Panamanian currency, which will have for
its basis the gold balboa, named thus in commemoration
of the first discoverer of the Pacific Ocean in the vicinity
of the Isthmus of Panama, Vasco Nutiez de Balboa.
The operation will be a delicate one for the govt. and
a complicated one for the general public. We say
complicated because a large majority of the natives are too
illiterate, especially in figures, to understand the intricacies
of the operation and many of the visitors have not been in
the country long enough to grasp fully the ups and downs
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THE MARKET REPORT
AFINSA SALE OF THE CASTILLEJO PANAMA COLLECTION
plating of 11 mint and 2 used stamps plus a bisect on
piece sold for $2160 ($154 per stamp) against a reserve
of $1440.
20c First Printing_ Lot 370, a complete sheet in dark
rose was listed as sold for the starting bid of $1920.Lot
371, a similar sheet in rose was also listed as sold for the
starting bid of $1920.
20c Second Printing. Lot 374, a complete sheet of 50
was listed as sold for the starting bid of $1920.
50c First Printing. Lot 382, Four complete sheets of 50
in various shades was listed as sold for the starting bid
of $2400.
50e Second Printing. Lot 384, a complete sheet of 50
on medium paper was listed as sold for the starting bid
of $2400.
SECOND ISSUE MULTIPLE
2c (Scott 9). Lot 397, the only recorded complete sheet
of 90, sold for $1440 against a reserve of $1200.

This sale provides the first indication of the current
market value of multiples of the first and second issue
Panama stamps which has been available for many
years. The multiples in the Heinle collection were sold
in large lots, so that values for individal pieces could not
be determined. The notes from the previous Market
Report relating to price calculations and lots listed as
sold for the starting bid apply to this report as well.
FIRST ISSUE MULTIPLES
AFINSA did not divide the issue by thick and thin
papers as does the Scott Catalog, but rather by the
printings.
5c First Printing. No complete Sc first printing sheets
were in the sale, but lot 346,a partial reconstruction with
20 mint and used examples, sold for $1800 ($90 per
stamp).
5c Second Printing. Lots 348-349. Two of five known
sheets (one late printing on inferior quality paper) were
listed as sold for the starting bids of $1440 each.
5c Third Printing. Lot 354. a block of 16 (largest
recorded). sold for $3120. Lot 353, a vertical block of
10 with two stamps just showing above the top margin
(showing the stamps were printed in panes larger than
50 stamps) also sold for $3120. Lot 355, a partial
plating study with 30 mint and used examples sold for
$1560 ($32 per stamp).
10c First Printing. Lot 358, a sheet of 50 reconstructed
from a block of 45 and a block of 6 (only one recorded)
was listed as sold for the starting bid of $6000.
10c Second Printing. Lot 365. a block of 20 (largest
recorded) sold for $3300.
10c Third Printing. Lot 367, a mint corner block of 4,
the only known block of this printing sold for
$2740against a reserve of $2500. Lot 368, a partial

When I was finishing the first part of this article, I
realized it would not fill the page and wondered what to
add. Today I received a cover I bought from E-Bay. It
has two of the 1937 U.P.U. 1/2c pictorials plus a le arms
stamp and was sent from David to Henry Dowst in
Short Falls NH. The contents were still enclosed. The
letter was written by Leo Marchosky, manager of the
Teatro Imperial in David. He enclosed 40c in cash to
purchase 25 different Australia from Mr. Dowst who
was a dealer that advertised in Popular Mechanics. Mr.
Marchosky also dealt in stamps and the typewritten ads
shown shown below were enclosed. The first flight
cover information listed is interesting. Do any members
have the full set of the I 1 covers of the 28 Nov 1931
flight.

.HIGH-CLASS STAMP COLLECTORS!
100 Panama. Canal Zone, & Costa Rica, including airmails and high denominations, no two alike, for $7.00 U.S. Cy.
Send money order or cash in registered letter to Leo Marchosky, Mgr. Teatro Imperial, David . Chiriqui, Republic of
Panama.
First Flight ! One Day Covers! Of the interior of Panama! Very scarce! On November 28th, 1931 the Panama government
inaugurated this service to 11 towns in the interior. 50cts. Each. Collection of 11 covers for $5.00.
FIRST FLIGHT "PANAMA-HONG KONG"via San Francisco carrying cachet "FIRST FLIGHT TO ASIA SAN
FRANCISCO-HONG KONG". Only 10 in existence. $50.00 each.
FIRST FLIGHT "PANAMA-MACAO" via San Francisco carrying cachet "FIRST FLIGHT TO ASIA SAN
FRANCISCO-MACAO. Only 10 in existence $50.00 each.
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THE PANAMA COAT OF ARMS ISSUE, A PROGRESS REPORT
by Jim Cross
specimen sheets, generally one sheet for each order
number for each stamp. These sheets were purchased by
the Canadian dealer, Casimcr Bileski of Winnepeg. He
separated the stamps and made up stock cards for sale to
the public with copies of each specimen. However, the
only markings which indicate the origin of the stamps
anon the cards and once the stamps are removed from
the cards the source of most of them is unidentifiable.
There should be sets of specimen singles or blocks
which have the ABNCo order number in the selvedge,
but I have not seen them.
The delivery dates and quanties for three orders
submitted in 1941 are not available in llelmc's notes.
Since these were recorded from the auction lots of the
ABNCo. archives it must mean that the data for 1941
was not in the ABNCo. files. It also means the total
quantities delivered for these values in Table I may not
be correct.

My article in the June 1998 issue gave an overview
of this issue. 1 was the successful bidder for the
production file of these stamps in the I lelme sale. This
unique file includes the original order for the stamps, the
tile envelope which documents the contents and the
dates they were filed, the artwork (called models by the
ABNCo„), and the final die proofs with the approvals of
the various department heads (the 2c value is not in the
file). These unique items are of utmost importance in a
traditional philately exhibit of this issue. A number of
additional ABNCo. production file items were sold
separately to other bidders. These include additional
small and large die proofs, plate proofs and rejected die
proofs of the 2c and Sc values.
Shreve did not choose to make separate lots of the
the Helme post 1909 covers and the entire accumulation
was sold as a single lot. Therefore, I knew that I would
have to assemble examples of uses on cover starting
from scratch.
Two of the 15 volumes of Dr. flelme's notebooks
were devoted to this issue. They indicate that he was
interested in trying to match loose stamps showing dated
cancels and stamps on covers with the various printings
and deliveries of the stamp by the American Bank Note
Co. I believe this is an impossible task because the
quality control in the stamp production was good
enough so that there are no easily recognizable
differences between different printings. The notes do,
however, contain a record of the deliveries taken from
the information in the Al3NCo. tiles_ Dr. I lelme also had
the notes of Gustavo Schay who studied the records in
the Panama archives. In most instances these two
sources are in agreement, however, there are some
differences.
Similar information is available in the Mime
notebooks for the other issues printed by the American
Bank Note Company and that information is available
from our library for anyone who wants to study one of
the issues.
The early printings of all the arms stamps have
ABNCo. order number F7427. Later printings and
deliveries had new order numbers as shown in Table II.
Table I shows for each value the number of deliveries,
the quantity delivered, the quantity overprinted or
surcharged and the calculated quantity which were sold,
There is no indication that any remainders were
destroyed. The sale of ABNCo. files included a lot of

TABLE I - QUANTiTiES ISSUED
VALUE DEL DELIVERED OVERPRINTS

USED

he

13

2.940,000

450,000

2,490,000

lc

22

7,475,000

650,000

6.825,000

2c

25

14,600,000

180,000

14,420.000

5c

15

3.900,000

30,000

3,870,000

10c

11

1.170,000

15.000

1,155.000

12c

9

305.000

100,000

205,000

15e

8

685,000

15,000

670,000

24c

5

190,000

165.000

25.000

50c

5

95,000

45,000

50.000

10

5

45.000

10,000

35.000

The quantities of I Oc and 15c stamps shown above
are questionable_ Helme shows deliveries of 500,000 of
each in 1946. All previous deliveries had totalled
185,000 15c stamps and 670,000 10c stamps_ It seems
more likely that the quantities of each delivered in 1946
was 50,000. There arc no significant numbers of 10c or
15c covers dated after 1946 and no indication that mint
remainders of these values were sold or dmtroyed.
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15,000
15c on 24c airmail
100,000
I c on Yze
400,000
Icon Ic
100,000
Icon I2c
70.000
lc on 24c
20,000
1947
50c on 24c
The most surprising figures are those for the 50c on
24c stamps and lc on 24c Cancer stamps. One would
assume that these were overprinted in order to dispose
of unsold remainders. However, the Helme notes show
that 100,000 24c stamps were delivered on 18 Jun 1946,
90% of which were overprinted. Note that Dr. Helme
believed that 300 copies of CI9 were prepared. This
was based upon a study of the known multiples of the
issue.

The following is the breakdown of the quantities
overprinted:
1936 Amsemena 2c on 24c
60,000
300
5c on 1/2c (error)
15c on 24c airmail
15,000
30,000
1938 Esc. Normal 2c
200,000
1940 Cancer
lc
1941 Constitucion 1/2c
50,000
250,000
c
150.000
2c
30,000
Sc
15,000
10c
15.000
I 5c
10,000
50c
IB
10,000

DATE

TABLE I - ABNCo DELIVERIES
VALUES

1947 Cancer

F-No.

30 Apr 1932

lc

F9570

15 Jul 1932

2c

F9598
F9651

lc

F7427

9 Dec 1932

2c

All except lc

F7427

14 Jan 1933

5c

19663

19 Sep 1924

'Ac

F7427

12 May 1933

Ic

F9570

19 Nov 1924

Ic

F7427

2-10 Feb 1934

2c

F9798

20 May 1925

lc

F7427

19 May 1934

5c

F9844

20 May 1925

14c

17868

23 Jun 1934

Ic

F9851

12 Sep 1925

2c

F7949

18 Mar 1935

'Ac, lc, 10c

F9967

12 Sep 1925

5c

F7427

18 Jul 1935

2c

F9967

13 Nov 1935

14c, lc, 2c, 5c, 12c

F10051

19 Jan 1924
6 Feb 1924

27 Jan 1926

lc, 10c, 12c, 15c, 24c, 50c, 1B F7427

22-9 May 1926

'Ac. lc, 2c, Sc

F8131

16 Sep 1936

lc

F10196

2 Feb 1927

2c

F8274

20 Oct 1936

5c

10215

16 Jul 1927

'Ac, 2c, 5c.

F8402

16 Nov 1936

2c

F10196

11 Apr 1928

'Ac, lc„ 2c, 5c, 10c

F8605

23 Mar 1937

'he, 10c

F10290

16 Mar 1929

'Ac, 2c, 5c

18883

21 Sep 1937

lc

F10381

16 Mar 1929

lc

F9003

24 Mar 1938

2c

110440

31 Aug 1929

lc, 2c. 10c.

F9003

5 Dec 1938

14c, lc, 5c. 10c, 12c, 15c

F10528

31 Aug 1929

12c, 15c, 24c, 50c. iB

F7427

11 Sep 1940

1c, 2c. 5c

F10849

28 Jun 1930

'Ac, lc, 2c, 5c,

F9220

11 Nov 1940

10c, 15c

F10849

28 Jun 1930

12c, 15c, 24c, 50c, 1B

F7427

1941

14c, 10c

F10991

30 Apr 1931

10c

F9392

1941

5 Sep 1931

2c

F9450

18 May 1946
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stamps are used on a variety of early airmail covers
including many first flight covers. Probably the most
interesting are those from commercial and personal
correspondence which were carried on later flights.
Covers in my collection include David to La Lima.
Honduras and Puerto Armuclles to Cartago, Costa Rica,
both from 1932. There are also combination covers with
Colombia SCADTA consular stamps paying for airmail
service from Barranquilla to the interior of Colombia.
These include both SCADTA stamps overprinted with
the letter "P" and also stamps of the later general issue.
Colombia Scott C68-79.A SCADTA use in the Helme
collection is the earliest recorded cover of the arms
issue. It was cancelled in Panama on 4 April 1924.
The 5c stamp paid the letter rate to Europe and
Asia. Covers showing this rate are much scarcer than
covers with the 2c stamps. 5c was also paid the
registration fee from 1924 to 1929 and the 5c stamp was
used for this after the supply of 1916 registration
stamps was exhausted. From 1930 it paid the
acknowledgement of receipt fee which had been raised
to 5c.
The 10c stamp initially only paid for double weight
letters to Europe and Asia or letters to U.P.A.E members
which weighed from 60 to 75 grams. I lowever. from
1930 it paid the registration fee and it is found most
often on registered covers after that date_
The higher values stamps; 12c, 15c, 24c. 50e and
1B did not initially pay for any common rate. and were
probably only used on extra heavy letters or packages.
From 1930 the 12c stamp paid the combined 2c letter
fee and 10c registration fee and these are the two uses in
my collection. During the same period the I 5c stamp
paid the combined registration and acknowledgement of
receipt rate of 15c. Other later uses of the high value
stamps are primarily on airmail covers when airmail
stamps were not used.
Some years agoGeorge Alevizos offered a large
envelope (200x300 mm.) whose franking included the
50c and 18 values. The condition of the envelope was
poor and an additional stamp had fallen off The current
whereabouts of this envelope, which is the only recorded
postal use of these values, is unknown.
The 1936 Arosemena commemoratives are
unusually scarce on cover. There may be more covers of
C 19. the so-called error, than of either of the other two
stamps. However, all of the known covers of C 19 were
used on mail sent to local addresses in Panama and the
Canal Zone and none of them were flown. The cover in
my collection is cancelled by a Panama duplex which
has not been seen on any other cover.

The statistics above are good predictors of the
relative scarcity of uses of the stamps on cover. Values
from I12e thru 10c are fairly plentiful. The five higher
values are much scarcer. A tabulation of covers in my
collection, the Helme notes and the Brid collection
includes 19 1/2c uses, 57 I c uses, 79 2c uses, 43 5c uses,
25 10c uses, 4 12c uses, 5 I 5c uses. 2 24c uses and no
uses of the 50c or 1B. The figures for I c and 2c uses are
probably lower in proportion to the total number
available, because most collectors use discrimination in
purchasing examples of these common values.
The '%c stamp paid the internal printed matter rate.
Examples available include advertising post cards sent
to ships arriving in Balboa inviting the passengers and
crew to visit their stores. The latest example is an
unsealed letter from a stamp dealer, mailed aboard ship
and cancelled in Curacao. An unusual use is in
combination with a 2c stamp to pay the pre- 1930
Acknowledgement of Receipt fee of 2Y2c after the
supply of the 1916 overprints was exhausted.
The lc stamp paid the post card rate to members of
the U.P.A.E. including the United States and Canada.
The quantity printed is an indication of the volume of
picture post cards mailed in Panama during the period of
use. An unusual use is a revenue stamp on a rent receipt.
Apparently the letter rate to U.P.A.E. countries was
temporarily raised from 2c to 3c at the beginning of
1936. Two covers in my collector dated 5 Feb and 19
Feb show a 1c stamp added to the 2c. The rate increase
probably caused a shift in mail from Panama to Canal
7.one mails leading to a loss of revenue for Panama. The
rate increase was soon repealed. No three cent stamps
were issued by Panama at the time.
The 2c stamp paid the letter rate on domestic letters
and also on letters to U.P.A.E. members, including the
United States. These covers are plentiful enough to
permit a search for unusual origins, destinations and
postal markings. There are numerous covers from the
correspondence of Montgomery Ward and the Wm.
Gavitt Medical Co. of Topeka KS which show a variety
of origins. Those in my collection include Almirante.
Chitre, David. Puerto Armuelles and Santiago. Many of
these are registered letters.
You can also find interesting return addresses.
including the Panama Coca Cola Bottling Co and the
Day and Night Garage Co. of Ancon which pictures a
Firestone Tire. Both of these would be of great interest
to thematic collectors.
The first Panama airmail rates required the letter
postage to be paid with regular stamps and the airmail
surcharge to be paid by an airmail stamp. Thus the 2c
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The normal school commemoratives were only used
on a single day from Santiago. MI that I have seen are
on philatelic mail with first day cachets. There are
stamps with inverted overprints and with double
overprints which were probably deliberately made.
Examples on cover were offered in our Mail Bid Sale
17. First day covers of the 1941 Constitution overprints
exist. Most hear complete sets of the stamps and are
obviously philatelic. Other uses of these stamps are not
common and I have had more difficulty finding
examples on cover than in finding covers of the basic
arms stamps. At this writing I have not found examples
of the lc or 2c stamps on a post card or cover.
The quantities of stamps overprinted for the five
cancer tax stamps were fairly large and since a postal
tax stamp was required on all letters copies can be found
on cover, but they are not plentiful, perhaps because
there is demand for them from medical thematic
collectors. The 50c on 24c stamp is also quite scarce.
The only cover recorded thus far is a first day cover with
this stamp and the other four stamps of the set.
One of the main challenges of assembling an exhibit
of this issue is finding examples of covers originating in
small towns. Thus far the following origins have been
recorded: Aguadulce, Almirante, Boquete. Capira,
Chame, Changuinola 5, Chitre, Chorrera. Coiba,
Concepcion, Devala, El Volcan, Guabito, Guarare, Las
Tablas, Los Santos, Macaracas, Penonome, Pese, Puerto
A rmuel les, Santiago and Soria. The search goes on.

MARCH 2000
A few unusual covers have been found. One is the
registered letter from Devala shown on the front page of
this issue. Note that the sender misspelled the town
name in the return address. Apparently Devala had no
registration handstamp at the time, so the markings was
handdrawn and the town name and date were written in
in pencil. David Leeds has a cover mailed to the U.S.
with a U.S. special delivery stamp affixed. Shown below
is an unusual cover sent from Capira to Panama.
Besides being registered with acknowledgement of
receipt requested it is also marked EXPRESO and the
postage includes the domestic special delivery fee of 10
centesimos, Examples of domestic special delivery
letters from Panama arequite scarce. The Hclme arms
covers included five special delivery first day covers,
sent to the same individual, but only one later use.
Other unusual items are two requests to trace a
registered letter. A 10c arms stamp is affixed to each
form to pay for the request. The forms have responses
attached from the Canal Zone postal service indicating
when the letters were dispatched to the United States.
Another challenge in assembling an exhibit of the
issue is finding unusual destinations. Letters to Asia and
Africa are especially scarce. Dr.Helme had three
examples: a letter from David sent to Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, a letter to Algeria and a letter mailed in
November 1941 to Macao which was returned to the
sender because mail service to Macao was suspended
because of World War II. I have not found any.
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BOGUS STAMPS OF COLOMBIA
value'. A 10c is known printed in green as well as a 20c
in blue and a 50c in green (Fig 4). Close examination of
the bogus stamps reveals that were not printed from the
original die. However, it must be admitted that the
bogus die is a fairly accurate copy of the original.
The 50c green of the 1868-70 issue (Scott #56) has
been forged and issued in vermillion creating another
bogus stamp'.
Another early bogus stamp is the 10c brown of
1877 (Scott #74) with the lower value barred out and
15 cents printed across the center of the stamp in thick
black lower case type'.
In 1883 a number of bogus stamps appeared. The
10P !black on rose of 1877 (Scott #79) is known
diagonally bisected with each half inscribed BUENO
PORCINCO PESOS' Two stamps of the 1881 U.P.U.
issue, the 5c blue (Scott #106) and the I Oc violet (Scott
4107) have been found with bogus surcharges, 4c on the
5c and 2 1/2c on the 10c''. These surcharges are shown as
Figs 5 and 6 and several varieties exist. These are:
4c on Sc printed in black, normal and inverted.
2'/ac on I Oc printed in black, normal, inverted
and sideways up_
2 1/2c on 10c printed in red, normal, inverted and
sideways down.

There are several classes of postage stamps that are
not what they appear to be. Probably the commonest of
these are counterfeits (fakes, forgeries) which are copies
of the original stamp prepared from a totally different
die illegally. Second in the league table are reprints
produced from the original die that has often been
altered and, not uncommonly, defaced with lines scoring
its surface. Such reprints normally are not in the same
exact shade as the original stamp. Often they are printed
on paper quite different from the proper stamp. Phantom
stamps, in the true sense of the word show a location on
them that does not exist. Finally bogus stamps are those
that purport to provide pro-payment of postage for a real
place, but were issued totally without the authority of
the appropriate postal administration. They were
designed to fool collectors and to take money out of
their pockets. This article will deal with such stamps.
However, it should be made clear that there is a further
class of postage stamps that were not issued by the
national or department postal authorities, but are
accepted as providing a supplementary postal service.
These are local stamps, for example the 1/2c stamp of
Manizales.
The earliest Colombian bogus stamps are 2 1/2c
green and I P rose stamps in the design of the 1859
issue, They were apparently produced from the same
stones used to provide a counterfeit 5c blue (Scott #2) of
that issue.
Of uncertain date, but inscribed SOBREPORTE
(additional postage), thus suggesting they served the
same purpose as the 1865 SOBREPORTE issue, are
three similar values':
Fig. 1.
25c black/buff
25c ultramarine
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
50c black/blue-green
50c black/yellow-green Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
I P black/pale blue

4

DOS

QUATRO
Centavos

MEDIO
Centavos

Fig. 5

Fig. 6.

All of the above stamps are in the Tapling collection
in the British Library, London. Earde records several
other varieties of these surcharges as being in his
collection'.
Fig. 7.
4c on 5c printed in black
Fig. 8
4c on 5c printed in red
21/2c on 10c printed in black Fig. 9.
2 1/2c on 10c printed in red Fig. 10.

-CU ARTOUNTAVOS

4
CUATRO
Centavos

DOS
v MEDIO,
renlaziOS•

rtielavos

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

4

Fig. I
Fig. 2
Fig 3.
Further early bogus stamps are imitation of the 10c
lilac of the 1866 issue (Scott 46) in a different color or
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Reputedly in use in the period 1899-1903 was a set
of nine values inscribed EXPLORATION LINE'. It was
prepared for the use of Dr. Francis C. Nicholas, an
American mineralogist prospecting in an area of the
Department of Magdalenanear Rio Hacha during that
period. All the stamps were printed in red, green. blue
and gold and all the values were in a block of eighteen
stamps in the sheet, comprising two examples each of
1 c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c, IP. 5P and 10P values (Fig 12).
They were perforated I I 'A.

Another bogus overprint that has been seen is a

10 centavos surcharge in black on the 1883 lc
green/green (Scott 41 16).
Sometime after '1883 five values of the issue of that
year appeared with a boxed Correspondencia a riche
overprint (Fig 11). They are :
2c red/rose
Scott #117
10c orange/yellow Scott 4119
20c violet/lilac
Scott 4120
50c brown/buff
Scott #122
1P claret/bluish
Scott #123
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Fig. 12
Several values of the 1904 gold currency issue were
bogusly overprinted ULTRAMAR (overseas). As
Colombia joined the U.P.U. in 1881 and her stamps
were valid for postage to outside countries such an
overprint was oviously unnecessary. The values known
to have received the overprint arc:
'A yellow-brown
Scon #303
I c green
Scott 4304
5c carmine
Scott #307
5c AR pale blue
Scott 01-112
It is probable that the 2c and 1 Oc values (Scott #'s 306

& 308) also exist overprinted.
The bogus Retardo 1921 overprints have already
been covered in a separate article'. There are, in
addition, a number of stamps with a Retardo overprint
applied both by typewriter and by rubber stamp. They
will be featured in a future article.
Later national issues seem to have escaped bogus
overprints. The one exception known is the 1917
Perkins Bacon lc green (Scott #340) with the original
value barred out and replaced by 5c (Fig. 13).
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In 1895 two stamps. a 5c red/pale green and a 10c
green/pale green, (Figs. 19 and 20) inscribed
REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA, PROVINCIA DE
CAUCA appeared on the market. Lithographed in
sheets comprising two panels of fifteen stamps (5c) and
fifteen stamps (10c), they are normally imperforate, but
can be found perforated

Stamps of national issues between 1892 and 1904
are not infrequently found overprinted in violet
(normally). black, blue and red with the initials A R in
a large single or double lined circle (Figs. 14 and 15).
This overprint is intended to convey to the collector
ACUSE DE RECIBO (acknowledgement of receipt).
However. it has been suggested these bogus stamps
were perpetrated by a well-known stamp dealer of the
early part of the century, Antonio Rincon, and the
initials are his as a droll joke. The fact that many minor
varieties of the overprint exists seems to weigh against
this idea.

Fig. 18.

CUCUTA is represented
by a single bogus stamp. The
national 1899 5c brown/salmon
is
known
(Scott #163)
surcharged vertically reading
down in black fancy type in two
lines Habilitado Cucuta 1905
(Fig. 21).

It would not be proper to omit mention of many
national stamps that locally received manuscript
surcharges altering the face value of the stamp when
supplies of the correct denomination were unavailable.
Examples of two such bogus surcharges are shown as
Figs. 16 and 17.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

In 1872 two stamps appeared indicating they were
from the Soverign State of CUNDINAMARCA.
Melville' illustrates a 5c black/greenish blue and a 10c
black/pink (Figs. 22 and 23). However Chapier'' shows
quite a different 5c value (Fig. 24). It would seem the
illustrations were produced from written descriptions,
not from sight of the original stamps.

Fig 17.

iVV V VV
CORR DOS <,

Colombian States and towns were used extensively
as a home for bogus stamps. The remainder of this
article will describe known examples alphabetically.
In 1890 the postmaster of ALMAGUER (Cauca),
Zenon F. Lemus. attained notariety which eventually
caused his imprisonment by issuing a set of bogus
stamps (Fig 18). The values were lc black/blue, 2c
black/pink, 5c black/yellow, 10c black/green and 20c
blacidpurple, all perforated 11 V2. A forgery of the lc
value exists on surface colored paper, perforated 12.
The status of the BOLIVAR 1904 10c brown and
20c scarlet stamps overprinted in black ORO at the top
of the frame edge is uncertain. Meant to indicate they
are denominated in gold currency, the pair is probably a
bogus issue.

10
R. S. DE CUE
DI NA MA R CA <
AA

Fig. 22.

,)_A_

Fig. 23.

Fig 24.

A 5c stamp lithographed in pale yellow-green and
inscribed ESTADO DE MAGDALENA is reported in
1878' (Fig. 25).
The year 1893 saw the appearance of 5c and 10c
stamps from the city of PALMIRA'. Both were printed
in black on white paper (Figs. 26 and 27).
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Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.

Another bogus issue is a small 50c registration stamp
(Fig 34) with an imposing variety of colors and papers:
black/blue wove
blue/white wove
indigo/blue laid
hlack/white wove
indigo/white wove
indigo/while laid
green/white laid
green/blue laid
green/blue wove.

Coma tEtizicipal.
10 5utt1,00
-07wsw

PA L MIRA
Fig. 27.

A set of essays for stamps to be used in the
DEPARTMENT OF PANAMA was prepared in 1886
by Gustave Michelson (Fig 28). The design was not
accepted. Although not bogus stamps they are listed
here so that readers who are not familiar with them can
identify them. Values and colors are:
le brown/buff.
2c purple
5c green/green
10c deep blue/pale blue
20c red/lilac
50c orange.
IP blue

Fig. 34.
Fig. 33.
Fig. 32.
The design of the 1871 1 P carmine (Scott #12) was
adapted as the basis of a 2P slate-lilac stamp (Fig. 35).
This item has been previously reported in
COPACARTA". The final Tolima bogus issue is a series
of four values in a variety of colors (Fig 36) including:
5c black, Sc yellow-orange.
10c apple green.
15c greenish yellow. 15c bistre-brown.
20c brown-rose.
There is also a proof of the 20c in black on huff paper.
Rather unexpectedly this value also exists in a different,
but similar, design (Fig 37) printed in slate-blue.

However Panama does have one bogus issue. The 1887
10c black/yellow exists with the value blocked out in
black and 5 printed above it.
Although the French PANAMA CANAL
COMPANY had nothing to do with the Colombian
postal administration, the canal construction was on
Colombian territory, so that for the sake of
completeness, its three bogus stamps are included here:
5c green (Fig 29) known imperf and perf 13%2.
10c rose-red (Fig 30) known perf 1 1 and perf 13V2
20c blue (Fin 31) known perf 13 1/2.

Fig. 37.
Fig. 35.
Fig. 36.
These are all of the Colombian bogus issues of
which the writer has knowledge, quite an imposing list.
The author would appreciate information on any other
items known to our members.
References:
I. R.B. Ear& Album Weeds 1906, p269.
2. Ibid. p258-9.
3. Ibid. p260.
4. Ibid. p268.
5. Philatelic Record. July 1883.
6. Philatelic Record, July 1883.
7. Ear& u268.
8. The Cinderella Philatelist, April 1963 pp. 24-25.
9. COPACART4 Vol XVI No. I Sep 1998 p17.
10. F. J. Melville. Phantom Philately. 1923.
I 1. Chapin.. Les Timbres de Funtasie
12.Le Timbre Posse, August 1878.
13. La Revue Phi/critique, 1893.
14. COPACARTA Vol XIV No. 2 Dec 1996.

Fig. 30.
Fig. 31.
Fig. 29.
Last in the area covered by this monograph and
most prolific of non-national productions is TOLIMA
with five different issues. A transfer from the die of the
5c brown of 1871 (Scott #9) was altered to read CINCO
PESOS (Fig 32) and stamps printed in scarlet, chrome
yellow and various shades of orange were produced. A
similar design was used for another 5P value, but
printed in white on color (Fig 33). Paper shades known
are Venetian nod, orange-red, yellow-orange and yellow.
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COLOMBIA: THE PRIVATE POSTS 1995 —1999
by Dieter Bortfeldt
collectable.
How can you distinguish a postai service that is
licensed by the Ministry?
Article 6 of Decree 229 defines the requirements of
a special messenger service or postal service provided
outside the limits of the official mails. It even defines
the number of days within which mail must be
delivered. One thy for delivery in the city of origin. two
days for delivery anywhere else in the country, four days
for international delivery - Editor). We can say and
confirm by experience that these services do work and
the Ministry itself confimis that they manage 79% of the
mail service in the country. What does not work and is
getting worse is ADPOSTAL, that is to say the
management of international mail that is obliged to be
delivered to the official and governmental postal service
by the existing U.P.U. treaties. The mail does arrive in
the country from the whole world in a few days, but
ADPOSTAL needs an average of2 to 3 weeks to deliver
it. In addition its staffing has been reduced during recent
months and those remaining do not know how to
manage the mails the way the ought to be managed.
One day one will receive a notice of the arrival of a
registered letter and the next day it is delivered to the
home without requiring the signature of the addressee.
A few days ago I received registered mail from a
reader of COLOMPIIIL in Argentina: registered with
return receipt requested. ADPOSTAL did not notice
that it was registered and therefore did not ask for a
signature confirming the delivery. The return receipt
form is still attached to the envelope without a signature
to he returned to the sender who paid for the service.
It is also known that some countries are only
accepting certified mail, but not registered mail, because
these administrations have received too many claims. In
summary – there are good services within the country
and outside of the country from the special messenger
services, but the postal service delivery of mail from
abroad is ineffective and not guaranteed.
There are plans by a number of companies to
establish better service to Colombia from various places
in the world to provide a faster and more reliable
service. There are now many companies abroad that
send !heir mail by courier to their offices in Colombia or
to a licensed private service within Colombia. If it were
not for this, the country would be virtually
incommunicado with the postal service of the rest of the
world.

Editor's note: I have translated the text of Dieter's
article, but have omitted the text of Decree 229 which
takes up a large pan of the article in the November 1999
issue of COLOMPHIL. Relevant portions are inserted in
the text as editor's notes_ I have also selected just one
page of the four and one half pages of illustrations
which accompanied the original article.
By decree number 299 of 1995 (February 1st)
ADPOSTAL lost the monopoly of postal services in
Colombia. This decree opened the way for private
enterprises to apply for licenses to manage the mails in
Colombia. At present, according to the Ministry of
Communications there are some 286 businesses with
licenses and more than 1200 illegal operations_ The
airmail contract with AVIANCA expired 29 April 1999.
It continues to manage the airmail as a courier service.
According to an article published in the magazine
CAMINO 16 in April ADPOSTAL only controls 29% of
the total market and the remaining 71% belongs to the
"private posts." The mail which enters the country must
be delivered to ADPOSTAL. But ADPOSTAL takes up
to six weeks to deliver the mail to the user, whether it is
marked URGENT or not, besides which many cases are
known in which it is never delivered
To send the majority of their mail Colombians prefer
a private service for the simple reason that they are not
sure that the mail or the post service will arrive at its
destination. When someone franks their letters with
stamps previously purchased before delivering them to
the post office, they are rejected because they were not
bought at the time and the employees prefer to use the
franking machint.. rather than to sell stamps – in general
the excuse is that they do not have stamps or that the
manager has the key to safe and he is not in the office at
the moment.
Where are we going?
Article I of the decree defines what is meant by
"postal services," stating that i hey include the special
messenger service. Chapter ill, Article 12 states that the
Minister of Communication exercises, in the name of
the nation, the authority for postal service and because
of that authority may grant concessions and licenses for
the provision of postal services.
In other words - the special messenger service is a
postal service - operating with the permission of the
designated authority - the Minister of Communications.
We can say that this is "an authorized private postal
service" and as such is philatelically speaking
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– A.M. Courier Empresarial I,tda
– AM PM Mensajeria
– Capital Service
– Centaurus
– Colombia Express
– Continental de Correos Ltd.
– Contravia
– Correos de Bogota
– Correr
– Courier & Marketing Cia. Ltda.
– Crono Express
– Cumpliservicios Ltda.
– DEPRISA
– Distri Net Courier Ltda.
– Domesa
– EN VIA
– Envi Net - Courier
– EnviRed
– Estafeta
– Express Line
– International Mail
– Interpostal Ltda.
– Makroenvios Ltda.
– Mega Express Intemacional
– Mensajaria Andina
– Metro Express
– Metropolitan Express Ltda.
– Mundial de Correos Express Ltda.
– Pack Express
– Panorama Express Ltda.
– Post Express
– Postal Aerofast
– Postal Colombia– Multienvios!! de Colombia
– Remit– Mundi Entregas Ltda.
– S.E.E.C. Ltda
– Sello
– Servi Galerias
– Servicourrier
– Servilaser
– Servilla S.A.
– SF Servifast
– Software Express
– Speedy Express
– T.G. Express S.A.
– Telexpres
– Trans-International Courier Ltda.
– Troter S.A.
– Uniexpress
– Urbano Express
– USA Co.

The licensed postal services as well as the special
messenger services, do not use and cannot use stamps,
instead they use delivery documents with copies for the
sender and in some cases copies for the addressee – as
for example the service provided by A VIANCA with
DEPRISA, SERVIENTREGA and others.
What remains is a receipt with the name, telephone
number and license number of the ministry. Not all are
numbered and not all have the required data (Editor's
note: the requirements are spelled out in the decree to
include: an identification number, date and time of
acceptance, weight in grains, price of the service, name
and complete address of the sender and addressee, date
and time of delivery).
In this article I show a selection of "documents" from
more than 60 different companies that I have collected
up to this time. Most of them are self-adhesive labels,
some with more advertising than others.
One service that stands out by having the required
documentation and by the service: provided, is DEPRISA
of AVLANCA. For the control of package with "prepaid
charges" they have created labels, that represent the
value in Pesos by their letter and color, which are
cancelled by rubber stamps of the office of origin. They
are produced and distributed under strict security
controls.
We shouldkeep in mind that the licensed companies
have to pay quarterly tax of 4% of their gross sales,
according to the provision of Chapter V, Article 23 of
the law and in accordance with paragraph 2 of Article
15. that is a profitable business for the state and the
Minister of Communications. For that same reason there
are 286 licensed companies and more than 1200 without
I icenses.
What does this mean for philatelists?
I . ADPOSTAL and the use of stamps has a tendency to
disappear within Colombia – unless and until there is a
substantial change in the actual situation.
2. The authorized private postal services that operate in
Colombia can be and should be classified as
"Authorized Private Postal Services."
3. The envelop es, receipts, labels and all types of
documentation related to the "Authorized Private Postal
Services" are collectible in a philatelic sense.
4. We will have to see the acceptance of the above
mentioned material in the near future in national and
international philatelic exhibitions.
It is interesting to list the titles that are used and
registered by some of the private posts – here is a
selection:
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THE COLOMBIA 1920-23 NUMERAL ISSUE (PROVISIONAL)
by Kenneth Rowe
In earlier writings both Swales and Barron reported that
this issue could be found with two watermarks "OPTION BOND" and "PROGRESSIVE BOND," but
no illustrations or measurements are recorded. From the
sequence of each watermark's appearance on the
various values it would seem that "OPTION BOND"
was the earliest brand of paper to be used.

When I first became interested in the three numeral
issues I found that, although the 1904 had been studied
by Studd and Myer, little had been done to cover the
1908 and 1920 series. A number of my articles on the
1908 issue have already appeared in this journal and
this if the first of a series to cover the 1920-23 issue.
(cPAPERMAKERS WATERMARKS
TYPE 1

I

14 mm

126 mm
should be noted that the triangu ar logo is only an
approximation due to lack of clarity and poor paper
quality. It can also be found on the 3c.

This type is reproduced from a complete sheet of
150 of the 1 c (small angle) having two in line horizontal
impressions. The central logos being 2 tOmm. apart. It
1.< TYPE 2
150mm

'702@nESS[IV

D

12mm

complete impression of this type. 'fills illustration is
reconstructed from single stamps or small multiples.

This watermark can be found on the lc (larger
angle), the 3c and the 10c blue. Although I have
complete or partial sheets in the collection none show a
TYPE 3

MADE I N

SA

78 mm

Apart fi-orn the illegible logo in TYPE I, no
manufacturer's names are known. All marks can be
found normal, reversed or inverted.
I would be pleased to hear from any memher who is
interested in this issue.

This watermark may be part of one of the previous
types or of another unrecorded type. It appears on the
left selvedge of a complete sheet of the 2c. The
impressions are vertical reading up and measure
210mm. center to center (part of TYPE I?).
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THE 2000 COPAPHIL GENERAL MEETING AT WESTPEX
We will have the following competitive exhibits:
Dieter Bortfeldt.
"Colombia Official Correspondence and Franking."
Larry Crain.
"National Postal Rates: Colombia 191 1 -1938.
Jim Cross.
"Panama: The 1924 Coat of Arms Issue.
Allan M Harris.
"The Rep. of Panama and Related Acrophilately."
James C. Johnson.
"Colombia: Incoming Airmail 1922-1937"
Mario Ortiz M.D.
"Classic Colombia."
Bill Welch may also be exhibiting his Colombian
Revenue Stamped Paper providing arrangements can be
made to ship it to London where it is entered in
STAMPSHOW 2000.
There will also be a number of Canal Zone
competitive exhibits.

Plans are now complete for this meeting. Our general
meeting will be held on Saturday at approximately 1:30
P.M. immediately following the general meeting of the
Canal Zone Study Group. The meeting will he chaired
by our Vice-President Debbie Friedman. We will discuss
current and future plans for the organization. Members
who plan to attend are invited to bring items which
would be of interest to the membership for a "show and
tell" session.
We have been officially invited to hold our 2002
general meeting at the show of the Northeast Federation
of Stamp Clubs in Boxborough MA. An Internet pall of
the Board of Directors indicates that this will be
approved.
On Friday evening we will have an informal joint
dinner with CZSG members. Please meet at the society
table at 5:30 Friday if you plan to .join us for dinner.
David Leeds will be a member of the jury. He will be
showing "Canal Zone 1904-1924, The Panama
Overprinted Issues" in the Court of Honor.

CLASSIFIED
Classified per line: one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards: one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru VII: per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign
$15.00: complete set U.S. $76.00, Canada $82.00, Other $95.00; Volumes VIII thru XIV; per volume U.S. $8.00,
Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00. Postal Illslaryand Postmarks
of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $2R (add $2 for postage outside of the U.S. or
Canada). Prices include airmail postage. Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPH II. library eio
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1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010.
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REINSTATED (ERRONEOUSLY REPORTED AS DROPPED IN PREVIOUS ISSUE)
ROSS. Colin A
207
163
URIBE, Rodngo
issue, I have already received a number of consignments
for Mail Bid Sale 22. Consignors are reminded that lots
should be submitted to arrive after the 1st of August.
On a personal note Luz and I will celebrate our 50th
wedding anniversary on the 9th of August. I am
preparing a family history which I plan to distribute to
each of our children and grand-children. Most other
activities including all but the most essential
COPAPHIL matters, will have a lower priority until
after the anniversary has passed.
Dues notices for 2000-2001 are enclosed with this
issue along with a questionaire about the forthcoming
bibliography handbook and an order form for the
Panama Telegraph Handbook. The best anniversary
present that you can give me is to give these your
immediate attention and return them by the 15th of July.

The following individuals have made contributions
of $5.00 or more and are recognized as contributing
members for membership year 1999-2000:
310 Bonteldt. D. 363 Olsson., B.
364 Pona, .1.
Eric Harris reports that he had a very successful
COPAPHIL meeting at Stampshow 2000 in London.
Eric. Alan Anyon and Anthony Wilkinson displayed
approximately 150 pages from their collections. Bob
D'Elia showed proofs of the forthcoming bibliography
handbook which were shown to those in attendance. 18
members, spouses and guests enjoyed a dinner at the
Victory Service Club after the show_
Patrick LaMastus reports that closing Mail Bid Sale
21 was a bit delayed because job commitments took him
to Singapore for almost two months. Patrick has now
distributed payments to consignors whose lots were sold
and a final report on the sale will be available in the next
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross
Auction. Robert's bid was unsuccessful and the cover
was added to the collection of another of our members.
Then within a month Bill Welch called his attention to
a second cover at auction which he was able to
purchase. Within another month he had a telephone call
from Alex Rendon who had located a third cover. This
story is a good illustration of what can happen in the
world of collecting where patience is one of the most
needed virtues.
It is dues renewal time again. I am enclosing a
renewal form for those members that have not paid in
advance. Also we are offering an option to members
living in Colombia who would prefer to receive their
copy of COPACARTA by domestic express mail_
Members requesting that service should furnish a
delivery address and send their dues payment to Dieter
Bortfeldt in Colombian pesos. I will ship the copies by
express to Dieter and he will arrange for delivery in
Colombia
I am also enclosing an order form for the Panama
Telegraph Stamp Ilandbook. Orders for this handbook
MUST be received by 15 Aug 2000 and be accompanied
by a check made out to COPAPHIL. This order form
also includes a survey to determine how many
individuals would be interested in receiving a diskette
with the database of the Colombia/Panama Bibliography
which is finally nearing publication. Details about the
handbook and bibliography are given in my report of the
bienniel meeting on the following page.
Bob Karrer, editor of the ICC journal, gave me the
name of a leading collector of Cartagena post cards.
With his help I am nowable to publish a listing giving
the title of many of the views printed in the first
numbered C.F.R.S. series of post cards. Readers are
invited to check their collections and see if they have
any not on the list. 1 would also appreciate photocopies
of those that are not in the COPAPI !IL scrapbook.
Thus far we have published little about the
Colombian Express company stamps. Kenneth Rowe
has furnished an anonymous unpublished manuscript
with many details about these interesting stamps,
including some which are not listed in the Williams and
Hurt and Temprano specialized catalogs. Using this
manuscript, the catalog listings and the only other
published reference that I know of I have prepared the
survey of this material which appears in this issue.
Hopefully, this will stimulate additional input from
members who have collections of this materia.
JIM CROSS

The response to the request for submission of
Panama postal markings has been gratifying. We now
have 125 different registration markings and 23 A/R
markings. I have also been able to record many
additional town markings from the registered covers.
Juan Kiener has submitted a photocopy of a registered
cover from Divala on which a handstamp was used.
Both the registered marking and the duplex cancel
clearly show the spelling of the town name was Divala,
not Devala as I showed in the previous issue. Two
covers submitted clearly show that Section 7a of the
Panama post office which was listed in the 1915 listing
of Panama post offices was in fact the substation in
Calidonia. We have also received photocopies of the
marking of Panama Viejo. This postal station was only
opened for one day in 1919 for the ceremonies
commemorating the 400th anniversary of the founding
of the city. We also have postal markings of a substation
at the Escuela Normal in Santiago. Covers have also
been reported from the following additional Panama
post offices:
An Iun

Chiriqui Grande Horconcitos

Rovira

Be jut)

D ivisa

Canams

Dolega

San Cartes
Santa Maria

Potrerillos
Remedios

This quarter I have been working on airmail and
first flight markings. A draft of those two chapters of
the handbook is being sent with this issue to those
members who responded to the initial draft. A copy will
be sent upon request to anyone with a collection of pre1950 Panama airmail covers who is interested in
assisting with this project.
Federico Brid has furnished a two part article
concerning the Panama Postal Package Stamps of 1917.
The second pan of the article with color photographs
will be published in the September issue. The reference
to the color page in the first paragraph of the article
refers to photographs which will accompany the second
part of the article.
It is worth noting that delays are also occuring in
airmail from Panama to the United States. Two airmail
submissions of covers for the postal marking project
took in excess of two weeks in transit.
Member Robert Markovits collects special delivery
stamps of the world. At WESTPEX he recounted his
experiences in locating an example of Colombia El used
on cover. His unsuccesful search spanned a decade in
which he not only did not find a cover, but also found
no record that any existed. Finally in 1996, a cover was
offered by Brian Moorhouse in his Latin American
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THE 2000 GENERAL MEETING AT WESTPEX
By Jim Cross
Handbook of Panama Telegraph Stamps. This will be
printed by Joe Ross on his personal computer with
stamps printed in color. The handbook includes the text
of many decrees related to telegraph service. It also
includes the first ever listing of errors and minor
varieties of the telegraph stamps with suggested values
for each. Purchasers will be surprised to note that these
values are far higher than might be expected. For
example a mint set of the 1919-1921 issue is listed at
$57.50. Following the meeting the hoard members
present met to consider what action we should take
concerning these two publications.
It was decided that because of the specialized nature
of the telegraph publication we should offer a copy to
members for $17.50 paying the $5.00 difference to the
publisher from organization funds. It was decided to
furnish a spiral hound copy of the bibliography to all
members and libraries now receiving COPACARTA at
no cost. Your editor was directed to further explore
furnishing the contents on diskette and to offer these to
members at cost. He was also directed to explore putting
the bibliography on our web page.
On Saturday evening the exhibitors present attended
the awards banquet. A total of 17 gold medals were
awarded, one to our member James C. Johnson who also
received the COPAPHIL award for best
Colombia/Panama exhibit by a member who had not
previously won the award. Three CZSG exhibits won
gold medals with Irwin Gibbs "Canal Zone Postal
Stationery" winning the Reserve Grand Award.
On Sunday afternoon I hosted a seminar on "The
1000 Days in Panama and its Influence on the Creation
of the Canal Zone." The attendance of eight was a
disappointment to me, but it follows the pattern of
attendance at such presentations at our recent meetings.
We signed up two new members at the show, one is
listed in the COPAPHIL NEWS column and the other
has joined effective next year.
A news item from the show is that Brian
Moorhouse sold an 1893 Colon registered cover
addressed to Hong Kong (illustrated on the front page).
The cover's franking includes the 1893 Colombia AIR
stamp on bluish paper, Scott HI. This is the first
recorded example of the use of HI in the Department of
Panama_ In his definitive article on Panama AIR stamps
Gustavo Schay stated that there was no evidence that

A small, but devoted group of members enjoyed our
three day meeting at this show. Members in attendance
included Ray Ameen, Federico Brid, Wallace Craig,
Larry Crain, Jim Cross, Robert D'Elia, Debbie
Friedman, Everett Johnson, James C Johnson, David
Leeds, Wayne Menuz, Robert Markovits, Brian
Moorhouse, Joe Ross, Richard Salz and Gary Weiss.
All but 8 of the 72 frames of exhibits entered by our
members and those of the Canal Zone Study Group were
located in a separate exhibit area. The jury included
members David Leeds and Wayne Menuz. The content
of the exhibits and the awards earned are discussed later
in this report.
Most of those in attendance spent Friday touring the
bourse and making additions to their collections. Friday
evening we dined at an excellent restaurant located
across the street from the show hotel. It featured
Peruvian and Spanish dishes. The food was
outstanding, but the service was slow, possibly because
we added ten additional guests to the reservation at the
last hour. We were joined by the spouses of David
Leeds, James Johnson, Richard Salz and Debbie
Friedman and several CZSG members.
The other participating society at WESTPEX was the
American Revenue Association which furnished about
170 frames of exhibits. The jury's report at the awards
banquet indicated that this the most outstanding group
of revenue exhibits that had ever been assembled in the
United States. They earned fifteen gold medals including
the Grand Award. I joined a Saturday morning tour of
the exhibits led by docents and was treated to an
expert's view of the fascinating world of revenue stamps
ranging from U.S. wine and spirits stamps to Ireland
dog license stamps (a must for any thematic collection
of dogs).
Saturday afternoon we had back to back meetings of
the Canal Zone Study Group and COPAPHIL. The main
topic of discussion at the COPAPHIL meeting was the
bibliography project which is finally nearing
completion. There was animated discussion of (1) the
probabilities of selling copies to non-members, (2) the
advisability of offering the bibliography on diskette so
that members can load it to their personal computers and
(3) the possibility of loading it to our webpage so that it
will he available for anyone to download. Joe Ross and
Federico Brid showed a draft of their privately produced
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a limited number of incoming covers on flights to
Panama and the Canal Zone, but most are covers
originating in Panama. There are also a few airmail
covers flown on these routes on later flights. The last
section shows covers carried on the first domestic flight
on 3 November 1931 which made twelve stops
thoughout the country, followed by a few additional
items of later domestic airmail.
Dieter Bortfeldt showed ten frames of Colombia
Official Correspondence and Frankings which received
a vermeil. This exhibit has been previously reviewed in
this journal. It is noteworthy that it contains only one
piece of official mail dated between 1886 and 1903, the
same number that I have in my two exhibits of the
period. This shows how scarce retained official mail is
from that era.
Mario Ortiz showed five frames of Classic
Colombia. This is an exhibit that shows Colombian
stamps from the first ten years. There is good coverage
of the various shades found on these early issues and
these are supported by used stamps showing many
different cancels. However, the exhibit has few
multiples and no uses of the stamps on cover. There are
a limited number of stampless covers dated after 1 840
scattered thru the exhibit. These do not fall within the
scope of the exhibit as stated on the title page. This
exhibit offers a lot of opportunity for growth and the
award of a vermeil medal by the judges was, in my
opinion, generous.
James C. Johnson showed for the first time ten
frames of "Colombia - Incoming Airmail 1922 - 1937."
This exhibit breaks with the tradition that such material
is usually shown only thru 1932. The bulk of the exhibit
is composed of incoming covers showing frankings with
SCADTA consular service stamps. Covers are shown
with frankings from each country for which consular
service stamps were prepared. There are also a number
of uses of the stamps from other countries, such as "A"
overprints used from Austria and "Se" overprints used
from Norway. The exhibit has only a limited number of
the great rarities, no covers with the provisional Mejia
overprints and handstamp overprints only front
countries from which such mail is most available.
However, the degree ofdifliculty involved in assembling
a complete range of the consular service frankings is
significant. Keeping in mind that the rule of judging in
U.S. national exhibitions is to judge "what is shown"
and not "what is missing," I think this exhibit was well
worth the medals awarded by the jury.

Colombia Scott I-11 was ever sent to Panama. This is
the also the first pre-independence cover recorded from
Panama to the Far East.
My Panama 1924 Arms Issue exhibit described in
the previous issue received a vermeil award as
expected. I was able to purchase a couple of arms
covers for the exhibit at the show, but was surprised and
disappointed to find no examples of the use of any of
the overprinted and/or surcharged arms stamps on cover
in the bourse. Few dealers other than Brian Moorhouse
had any significant holding of Colombia or Panama
material.
Larry Crain showed a postal history exhibit entitled
Colombia Postal Rates 1911-1938. This included much
of the material which was in his Perkins & Bacon issue
exhibit shown at CHICAGOPEX. It received a silver
medal. The first frame of the exhibit which showed the
1 911 rates included material showing only a fewrates
with the most common foreign letter rate first. New rate
periods were not introduced at the tops of frames and
did not stand out in the exhibit. The exhibit probably
lost a medal level due to this presentation.
Bill Welch's "Revenue Stamps of Colombia 18581933" showed a lot of material which is not usually seen
or easily acquired. It received a vermeil medal which is
generally the highest medal awarded to a five frame
exhibit. I notice that Bill does not have any of the
revalued revenue stamps from the inflation period
following the Colombian civil war nor does he show any
postal uses of revenue stamps. This exhibit was also to
he shown in STAMPEX 2000 in London.
David Leeds showed five frames of "Canal Zone
1904-1924" in the Court of Honor. With the exception
of a few pages with the first Canal Zone Issue this
exhibit could be entitled "Panama Stamps Used in the
Canal Zone." David has a comprehensive exhibit
including production file material relating to the basic
Panama stamps, mint and used Canal Zone overprints
with many varieties, and examples of the uses of the
Canal Zone stamps.
Allan Harris exhibited six frames of "The Republic
of Panama and Related Aerophilately" and received a
vermeil award. This exhibit includes many of the
forerunners, most of which were U.S. military flights
and flights from the Canal Zone. He then has a selection
of SCADTA material including items from both Panama
and the Canal Zone. The bulk of the exhibit is first
flight covers showing the expansion of FAM routes 5,
8 and 9 throughout Latin America. The exhibit includes
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Shown below are photographs of members at one of the two tables at our Friday evening dinner. Other members
present were seated at another table. Captions list individuals facing the camera.

L to R: Richard Breuer {husband of Debby Friedman), Debbie Friedman. Larry Crain, Bob D'Elia, Allan Hams, Brian Moorhouse.

L to R: Mimi Moorhouse. Gloria Johnson (wife of James Johnson), James Johnson, Federico Brid, Everett Johnson. Jim Cross
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The Panama Postal Package Stamps of 1917
Part I of an article by Federico A. Brid
General overview. For years collectors have asked
themselves if crudely made triangular stamps,
occasionally found in dealers stock and on old
album pages, are postage stamps of the Republic of
Panama. The stamps are a set of 13 values printed
on white wove paper with a perforation gauge of 12.
The stamps have a legend within a triangle frame
printed in black ink. Each of the values has a
background of a different color printed within the
frame of the triangle. The background color
consists of a series of arabesques on the left and
right side of the triangle. This background also
depicts, in the middle of the stamp, either the upper
or lower half of the Arms of the Republic of Panama
(see color page for illustration of Part I and Part 2
stamps). The stamps are usually found cancelled by
either a boxed or circular dated postal cancellation
(see figure 1). Because of the postal cancellations,
the word ENCOMIENDA (postal package) on the
legend of the stamps and the high values within the
set, the assumption was that these stamps were
issued by the Republic of Panama for the franking
of postal packages. In reviewing the literature, we

find that this is not the case.
Literature search. The Gaceta Oficial of July 12,
1912, published a long and involved treaty between
the Republic of Panama and the United States of
America. This treaty, or postal convention as it is
called, was one of many similar arrangements
made between the government of Panama and
members of the Universal Postal Union to regulate
and facilitate the exchange of postal packages. As
more and more countries entered into these
conventions, the introduction of merchandise
through the postal package system became an area
of concern to the various governments. The
Panama/U.S. postal convention of 1912 made this
concern clear by the following stipulation written
into article VI: These packages are subject to all
the duties and custom regulations that are in effect
in the country where they are introduced This is
to protect the expected revenue from merchandise
introduced through these means. The receiving
country will charge the proper custom fee to the
recipient of the packages according to their fee
schedule.
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Figure 1. Encomienda stamps on
piece attached by cancellations
from David, Rocas del Toro,
Aguadulce, Colon and Panama.
Santiago and Chitre were the
other two post offices that
distributed Encomienda stamps.
Figure is reduced by 25%.
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the Secretariat of the Exchequer. It is clear that
these stamps are not a source of income to the post
office, but are issued in order to establish a control
on a different type of revenue, and the utilization of
the post offices for this processing is to better serve
the general public. Given these particulars, the
stamps will not be issued to the customers directly,
but will be attached to custom declarations as
specified below.

On the 8th of February 1915 the General Assembly
of Panama issued law number 30 of 1915 ordering a
series of dispositions aimed at reforming the postal
and telegraph system of the Republic. This law
does three things: establishes a money order system
to serve postal patrons, creates a postal package
section within the post offices, and increases the
personnel of the post offices in Panama, Colon,
Bocas del Toro, Aguadulce, Penonome, and David
to handle the increased volume of services that will
he generated by the money orders and postal
packages.

Article 4. The stamps will be square in shape,
perforated diagonally so they would become
invalidated when Part I and Part 2 are separated
from each other. The two parts will form a triangle
each and will have the following inscriptions: First
Part, Republic of Panama, Duty of Postal
Packages, Declaration. Second Part, Republic of
Panama, Duty of Postal Packages, Postal
Packages. The stamps will be of the following
denominations and colors: one centesimo of
Balboa, gray; two centesimos of Balboa,
ultramarine; five centesimos of Balboa, light
brown; ten centesimos of Balboa, lilac; twenty five
centesimos of Balboa, light green; fifty centesimos
of Balboa, light red; one Balboa, orange yellow,
two Balboas, brown, five Balboas, dark yellow and
ten Balboas, dark blue.

Article 3 of this law further grants the Executive
Power certain authorities: to regulate the fees that
will be charged by the post offices when
merchandise is introduced in Panama through the
postal package system and to issue special fiscal
stamps for this purpose, if this was found to be
necessary. The creation of these special stamps will
not happen until 1917 with the issuance of
Presidential decree number 75 of the 4th of May.
Decree number 75 consist of 23 articles. The first
five articles refer to the special stamps authorized by
law number 30 of 1912, the rest of the articles
regulate the process of handling the postal packages.
Since it is through the reading of the first five
articles that we come to understand the intended use
of the Encomienda stamps, 1 am translating the
entire five articles before embarking on a close
analysis of the actual stamps.

Article 5. According to article 3 of this decree, it is
considered a fraudulent practice for these stamps
to be in the possession of individuals and not afixed
and cancelled to the proper postal package forms.
Individuals who violate this article will he subject
to fines from IV 2.51) to Et 100.00.

Article 1. From the of June, and according to
law number 30 of 1912, the duty that must be paid
for merchandise introduced through the postal
package system will be done by means of special
stamps that will be on sale at the national post
offices.

The stamps and how they were printed. Stamps
of this issue are not all that common. Some are
rare. Fortunately, 1 was able to gather in one place
a significant number of Encomienda stamps front
my collection and from the collections of
COPACARTA members Joseph Ross and David
Leeds. 1 also had available photocopies of small
accumulations that have come to the market over
the past few years. It is through the examination of
these stamps and the search of the literature that for
the first time the philatelic public can have a
comprehensive view of this issue.

Article 2. The National Treasury of the Republic
will issue to the Postal Agent in Panama the
necessary stamps for this service. He will in turn
supply these stamps to the postal agents in Colon
and Bocas del Toro and to the Principal and
Subaltern Administrators throughout the Republic.
Article 1 The stamps for this special service are
neither postal stamps nor revenue stamps but are
special issue stamps for the exclusive use of

As described above, article 4 gives a cursory
description of the shapd of the stamps, the stamps,
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made up by a 4mm border with an arabesque type
design forming a square, four squares per pane. In
the center of each square, the Arms of the Republic
of Panama printed vertically or horizontally. The
second process was the printing of the inscription
in black ink that consisted of a legend inside a
triangular frame, eight triangles per pane. The
legend is as described in article 4 except with one
additional line inserted that reads Secretary of the
Exchequer. After the printing process the panes
were perforated in several ways: horizontally
creating a top selvage, vertically and horizontally
at the middle of the pane, and diagonally across the
corners of the pane. By separating the subjects
within the perforations of the pane, we can obtain
eight triangular stamps, four of Part I and four of
Part 2 (see figure 2).

the inscriptions, the values, and the colors. In
reviewing our gathering of stamps I find three
additional values not mentioned in the article: a 4
centesimos in light yellow, a 20 centesimos in
grayish brown and a twenty Balboa in light purple.
The stamps were printed in panes approximately
90mm wide by 100min long. From the position of
staples at the top selvage, the panes must have been
part of a booklet of an unknown number of panes
(see figure 2). 1 do not know if the panes were
printed individually or were part of multiple panes
printed on a larger sheet of paper. The printing of
the stamps consisted of a two-step process. The first
process was to print the background color that was

There were two distinct types of printings of the
Encomienda stamps, type I and type 11. The easiest
way to distinguish type 1 from type II is the word
SECRETARIA. On type I the word is spelled out
entirely. On type II it is abbreviated so it reads
SRIA. The other notable differences are the
shapes of the numbers in both Part 1 and Part 2 and
the size of the Arms. The Arms of type I are larger
and not printed as neatly. In type 11 they arc finely
printed and are smaller. Shields of type I stamps
have 7 stars. On type II, two shields in each pane
have 7 stars, the other two have 8 stars each. There
are other small differences, but the ones I have
mentioned are the most noticeable (sec figure 3).
Type II stamps are quite scarce. Of over 1,200
Encomienda stamps examined only 58 were type II
or less than 1/2 of one percent. Dated copies of type
II stamps show that they were used in late 1927
and 1928 indicating a short period of usage, and as
we will read further on the remainders were
ordered incinerated.
Figure 3. Detail of the two
of En com le da

print ings

Figure 2. Two full panes of the 50 centesimo stamp.
Top pane is type I and bottom is type II. Note the size
of the Arms are larger in type I and are rotated 180° in
comparison to type II. Note the different printing
characteristics between type I and type II. Figure is
reduced by 25%.

stamps. Note the difference
in the shape of the numbers
of type I and type II stamps.
In type II the word
Secretaria is abbreviated so
it reads SRIA. Figure is

v,

actual Size.

1
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The utilization process of the Encomienda
stamps. Again article 4 of decree number 75 of
1917 describes that the intention of printing two
triangular parts within a square was to have the
stamps automatically invalidated once the two
triangles or parts were separated from each other.
Postal packages subject to import duties were
required to have a declaration form in triplicate
written by the sending party. A principal item of the
declaration form was a description of the contents of
the postal package and its value. It was these
declaration forms that triggered the collection of the
import duty and the utilization of the Encomienda
stamps. Upon assessing the amount of the duty to be
charged for a particular postal package, the postal
clerk obtained an equivalent number of Part I and
Part 2 stamps and proceeded to paste Part I stamps
on one copy of the form and Part 2 stamps on the
second copy. After pasting the proper amount of
stamps on the two forms, the stamps were cancelled
by a dated postal devise to denote the date of the
transaction and the collection of the duty. The form
with Part 2, the encomienda section, was given to
the owner of the package as a receipt. The postal
clerk retained the form with Part I or the declaration
section. At the beginning of each month, postal
clerks were required to give an accounting and a
report of the activity of the postal package processed
during the previous month. Inclusion of the forms
with Part t stamps attached to them were part of the
reporting and accounting process that was sent to
the office of the Exchequer.

Figure 4. Type II
stamps attached to a
piece by a Bocas del
Toro cancellation. Note
the fragment at the right
edge of the piece. Most
likely it is a Panama
postage stamp paying
the storage fee, Figure
is reduced by 25%.

The Panama Gaceta Oficial published in 1918 a
month by month report of the fees collected
through the use of the Encomienda stamps by the
post offices at Panama, Colon, Bocas del Toro,
David. Aguadulce, Santiago. and Chitre. The total
value from June 1917 to July 1918 was B/
55,893.38 (Balboas). A significant sum of revenue
given the size of Panama and so early into the
Encomienda reporting process.
Retirement of the Encomienda stamps. On
November 10, 1928, the Republic of Panama
issued decree number 107 by which it regulated for
a second time the process of handling postal
packages. Article I of said decree declared that as
of November .15th, those stomps that are now used
to collect the duty on postal packages are annulled
and devoid of any value. Article 2 of the same
decree ordered all postal employees to send their
inventories of Encomienda stamps to the office of
the Exchequer to be incinerated according to the
established formalities.

Postage stamps of Panama used in the
Encomienda process. Article 23 of Decree number
75 of 1917 required that postal packages be picked
up from the post offices within 48 hours after the
owners of the packages were notified of their
arrival. Failure to pick up the package within 48
hours incurred a storage fee of 2V2 cents per each
24-hour period. Postage stamps equal to the value
of the storage fee were to be attached to the postal
packages or to declaration forms and cancelled by
the postal clerk. No forms, package wrappers, or on
piece combination of Encomienda and Panama
stamps have been uncovered. There is a fragment of
a postal package custom for with singles of type II
stamps of the 1-eentesimo, 50 centesimo, and one
Balboa value cancelled in Bocas del Torn. The
fragment has at its edge what appears to be pieces of
a blue Panama postage stamp, most likely a five
centavo stamp, (see figure 4).

In 1990 the author purchased from a stamp dealer
in Panama a group of full panes of type II stamps
of the four centesimos, 50 centesimos and two
Balboas values. All these panes have evidence of
burning and charring at the selvage near where the
staple joined the panes together. It is possible that
a clerk from the office of the Exchequer retrieved
some of the panes before the fire consumed them.
Since the burning marks are more intense at the
place of the metal staple where the fire would be
more intense, most likely these full panes are a
product of a faulty incinerating process. For some
reason they were saved and obtained by the
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Panama stamp dealer (see figure 5).

required duty. Withdrawal of the postal packages
from the post offices could only he made upon
presentation of a receipt verifying that the Banco
Nacional had collected the assigned sum. This new
process ends a very interesting chapter of the
philatelic history of Panama; the use of
Encomienda stamps to collect a duty on postal
packages. The Encomienda stamps were in use for
a little over 11 years and five months.

With the retirement of the postal package stamps
new arrangements were made to continue collecting
the import duty. Decree number 107 of 1928
required a postal clerk to assess the proper duty for
postal packages arriving in Panama and to write the
amount of the duty on the declaration form. The
postal patron would then take this form to the
Panama National Bank and pay in cash the

To be continued.

00
Figure 5. Full panes of the four centesimo, fifty
centesimo and two Balboas type 11 stamps. Note the
burning and charring at the selvage near where the
metal staples joined the panes together. All type 11
panes seen have these markings. Since Decree 107 of
November 10, 1928 ordered the remainders of the
Encomienda stamps incinerated, most likely these
panes were the product of a faulty incinerating process.
Panes arc reduced by 15%.
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THE POST CARD CORNER
by Jim Cross
C. F. R. S. (Full name unknown to me) was an early publisher of postal cards in Cartagena. Most of the cards picture
views of the city while others show views from the Sinu. The early series of cards was numbered from I to at least 53
plus 16bis. An asterisk after the caption in the list indicates there is a photocopy in the COPAPHIL scrapbook.

SERIES CFRIN Numbered
Photos: black and white on greenish background.
Caption: on front in black
Publisher: "C.F.R.S." on front in black.
Address Side: Undivided back "REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA" in black
Card # Caption
2
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Plaza de los Coches*
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Reloj Publica'
3
4
Tipo de India del Rio Sinu (Colombia)'
6
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Fuerte del Pastelillo'
7
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Barquetona en el Sinu'
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Plaza de Carniccria*
9
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle en Manga
10
12
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle Real de Turbaco
14
lndios del Alto Sinu - (Colombia)*
16
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Paseo de los Martires'
!Obis. CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Plaza de los Martires'
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Pie de la Popa
17
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Torre del Faro
18
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Vista del Cabrero*
19
20
Grupo de Trabajadores del Sinu - (Colombia)'
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle del Curato'
22
23
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - La Aduana'
24
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle Media Luna*
27
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Estacion del Ferro-Carril*
28
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Muelle del Mercado*
29
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Vista de la Bahia*
30
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Vista General
31
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Estatua de Bolivar*
33
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle de Lozano'
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Vista General*
34
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Puente de Ferrocarril'
38
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Vendedora de Platanos'
41
42
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Muelle
43
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Tipo de Mendigo'
44
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Las Bovedas'
45
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - La Tenaza'
46
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle de Is Cochera
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Plaza del Mercado
48
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Carro de Trasporte (Sic!)'
49
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Agencia Postal
50
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Plaza Rafael Nunez*
51
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - El Puerto*
52
CARTAGENA (Colombia) - Calle Universidad'
53
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STAMPS OF THE COLOMBIAN EXPRESS CARRIER'S COMPANIES
19. Campania Automoviliaria de Colombia.
20. Sociedad de Autobuses "Colombia."
21. Empresa de Transportes "Rapido
Magdalena."
22. Sociedad Cooperative de Autobuses,
"Surer."
23. Campania Colombiana de Transportes.
24. Transandina de Comisiones y Transportes
(J. Londono y Cia.)
25. El Veloz Expreso.
26. Cables Aereas del Caldas.
27. Cable Aereo e Cucuta al Rio Magdalena.
28. Expreso Trejos Ltda.
29. Transportes Sonson Ltda.
30. Servifon.
Airmail Services:
31. COSA DA (Campania Santandercana de
Aviation).
32. SACO (Servicio Aereo Colambiano)
33. TACA (Transportes Aereos
Colombianos)
34. TAXADER (Taxi Aereo de Santander).
Effective 31 December 1931 the government
terminated its agreement with SCADTA In its place the
government organized its own airmail service, with
SCADTA as the initial contractor. This change also
affected the Santander and Norte de Santander express
services. Themmanuseript indicates that the other (land)
carrier's services were phased out over the ensuing
years. The last were those of RIBON and TOBON
whose agreements expired on 15 Jun 1937. Grace was
allowed until the 30th of June, but thereafter the
national posts became the sole letter carrying agency in
the country. Temprano and Kamp show that several
carriers operated as late as 1942 or 1948, but it is
possible that in their later years they were government
contractors and no longer used their private stamps.
However, one company. "Correos Expresos Transocampo" definitely operated in 1952 and 1953
and issued stamps during that period.
The stamps issued by companies 1-17 listed above
are shown in the various sources as follows:
1. Correo Semenal del Dorado.
This post operated between Guasca and Bogota
during the period when an attempt was being made to
drain Lake Guatavita. Stamps are very crudely printed,
possibly by hectograph and found on various types of
papers. Known used on covers from the English mining
engineer George Crowther to his partner Enrique
Urdaneta in Bogota. All covers dated in 1870.

The earliest stamps of a private express company
were the stamps of the Correo Semenal del Dorado
which were issued in 1870. Their story was given in the
article by Ray Ireson in the June 1995 COPACARTA.
The next stamps listed by Leo Temprano were issued in
1882 by the "Correo de Mora." There was then a long
interval during which no additional companies issued
stamps. About 1902 the "Exploration Line" stamps
were issued in Magdalena (COPACARTA August 1986),
but there is no evidence that this company ever provided
postal service and these are generally considered to be a
"Cinderella" issue.
The unpublished manuscript furnished by Ken Rowe
discusses the later express companies and their stamp
issues. This will be referred to in this article simply as
the manuscript.
In the 1920's the national system of posts did
not provide an adequate express delivery service and the
government made agreements with a number of private
carriers who ran their own mail delivery services. These
companies were permitted to issue their own stamps
covering the costs of their express service. Such stamps
were to be used in addition to the national adhesives.
The following express companies are known to have
issued stamps:
3. Expresso Colombiano (Ribon)
4. Expreso Tobon.
5. Compania de Transportes Terrestres S.A.
6. Correo Rapido de Norte de Santander
7. Correo Rapido de Santander.
8. Compania Urbana de Transportes Pachuribe
9. La Flota Santa Fe.
10.Transportadora Colombiana.
11 Transportes Economicas - Ignacio Rojas &
Cia.
12. Expreso Caribe.
13. Correo Departmental (del Caldas).
14. Garage Hudson.
15. "La Vanguardia Liberal" Con-eo Rapido.
16. Correos Expresos - Transocampo.
17. Empresa de Autobuses.
In addition a number of other express companies
operated that did not issue their own advesives. Their
distinctive cancellations are found on national stamp
issues. These include (numbers 18-24 are from the
manuscript while numbers 25-30 arc on the list in the
Kamp article):
18. Compania Interdepartamental de Autobuses
"SPA."
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7. 5c Red.
8. 6c Red.
9. I 2c Blue.
10. 18c Blue-green.
11. 24c Violet.
12. 30c Red-brown.
1932. Issue of 1928 surcharged with new values in
colors shown.
13. 5c (red) on 12c Blue.
14. Sc (red) on l 8c Blue-green.
15. 5c (red) on 24c Violet.
16. 5c (blue) on 30c Red-brown.
1936. A set of 10 values was prepared, but never
placed in use. The set was printed by the State Printing
Works in Berlin. The centavos values are rectangular
and the pesos values are square. All values are
perforated 11.
17. 5c. Salmon.
18. 10c. Blue.
19. 20c Deep Purple
20. 50c Green.
21. 20c Red (inscribed RECOMENDADO)
22. IP. Deep Brown.
23. 2P. Orange.
24. 3P. Gray-black.
25. SP. Lake.
26. 10P Red.
4. Expreso Tobon.
For a many years Pablo E. Tobon operated a daily
service, "EL EXPRESO" between Manizales, Pereira,
Armenia, Cali, Popayan and Buenaventura. The name of
the company was later changed to "EL EXPRESO
TOBON" and finally to "EXPRESO TOBON." By
1930 the service had been extended from Manizales to
Bogota.
1928. The only stamp issued by this company was a
rectangular stamp with a picture of a railway
locomotive. It was perforated I Printed by Mariano
Ramos of Cali. Only one value exists. It was printed in
two different colors and is also found on pelure paper.
Hurt & Williams Type I I.
I 6c Carmine.
2. 6c Vermillion.
5. Compahia de Transportes Terrestres S.A.
In 1922 this company, founded by Antonio Puerto,
operated first as "Empresa de Autobuses" and before
1924 this had been altered to "Autobuses de Boyaca."
About 1925 the final title appeared but for a number of
years this was used as a prefix to the second title. The
services operated were:( ) Bogota, Choconta, Tunja, Paipa, Duitama, Santa
Rosa, Belen, Swim with a branch from Duitama to

I 870(?). Imperforate. Printed on various types of
paper. Temprano states there were 6 stamps in the
sheet, but the largest multiples found by Ray Ireson
are 2x2 with the bottom row tete- beche,.
1. 1 real. Ochre
a. I real Ochre pelure paper w/flower
spray watermark.
b. I real Ochre greenish pelure paper.
c. I real Ochre bluish laid pelure paper.
d. I real Ochre bluish quadrilled paper.
2. Curren de Mora & Cia.
This post was established in 1882 and connected
Barranquilla with Sabanalarga and Puerto Colombia. It
is not known how long it continued to operate.
1882. Rectangular stamp inscribed Franqueo
Particular at top and Barranquilla at the bottom with
company monogram in the center. Perforated 11 x 14.
1. 5c green.
2. 5c brown.
3. Expreso Colombiano (RIBON).
Originally named "Expreso Colombiano del Pacifico
-Julio G. Ribon e Hijo." Sometimes "del Pacifico" was
omitted and sometimes the full family name was
replaced merely by Ribon. It served the routes Bogota lbague - Buga - Cali and Bogota - Bucaramanga Cucuta. Kamp states the company continued to operate
until 1948.
1923 Rectangular typeset stamp inscribed "Expreso
Colombiano" at the top. Servicio Diario vertically at left
and "Ribon E Hijos" at the bottom. Printed by Tip.
ARCONVAR. Two types with different type styles for
the denomination. Imperforate.
I. 5c Blue (thick figures of value).
2. 5c Blue (thin figures of value).
1925 Double lined circular stamp inscribed "Expreso
Colombiano - Ordinario." Diameter 25mm. White
lettering on deep blue ground and white outside the
circle. Perforated between, but imperforate sheet
margins.
3. 5c Blue and White.
1925 A similar stamp inscribed "Recomendado " at
the bottom.
4. 20c Red and White.
1925 Rectangular stamp with a diagonal ribbon with
the word "Provisional" in the center. Hurt & Williams
Type I. Manuscript lists two values perforated 12.
Temprano lists only the 6c stamp, perforated 111/2.
5. Sc Blue
6. 6c Red and Blue.
1928. Six values. lithographed by Litografia
Colombia, Bogota. Perforated ll'A. Hurt & Williams
Type 2.
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8. 5c Pale ' Violet.
a. Vertical pair, tete-beche.
9. 6c Red
a, Rouletted.
b. Imperforate.
c. 6c Orange.
d. Horizontal pair, imperforate between.
10. 12c Blue. (Shades).
11. 12c Bright Green.
1932. Stamps of the previous issue surcharged 5 or
8 centavos. Because of the composition of the sheet of
the 5c pale violet, this surcharge is inverted on the three
lower rows when applied to that stamp.
12. 5c (black) on 6c Red.
13. 5c (black) on 6c Green.
14. 8c (maroon) on 5c Dark Brown.
15. 8c (bright-red) on Sc Pale Violet.
a. Inverted surcharge.
1932. A small rectangular 5c stamp was issued in
two colors. Hurt & Williams Type 8. Temprano states
perforated 101/2 while the manuscript states perforated

Sogamoso and, by 1930, an extension to Cucuta.
(2) Bogota. Moniquira, Barbosa, Socorro, San Gil and
Bucaramanga.
(3) Bogota, Honda.
1923-1924. Stamp inscribed "Empresa de A utobuses
de Antonio Puerto." White lettering on colored ground.
Perforated 12. Not listed by Temprano.
I. 10c Blue. (Different shades exist).
1927. Large stamp without denomination with a
picture of a motorbus in front of the monument to the
battle of Boyaca. Imperforate.
2. (10c) Blue.
3. (20c) Yellow.
1928. Provisional stamp with lithographed border.
Value added by typewriter. Perforated 10.
4. 12c Blue.
1928. Stamp of 1927 issue surcharged with a value
in red. Imperforate.
5. 12c Blue.
1928-1931. Hurt & Williams Type 7. There are
several differences between the listings of this set of
stamps in Hurt & Williams and Temprano. The former
indicates the stamps were issued over a period of four
years, while Temprano gives 1929 for the entire set. The
former indicates the stamps were printed from two dies.
The fast was inscribed EXTRARAPIDO and the second
EXTRARAPIDOS. Temprano does not mention the
first die and illustrates only stamps from die II. Hurt &
Williams indicate the stamps were printed in sheets of
5x4. except for the 5c violet which was 5x6. Temprano
gives the size of both of the 5c sheets as 5x6and states
the sheet size of the 12c was 15 stamps without giving
a count by rows and columns. Perforate 111/2 with
imperforate sheet margins. The manuscript states that
the three bottom rows of the 5c pale violet were inverted
giving five vertical tete-beche pairs in the sheet.
Temprano lists an imperforate proof of the 6c in green,
but this stamp was apparently only issued with the 5c
surcharge.
Die I
6. 6c Red.
a. Rouletted.
b. Imperforate.
c. "V" of RAPIDOS with a long tail.
(Exists on thick and thin gloss), paper

and rarely. on

1. 5c Red.
a. Sc Reddish-brown.
6. Correo Rapido de Norte de Santander.
This service was operated in conjunction with
COSADA (the Compania Santandereana de Aviation)
and provided services between Bucaramanga and
Cucuta via Pamplona and between Gamarra and Deana
on behalf of SCADTA, which was a part owner of
COSADA.
1926. Stamp typeset and printed on very thin yellow
paper by Imprenta Departmental. Cucuta in sheets of 48
composed of two panes of 24 stamps (6x4) with the
second pane printed beneath the first. Hurt & Williams
Type I. Perforated 11 V2. The top of the figure "4" is
closed on the normal stamp. but positions 13 and 19 of
each pane have "4's" with an open top and a break in
the double lines. Stamps from position 19 have a single
thick line 3 1/2mm. long at right, while those from
position 13 have a double line in that position. There are
also two minor varieties of the closed "4" variety. The
normal stamps (15 positions in the pane) have no break
in the double line. The varieties have a break inthe
double line with the right segment 71/2mm. long in four
positions of the pane and with the left segment 71/2mm.
long in three positions of the pane. In addition
Temprano lists a variety in position 24 of each pane
which has a missing "0" in RAPIDO
1. 4c Green.
a. "4" with open top,
h. Missing "0" in RAPIDO.

rough

papa).
Die II
7. 5c Reddish-brown.
a. 5c Dark brown (1932)
b. 5c Pale brown (1932)
(These exist with a decorative "N" within a rope-like click
errthosial on than. The meaning of this embossing is not known).
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a. 10c Violet Recomendado Type 2.
b. 10c Violet Recomendado Type 3.
Second Printing.
7. 2c Red Type I .
a. 2c Red Type 2.
b. 2c Red Type 3.
8.4c Blue Type I. (Shades).
a. 4c Blue Type 2. (Shades).
b. 4c Blue Type 3. (Shades).
7. Correo Rapido de Santander.
This service was operated by the same company that
operated the Correo Rapido del Norte de Santander, but
over routes Bucaramanga to Malaga via Pamplona and
Bucaramanga - San Gil - Socorro - Velez.
1927. A set of three stamps in three different designs
was issued. These are Hurt & Williams Types 4, 5 and
6. Temprano lists these stamps with the stamps of the
previous company. They are printed on white paper.
Hurt & Williams gives the perforation as 111/2 while
Temprano gives it as 12. Only the 2c was gummed.
1. 2c Emerald green.
a. Horizontal pair imperforate between.
h. Imperforate.
2. 4c Dark Green.
3. 20c Violet.
S. Compahis Urbana de Transportes.
This company was founded in 1934 and connected
the cities of Buga and Cali by way of Palmira.
There is considerable difference between the
manuscript listings of its stamps and the Temprano
listings. Temprano lists two different designs, both
issued in 1934 with all stamps printed in red, while the
manuscript lists only Hurt & Williams type 10, printed
in green and purple, but not red. Since the manuscript
mentions the company as successors to Pachuribe. I
presume that the stamp it lists is Temprano's second
type which has that inscription. Again the manuscript
gives the perforation as 11 1/2 while Temprano lists it as
12.
1934 Small rectangular stamp with vertical format
showing a picture of a small bus and inscribed
PACHURIBE above and CONTRASENA below. No
value shown, but probably 5 centavos.
I. (Sc) red.
a. (5c) red on yellow.
1934 Rectangular stamp showing a picture of a
larger bus with "SUCESORES DE PACHURIBE"
above and CONTRASENA below.
2. (5c) red (Temprano)
3. (5c) green (Manuscript)
4. (5c) Purple (Manuscript)

c. 4c Deep bluish-green.
d. Like 1 c. "4" with open top.
e. Like lc. Missing "0" in RAPIDO.
1927-1930. Set of four regular postage stamps and one
registration stamp. Hurt & Williams Types 2 and 3.
Lithographed by the Litografia Departmental de
Cucuta. Two different printings are known of the 2 and
4 centavos stamps. The first printing stones had two
vertical strips of 6 which were printed on thin white
unwatermarked and ungummed paper with the word
"PROVISIONAL." The two strips were tete-beche with
a gutter between the strips. Two transfer types
alternated in the stone. Type 1 had no period after
SANTDER and a period after CUCUTA while Type 2
had a period after SANTDER and no period after
CUCUTA. The manuscript gives the perforation as
111/2-12, while Temprano lists it as 12. It is unclear
whether the tete-beche pairs are each of the same type or
are of different types. There are three varieties of the
registration stamp which was lithographed in strips of
10. -type I has double lines to the left of the "R" which
touch the horizontal lines above and below. Type 2 has
double lines to the left of the "R" which touch neither of
the top and bottom lines. Type 3 has thick double lines
to the left of the "R" which touch the horizontal double
lines above the "R", but do not touch the lines below.
The stamps of the second printing are inscribed
"PROVICIONAL." Temprano illustrates three stamps
from the first printing and the 2c stamp from the second
printing. There are three types of the stamps in the
second printing. Type 1 has a frame break over the
space between "M" and "B" in Colombia (on the 4c
there is an additional frame break between the "S" and
"A" of SANTDER). Type 2 has a frame break under the
"C" of Cucuta which is wider on the 4c. Type 3 on the
2c had a complete frame, but a poorly formed "C" in
COLOMBIA while on the 4c there is a frame break
under the "U" of CUCUTA.
First Printing.
2. lc Yellow green Type 1.
a. lc Yellow green Type 2.
b. Horizontal pair tete-beche.
3. 2c Red, Type I..
a. I c Red Type 2.
b. Horizontal pair tete-beche.
4. 4c Blue Type I .
a. 4c Blue Type 2.
b. Horizontal pair tete-beche.
5. 10c Violet Type I.
a. 10c Violet Type 2.
b. Horizontal pair tete-beche.
6. 10c Violet Recomendado Type 1.
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showed a stork carrying a briefcase in its mouth.
I. 5c carmine.
13. Correo Departmental de Caldas.
This company was founded by Jorge 1 Medina in
1928 and served Manizales, Armenia, Santa Rosa de
Cabal, Pereira, Cartago, Zarzal, Circasia and Calarca.
1928. An issue of two stamps was prepared showing
a map of the Department of Caldas. Perforated 12 with
sheet margins imperforate..
1. lc Brown.
2. 5c Green.
14. Garage Hudson.
This company is not listed by Temprano. It operated
early. perhaps from 1924 and connected Barranquilla
and Cartagena.
1924? A stamp was issued showing a Ford touring
car running along a seashore. It was printed by
Francisco Valiente in Barranquilla. Imperforate.
I. 10c Blue-black.
2. 10c Red.
15. "La Vanguardia Liberal" Correa Rapido.
This company is not listed by Temprano. It was
operated by a newspaper of the same name chiefly to
speed the delivery of the newspapers from Bucaramanga
to Cucuta.
1934. A single stamp was issued. This is Hurt &
Williams Type 9. It was typeset and perforated 12.
1. 20c Black on Salmon.
16. Correos Eipresos - Transocampo.
This company operated in 1952 and 1953 between
the towns of Manizales and Cali. It carried letters,
parcels and money, especially for the National
Association of Coffeegrowers.
1952. A set of five values was issued showing a
picture of a large truck.. They were lithographed by
Mariano Ramos, Lito de Cali in sheets of 40 (8x5).
They were perforated between, with imperforate sheet
margins.
I. 5c Blue.
2. 10c Orange.
3. 20c Green
4. 30c Red.
5. 50e Violet.
17. Empresa de Autobuses.
This is the only company listed by Temprano that is
not mentioned in the manuscript. It was founded in
1923 by Antonio Puerto and connected Bogota and
Tunja.
1923. A single undenominated stamp was issued.
The design shows only text. It is perforated 11.
1. 10c Blue.

9. La Flom Santa Fe.
This company owned by Jorge Pardo was founded in
1934 and operated until 1942 according to Temprano.
It operated between Bogota and Villeta. This is another
company on which there is disagreement between the
manuscript and the Temprano catalog.
1934. A stamp was issued showing the rising sun
and a fleet of three buses in the foreground. According
to the manuscript it was printed in vertical ungummed
strips of 4, perforated between, but imperforate at the
sid es and bottom and with a margin at the top.
1. 5c Red and Blue (Temprano)
a. Imperforate.
2. 5c Brown and Blue (Temprano)
a. Imperforate.
3. 5c Violet (Manuscript).
10. Tra nsportadora Colombia na.
This company was founded in 1936 and operated
until 1941 according to Temprano. It was based in
Medellin and served the surrounding countryside at least
as far as Rio Negro.
1936 A stamp showing a bus between two female
statues was lithographed by J. L. Arango of Medellin. It
was perforated 1 I. The manuscript lists the color of the
basic stamp as Deep Plum and Yellow, while Temprano
gives the colors as Violet and Yellow. The manuscript
lists a color not mentioned by Temprano.
1. 6c Violet and Yellow.
a. Imperforate.
b. Brown and Yellow (per manuscript)
11. Transportes Econumicas.
Founded by Ignacio Rojas & Cia. in 1933 to connect
Bogota with lbague by road.
1933. A rectangular stamp was issued incorporating
a stampship, train and airplane in its design. Temprano
states it was issued in a vertical sheet 2x5 and does not
mention tete-heche pairs. The manuscript states it was
issued in a sheet of 8 stamps with the lower half'
inverted producing two tete-beche pairs. Again
Temprano lists the perforations as 111/2 while the
manuscript states they are guage 12. The two sources
also do not agree on the colors.
I. 5c Blue. (Temprano).
2. 5c Violet (Temprano).
3. 5c Dull Red and Blue (Manuscript)
a. Vertical pair tete-beche.
12. Expreso Ca ribe.
This company is not listed by Temprano. It operated
in the area of Barranquilla and Cartagena, perhaps
connecting these two towns.
I9?? The manuscript states a triangular stamp with
rounded points (corners?) was issued. The design
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COLOMBIA: THE 1911 DOMESTICPOSTAL RATE CHANGES
Printed Matter — 1/2 centavo for each 50 grams or
fraction thereof. Domestic publications were postfree
for six months after their date of publication.
Business Papers —2 centavos for the first 100 grains or
fraction thereof and I centavo for each additional
100 grams or fraction thereof.
Samples — I centavo for the first 100 grams or fraction
thereof and I centavo for each additional 50 grams
or fraction thereof. Samples of domestic products
weighing less than 500 grams were postfree.
Registration — 10 centavos plus 5 centavos for
acknowledgement of receipt if requested.
The rates for valores declarados were reduced to 3%
per 100 for shipments of hills or gold currency and 2%
per 100 for shipments of silver currency. There was a
surcharge for silver shipments of 4 centavos for each
100 grams or fraction thereof.
A large part of the decree was devoted to new
procedures for controlling parcel post shipments.

Editor's Note: Copies of number of postal rate decrees
have been furnished by Larry Crain. These will be
published as space permits.
Decree 811 of 25 September 1911 published in
Diario Oficial 14410 2 Oct 1911 set new domestic
postal rates.
The introduction to Decree 811 explained the
rational for the changes which were generally
reductions. It described some of the domestic rates as
being prohibitive. It found that the procedures for
handling parcel post shipments were inadequate to
properly supervise such shipments and that the claims
procedure for lost or damaged shipments was ineffective
and resulted in delays in paying claims.
The new domestic rates were:
Letters — 2 centavos per 15 grams or fraction thereof.
Postal Cards — I centavo for single cards, 2 centavos for
double cards.
Railroad Postal Envelopes — 2 centavos, but only valid
on letters addressed to towns on the railroad.
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PANAMA: AN INTERESTING 1913 POST CARD FROM TABOGA
Saturday and Sunday mornings. This led to a discussion
of the scarcity of mail postmarked Taboga. The article
issued the 1913 post card reproduced below. This cover
is worthy of reproduction here because of the "FUERA
DE VALIJA/TA1306A marking which may be unique.

Bob Karrer continues to publish interesting items in
his 1CC Journal. The most recent issues have explored
the events associated with the 1909 visit of President
Taft to Panama. Bob quoted a 1909 Star & Herald
report which states that mail was dispatched to Taboga
from Panama four times a week on Tuesday, Thursday,

CLASSIFIED
Classified per line; one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru VII; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign
$15.00; complete set U.S. $76.00, Canada $82.00, Other $95.00; Volumes VIII thru XIV; per volume U.S. $8.00,
Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00. Postal History and Postmarks
of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2 for postage outside of the U.S. or
Canada). Prices include airmail postage. Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPI IlL library c/o
Indel
1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010.
WANTED: SCADTA

covers mailed from Canada or the US to Colombia in the 1920's or early 1930's. Canadian "CA"
overprinted stamps on cover with Canadian stamps or regular SCADTA stamps together with Canadian Stamps. US
covers with "EU" overprinted stamps or with additional US postage added. Also "Ca" overprinted stamps used on piece,
used singles or multiples, mint blocks, sheets or multiples. US "EU" overprinted stamps used on piece, used singles or
multiples, mint blocks and sheets or multiples. Send photocopies with asking price or ship material registered mail to Ray
JUN 2000
Simrak_ Box 792 Birrningham MI 48012-0792. Phone (519)-733-6627. E-Mail simrakr@hotmail.com
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